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Resumo

A Gerência de Variações é um desafio para a adoção de Linhas de Produtos de Software, uma
vez que os desenvolvedores precisam de meios para especificar e implementar variações que
ocorrem em diferentes tipos de artefatos (como requisitos,projeto e arquitetura, código fonte e
casos de testes). Esta tese apresenta uma nova abordagem para gerenciar variações em cenários
de casos de uso. Tal abordagem,Modeling Scenario Variabilities as Crosscutting Mechanisms
(MSVCM), objetiva melhorar a separação de preocupações entre a representação de variações
e as especificações de cenários, possibilitando aos engenheiros do domínio e da aplicação com-
preender evoluir ambas as preocupações de forma independente. MSVCM alcança tal objetivo
graças ao uso extensivo de mecanismos composicionais para aderivação de produtos, idéia
motivada pelo fato de que artefatos como modelos de features, configuração de produtos e
modelos de conhecimento da configuração se entrecortam em relação aos membros da linha
de produtos. Após a avaliação da abordagem proposta, por meio de alguns estudos de ca-
sos, identificou-se que MSVCM reduz o espalhamento de features e melhora a coesão das
especificações de cenários. Estes resultados sugerem que a evolução das especificações us-
ando a técnica proposta nesta tese requer alterações mais localizadas, quando comparada com
outras abordagens existentes. Por outro lado, os resultados de três experimentos controlados
apresentaram evidências de que MSVCM apenas reduz o tempo necessário para evoluir as es-
pecificações de uma LPS quando os participantes possuem grande familiaridade com a técnica
proposta e com o processo de evoluir especificações de linhasde produtos.

Palavras-chave: Linhas de produtos de software, cenários de casos de uso, desenvolvimento
de software orientado a aspectos, métodos empíricos aplicados à engenharia de software.
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Abstract

Variability management is a common challenge for Software Product Line (SPL) adoption,
since developers need suitable mechanisms for specifying and implementing variability that are
likely to occur at different SPL disciplines (requirements, design, implementation, and test). In
this thesis we present a novel approach for managing variabilities in use case scenarios. This
approach aims at improving the separation of concerns between variability representation and
scenario specifications, allowing domain and product engineers to understand and evolve both
concerns in an independent way. We achieve such a goal by modeling the product derivation
activity by means of crosscutting mechanisms, for the reason that artifacts such as feature
models, product configurations, and configuration knowledge crosscut each other with respect
to a SPL member. After evaluating our approach through several case studies, we have found
that our approach reduces feature scattering and improves scenario cohesion. These results,
in fact, suggest that evolving a software product line specification using our technique requires
localized changes. However, the results of three controlled experiments do not reveal evidences
that our approach reduces the time to evolve a SPL, unless thesubjects have been well trained
and acquired enough experience with the task of evolving SPLspecifications.

Keywords: Software product lines, use case scenarios, aspect-oriented software development,
empirical methods applied to software engineering.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The Software Product Line (SPL) development approach aims to reduce costs and time to
market of systems that share a common domain [26, 83, 72]. Based on this approach, systems
that belong to an SPL are generated by means of a product derivation process, whichselects
and configuresreusable assets. These assets comprise the outputs of different disciplines (or
phases), such as requirements, design, implementation, and testing, and are available to all SPL
members. Additionally, besides reducing the costs to launch new products, the SPL approach
could also improve product maintainability. For instance,Linden et al. [72] enforce that “the
amount of code and documentation that must be maintained is dramatically reduced”. This
sentence points out the importance ofdocument reuse, which means that SPL development is
not just concerned about code reuse. In fact, it is a systematic approach for mass customization
of software products, which involves not only binaries, butalso requirements, user manuals,
and so on.

Going back to the 70s, Parnas suggested the benefits of starting to understand a set of
programs as a family, and then trying to figure out the differences of each program individu-
ally [81]. This mentioned work might be traced as the root of SPL development [72], although
some authors (including Parnas [80]) claim that this is one of the technical aspects that an
SPL should rely on. Apart from considering technical perspectives, an SPL is also strongly
characterized by a marketing segment (or domain) [26], whose relevant concepts are usually
documented as features— a “user-visible aspect or characteristic of the domain” [58]. Actu-
ally, the goal of feature modeling, a technique widely used in SPL development, is to detail
the relationships between the concepts of a domain. Indeed,these relationships precisely de-
fine the scope, the variability space, and the set of SPL members. As a consequence, specific
configurations offeaturesare used as input of the product derivation process.

In order to support the product derivation activity, developers first representvariation points
throughout the different SPL assets and then describe how tosolve, given a configuration of
features, these variation points. Indeed, these tasks are both related to the variability man-
agement concern, which is inherently crosscutting, since the contribution of a feature is usually
scattered throughout many assets of an SPL. Depending on several factors (such as modulariza-
tion technique, feature granularity, and so on), the effectof a feature regarding the SPL assets
might be eitherannotativeor compositional[59]. The annotative style entangles the represen-
tation of common and variant specifications, whereas the compositional style supports a better
separation of variant behavior into distinct modules. The taxonomy involving the annotative
and compositional styles occurs in source code as well as in requirements specifications, as
discussed in the next section.

1



2 CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem

Variability management, due to its inherent crosscutting nature, is a common challenge in soft-
ware product line (SPL) adoption [26, 83]. First, nontrivial features often require variation
points to be scattered through SPL artifacts. Second, some approaches include product variant
and configuration knowledge tangled with software engineering artifacts. Both problems can
be observed in use case scenario [27] specifications.

It is true that severalaspect-orientedmechanisms have been proposed to modularize the
specification of crosscutting concerns [77, 23]. Although these techniques minimize the first
problem— since they can be used to modularize the specification of certain features, they do
not support the different sources of variability that occurin SPL requirements.

With respect to the second problem, existing approaches [11, 37] to specify variability in
use case scenarios do not offer a clear separation between variability management and scenario
specification. As a consequence, in the case where details about product variants are tangled
with use case scenarios, the removal of one variant from the product line requires changes to
all related scenarios. In summary, it is difficult to independently evolve both representations.

To better explain those problems, let us introduce one motivating example. Consider a prod-
uct line for the e-commerce domain [84], which could generate products that support shopping
carts, bonus, and different shipping methods. In addition,economical configurations should
also be available. For instance, these configurations mightnot support shopping carts and
bonus.

Scenarios of products belonging to this SPL are shown in Figure 1.1. TheBuy Productsce-
nario of the first product (in the left-hand side of the figure)is configured with both shopping
cart and bonus (observe the first two steps of theBuy Productscenario). In addition, this prod-
uct supports two shipping methods: economical and fast (seethe fourth step of this scenario).
Finally, the first product does not register user preferences after a search or purchase.

Differently, the second product (in the right-hand side of Figure 1.1) is not configured with
shopping cart and bonus— observe the first two steps of theBuy Productscenario, it supports
only theEconomicalshipping method, and registers the user preferences after an operation of
search or purchase (the final steps of both scenarios in the second product).

According to the SPL approach, one should be able to generateboth configurations from a
set of reusable assets. For that reason, several approachesfor representing variation points in
textual scenarios were proposed, such as Product Line Use Cases (PLUC) [11] and Product Line
Use Case Modeling for Systems and Software Engineering (PLUSS) [37]. However, in spite
of the benefits of variability representation, these approaches do not present a clear separation
between variability management and scenario specifications.

For instance, Figure 1.2 depicts theBuy Productscenarios written in the PLUSS notation.
Notice that a single artifact is used to represent all valid configurations related to this sce-
nario, mixing common behavior, variant behavior, and configuration information (references
to features inside square brackets). For example, steps 1(a) and 1(b) are never performed to-
gether. They are alternative steps: Step 1(a) will be present only if the Shopping Cartfeature
is selected, otherwise Step 1(b) will be present. In a similar way, we have to choose between
options (a) and (b) for Step 2 (depending on whether theBonusfeature is selected or not). Fi-
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SC01: Buy products.

and select the proceed option.
Request the shipping method and 
address.

Select one of the shipping 
methods (Economical, Fast), 
fill in the destination address and 
select the proceed option.

Calculate the shipping costs.

Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and send a 

request to the Delivery System, in 

order to dispatch the products.

Select the search product 
option. criteria.

Present the available search 

Retrieve the products that 
satisfy the search criteria. Show 
a list with the resulting products.

User Action System Response

SC02: Search products.

Inform the search criteria.

Select the confirm option.

Select the checkout option.

User Action System Response

Request bonus and payment

information.

Present the items in the shopping
cart and the amount to be paid. 
The user can remove items from
her shopping cart.

Fill in the requested information 

System Response

User Action System Response

SC01: Buy products.

Select the buy product option. Present the selected product. The 
user can change the amount of
items that she  wants to buy. 

Update user preferences.

Confirm the purchase.

Select the confirm option. Request payment information.

Calculate the shipping costs.

Request the shipping method and 
address.

Fill in the requested information.
and select the proceeed option.

Select one of the shipping 
methods (Economical), 
fill in the destination address and 
select the proceed option.

Execute the order and send a 

request to the Delivery System, in 

order to dispatch the products.

Update user preferences.

Inform the search criteria. Retrieve the products that 
satisfy the search criteria. Show 
a list with the resulting products.

Select the search product 
option. criteria.

Present the available search 

SC02: Search products.

User Action

Figure 1.1 Different configurations of the Buy Product and Search scenarios. Steps filled with the white
color are mandatory, the lightest gray steps are related to the Shopping Cart and Bonus features, the blue
steps are related to the expressionnot (Shopping Cart and Bonus), and the dark gray steps are related
to the Update User Preferences feature.

nally, Step 6 is optional and would be present only if the featureUpdate User Preferencewas
selected.

As a consequence, since all possible variants are describedin the same artifact, it is difficult
to understand the behavior of products specified using the PLUSS approach. In addition, the
resulting tangling betweencommonandvariant behavior raises maintainability issues: intro-
ducing a new product variant requires changes in several points of existing scenarios.

Differently, PLUC introduces special tags for representing variation points (VP) in use case
scenarios. For example, the VP1 tag in Figure 1.3, which alsodescribes theBuy Products
scenario, denotes a variation point that might assume the values “checkout” or “ buy product”,
depending on which product is being configured. For eachalternativeor optionalstep, one tag
must be defined. The actual value of each tag is specified in theVariation Pointssection of a
scenario specification.

Another kind of tangling occurs in this case. The specifications of common and variant
behavior are separate, but both are tangled with the variation points. Additionally, the defini-
tion of the SPL members, described using the same tag notation, is scattered throughout the
Products Definitionsection of many scenarios (Figure 1.3). Indeed, differently from PLUSS,
there is no explicit relationship between product configurations and features. In the example,
two products (P1 and P2) are defined. The first product is configured by an implicit selection
of theShopping Cart, Bonus, andUpdate User Preferencesfeatures; in contrast to the second
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Id User Action System Response

1(a) Select the checkout option.
[ShoppingCart]

Present the items in the
shopping cart and the
amount to be paid. The
user can remove items from
shopping cart.

1(b) Select the buy product
option. [not ShoppingCart]

Present the selected
product. The user can
change the quantity of
items that she wants to
buy. Calculate and show
the amount to be paid.

2(a) Select the confirm option.
[Bonus]

Request bonus and payment
information.

2(b) Select the confirm option.
[not Bonus]

Request payment
information.

3 Fill in the requested
information and select the
proceed option.

Request the shipping method
and address.

4 Select the
$ShippingMethod$, fill in
the destination address and
select the proceed option.

Calculate the shipping
costs.

5 Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and send
a request to the Delivery
System in order to dispatch
the products.

(6) [Update User Preferences] Update user preferences.

Figure 1.2 Buy Products scenarios using PLUSS.

that is not configured with these features.
Since the values of alternative and optional variation points are computed based on the

defined products, instead of specific features, the inclusion of a new member in the product
line might require a deep review of the scenarios’Variation Points section. This problem does
not occur in the PLUSS notation. Moreover, since the variation points and the product defini-
tions are spread among several scenario specifications, it is hard and time consuming to keep
consistent the relationships between them.

In conclusion, both PLUSS and PLUC do not present a clear separation between variability
assets and scenario specifications, which compromises the evolution of an SPL. Besides that,
both approaches rely on simple variability techniques: filtering optional steps in scenarios, or
syntactic changes of tag values based on product definition.In this sense, according to the
terminology presented in [59], they can be classified asannotative techniques, which are not
suitable for modularizing the crosscutting nature of certain features, have poor legibility, and
lead to lower maintainability [3, 59].

1.2 Solution

This thesis proposes a new approach, named Modeling Scenario Variability as Crosscutting
Mechanisms (MSVCM), for representing variability in use case scenarios. Indeed, it aims to
increase the separation of concerns (SoC) between common and variant behavior as well as
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Buy Products Scenario
Main Flow

01 Select the [VP1] option.
02 [VP2]
03 Select the confirm option.
04 [VP3]
05 Fill in the requested information and select the proceed

option.
06 Request the shipping method and address.
07 Select the [VP4] shipping method, fill in the destination

address and select the proceed option.
08 Calculate the shipping costs.
09 Confirm the purchase.
10 Execute the order and sends a request to the Delivery

System in order to dispatch the products.
11 {[VP5] Register the user preferences.}

Products definition:
P = (P1, P2)

Variation points:
VP1 = if (P == P1) then (checkout)

else (buy product)
VP2 = if (P == P1)

then (Presents the items in the shopping cart...)
else (Present the selected product. The user...)

VP3 = if (P == P1)
then ( Requests bonus and payment information.)
else (Requests payment information.)

VP4 = if (P == P1) then (Economical, Fast)
else (Economical)

VP5 requires (P == P2)

Figure 1.3 Buy Products scenarios using PLUC.

to increase the SoC between scenario specifications and variability management. In order to
achieve these results, we proposed special constructs for specifying scenario variability and a
novel representation of the configuration knowledge, whichenables the derivation of product
specifications from feature configurations and SPL assets.

1.2.1 New constructs for scenario variability

In order to deal with variabilities in textual scenarios, wepropose new constructs to describe
use cases [27]: aspectual use cases and parameters. Aspectual use cases deal with variability in
control flow (as required by theShopping CartandBonusfeature in the Buy Product scenario,
whose behavior is represented by the light gray steps in the first configuration of Figure 1.1).
Scenario parametrization, on the other hand, deals with variability in data (as required by the
Shipping Methodfeature). Variability in function, a third source of variability discussed in [7],
does not demand any new construct to use case modeling. Indeed, we represent which selection
of features requires a scenario through the configuration knowledge (as we explain later).

Using these new constructs, we could represent both configurations of Figure 1.1 using: (a)
one parameterized scenario (SC01), which defines the commonbehavior for buying products,
(b) one base scenario (SC02) for the common behavior for searching products, and (c) aspectual
use cases (ADV01, ADV02, and ADV03) that specifies the optional behavior required by the
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configurationsShopping Cart and Bonus, not (Shopping Cart and Bonus), andUpdate User
Preferences. The scenarios and advice previously discussed are shown inFigure 1.4.

Using our notation, parameters are represented as names enclosed by angle brackets (“<”
and “>”). There is one reference to parameters in the scenario labeled SC01 of Figure 1.4. In
the second step, the reference to theSMparameter is a variation point for theShipping Method
options. In addition, aspectual use cases differ from scenarios because they have a pointcut
clause (either After, Before or Around). In this clause we refer to special annotations assigned
to the steps of scenarios (or even steps of advice). The evaluation of an advice combines its
steps before (after or around) any step that matches the pointcut clause. In the current example,
the first step of scenario SC01 (see Figure 1.4) has the@ConfirmPurchase annotation.
Consequently, evaluating the advice ADV01 results in a flow of events similar to the scenario
described in the left side of Figure 1.1.

@UpdatePreferences

methods <SM>, 
fill in the destination address and 
select the proceed option.

User Action System Response

Select the search product 
option. criteria.

Present the available search 

User Action System Response

Select the confirm option.

Select the checkout option.

Request bonus and payment

information.

Present the items in the shopping
cart and the amount to be paid. 
The user can remove items from
her shopping cart.

ADV01: Buy products with shopping cart and bonus.

Pointcut: before @ConfirmPurchase

ADV02: Buy products without shopping cart and bonus.

Pointcut: before @ConfirmPurchase

User Action System Response

Present the selected product. The 
user can change the amount of
items that she  wants to buy. 

Select the buy product option.

Select the confirm option. Request payment information.

User Action System Response

Update user preferences.

ADV03: Update user preferences.

Pointcut: after @UpdatePreferences

SC01: Buy products.

Fill in the requested information 
and select the proceed option.

Request the shipping method and 
address.

Calculate the shipping costs.

@ConfirmPurchase

Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and send a 

request to the Delivery System, in 

order to dispatch the products.
@UpdatePreferences

User Action System Response

SC02: Search products.

Inform the search criteria. Retrieve the products that 
satisfy the search criteria. Show 
a list with the resulting products.

Select one of the shipping 

Figure 1.4 MSVCM scenarios of Buy Product and Search Product.

1.2.2 New representation of the configuration knowledge

Note that scenarios (or advices) do not make explicit references to features. Actually, the con-
figuration knowledge is responsible for relating product line assets (PLA) to features. Indeed,
the structure of our configuration knowledge relates feature expressions to transformations that
translates PLA into product specific artifacts. Thus, if a feature expression is evaluated asTrue
for a given configuration of features, the related transformations are applied.

Three distinct transformations deal with the types of variability discussed here: select sce-
nario (deals with variability in function), evaluate advice (deals with variability in control flow),
and bind parameter (deals with variability in data). For instance, the configuration knowledge
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...

Search Products Service

Buy Goods Service

Shopping Cart and Bonus

not (Shopping Cart and Bonus)

selectScenario SC01

selectScenario SC02

evaluateAdvice ADV01

evaluateAdvice ADV02

TransformationsFeature expression

Update User Preferences evaluateAdvice ADV03

Shipping Method bindParameter SM to Shipping Method
...

Figure 1.5 Instance of the CK for managing requirements variability.

of Figure 1.5 covers the configurability of theBuy ProductsandSearch Productsscenarios.
Figure 1.6 shows the workflow for building product specific assets1 using our representation

of the configuration knowledge. The process starts when a product engineer provides a valid
selection of features (a product configuration). Then, the building process, which also considers
the feature model (fm), the SPL assets (pla), and the configuration knowledge (ck), retrieves
the list of transformations that should be applied for the specific product. The last step mainly
consists of applying the list of transformations.

her shopping cart.

Buy Products Service

and select the proceed option.
Request the shipping method and 
address.

Shopping Cart

Foreign

Bonus

Economical

Fast

Serch Products Service

Update User Preferences

Product Configuration (pc)

eval fm pla ck pc

Product Specific Assets

...

Calculate the shipping costs.

SC01: Buy products.

Select the confirm option.

Select the checkout option.

User Action System Response

Request bonus and payment

information.

Present the items in the shopping
cart and the amount to be paid. 
The user can remove items from

Shipping MethodShipping Method

Buy Products Service selectScenario SC01
selectScenario SC02
evaluateAdvice ADV01
bindParameter SM to Shipping Method

Selected Transformations

Select the search product 
option. criteria.

Present the available search 

Retrieve the products that 
satisfy the search criteria. Show 
a list with the resulting products.

User Action System Response

SC02: Search products.

Inform the search criteria.

apply transformations

Confirm the purchase.

Select one of the shipping 
methods (Economical, Fast), 
fill in the destination address and 
select the proceed option.

Execute the order and send a 

request to the Delivery System, in 

order to dispatch the products.

Fill in the requested information 

Figure 1.6 Building process using the proposed configuration knowledge.

1.2.3 Thesis statement

As discussed, this thesis propose new constructs for representing variability in use case sce-
narios and a new representation of the configuration knowledge. The main goal is to improve

1In the context of this thesis, use case scenarios
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the separation of concerns between common-variant featurespecifications, as well as the sep-
aration of concerns between variability management and scenario specifications. Our thesis is
that:

MSVCM is effective for reducing the coupling among feature specifications and in-
creasing the cohesion of scenarios. Altogether, MSVCM might simplify and reduce
the effort to evolve SPL specifications.

In addition, we answer the following research questions in this thesis:

Q1. Is it worth to specify scenario variability using compositional approaches?

(a) Does MSVCM reduce scattering and tangling on SPL specifications?

(b) Does MSVCM better support the open-closed principle?

(c) Does MSVCM reduce the size of SPL specifications?

Q2. Does MSVCM increase the time to extract SPL specifications?

Q3. Does MSVCM reduce the time to evolve SPL specifications?

We review these questions and detail the evaluation of our thesis in Chapter 5.

1.2.4 Novelty

In this chapter, we just present an overview of our approach,whose pragmatics and semantics
are discussed in Chapters 3 and 3. Besides that, it is important to notice that here we go beyond
the common-variant scenario composition issues and consider a more encompassing notion of
variability management, including artifacts such as feature models [44, 29] and configuration
knowledge [29, 83]. In addition, we present the semantics ofvariability management as cross-
cutting mechanisms, in such a way that we could improve the separation between the concerns
of variability management and scenario specification.

1.3 Summary of the Contributions

Accordingly, we summarize the contributions of this thesisas follows:

• Characterization of the languages of variability management as a crosscutting concern
and, in this way, proposing an approach where variability concerns are separated from
other concerns. Although this work focus on requirement artifacts, more specifically
use case scenarios, we argue that such separation is also valid for other SPL artifacts.
Actually, it has already been claimed for source code [3, 6],without considering the
importance of variability artifacts.
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• A framework for modeling the composition process of scenario variability mechanisms.
This framework gives a basis for describing variability as crosscutting mechanisms; but,
differently from existing works [78, 46], it considers the contribution of different input
languages: feature models, product configuration, configuration knowledge and SPL use
case model. Moreover, the reference implementation provided for each variability mech-
anism corresponds to the essential parts of a tool environment for scenario variability
management.

• Specification of three sources of variability for use case scenarios: variability in function,
variability in data, and variability in control flow. This specification provides a more
formal representation when compared to existing works; which is an important property
for supporting the automatic derivation of product specificartifacts. Although the sources
of variability presented here are not complete, we believe that our modeling framework
is able to represent other interesting ones, such as context-aware adaptability.

• A rigorous evaluation of our approach, which considered different attributes such as fea-
ture modularity, scenario cohesion, and effort to extract and evolve software product
lines. To the best of our knowledge, we were the first to evaluate those attributes in the
context of product line scenario specifications.

• A set of tools and libraries to support the automatic derivation of product specifications
from SPL assets. In fact, theses tools had evolved in order toalso support variability
management in source code.





CHAPTER 2

Background

The need for reducing time and improving quality when launching new software products is
old. For instance, back in 1968, M. D. McIlroy claimed that applying mass customization
techniques in the software industry would be imperative [75]. Besides that, most attempts to
software mass customization have not succeeded in large scale, mainly because they focused
on technical details regarding software component reuse.

More recently, the focus on domain knowledge allowed the industry to achieve some of
the benefits of mass customization: reduced costs, time to market, and improved quality of
software products [72, 83]. As a consequence, several domain-driven approaches for software
development have been proposed, for example Generative Programming, Software Factories,
and Software Product Lines (SPL). Obviously, these approaches rely on important technical
foundations as well, such as object-oriented programming,aspect-oriented programming, de-
sign patterns, frameworks, program generators, domain specific languages, and so on.

This work presents a novel approach (Modeling Scenarios Variability as Crosscutting Mech-
anisms, MSVCM) for representing SPL variability in use casescenarios. The MSVCM ap-
proach builds upon aspect-oriented constructs for accomplishing a better separation of con-
cerns (a) between common and variant behavior, and (b) between configuration and solution
spaces. In addition, we evaluate the MSVCM approach by meansof case studies and controlled
experiments— two methods that have been applied for conducting empirical studies in software
engineering. Therefore, this thesis is placed at an intersection of several research domains, such
as software product lines (Section 2.1), aspect-oriented programming (Section 2.2.1), and em-
pirical studies on software engineering (Section 2.3). Thepurpose of this chapter is to present
enough background so that readers will be able to follow the main ideas of our work.

2.1 Software Product Lines

Software product lines (SPL) is an emerging paradigm for software mass customization. Clements
and Northrop [26] present a definition: “A software product line is a set of software-intensive
systems that share a common, managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of a partic-
ular market segment or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way”. Let us detail some points of this definition.

11
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Figure 2.1 Economics of SPL development [72]).

2.1.1 An SPL is a set of software systems

An SPL defines a family of systems, in such a way that products belonging to a product line
share features, requirements, architecture, design decisions, code, test artifacts, tools, lan-
guages, and so on. Building and maintaining products that share all these artifacts reduce costs
and time to market, even though some up-front investment is necessary to launch an SPL. Klaus
Schmid [72] points that a break-even is usually reached after about three products (Figure 2.1).

Besides that, depending on the approach for software product line development, one orga-
nization could achieve a break-even earlier, when launching an SPL. For instance, the proactive
approach (also known as big-bang, see Figure 2.2(a)) launches an SPL from scratch. In this
case, all assets of the product line are built after the domain analysis. Differently, the extractive
approach launches an SPL from existing products. This approach, depicted in Figure 2.2(b),
could reduce the up-front investment to institutionalize an SPL development, since existing
assets are available and could be reused.

2.1.2 Products are built from a set of core assets

The process of building products in an SPL development consists of selecting and configuring
core assets— artifacts that are shared by all products that belong to a family. The core assets
of an SPL comprise different kinds of artifacts, such as requirements, design elements, source
code, and so on. For instance, consider the mobile game product line in Figure 2.3. Depending
on the configuration of theClouds feature, different products could be generated from the
reusable components, images, and XML files [17].

Several approaches allow domain engineers to implement variability in source code. In
particular, Apel et al. [59] presents a taxonomy that classifies these approaches as annotative
(e.g. conditional compilation) or compositional (such as aspect-oriented programming). The
annotative style entangles the representation of common and variant specifications, whereas
the compositional style supports a better separation of variant behavior into distinct modules.
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Domain 
Analysis

Domain 
Engineering

SPL
SPL members

(P1, P2,P3, ..., Pn)

(a) Proactive approach for SPL

Domain 
Analysis

Domain 
Engineering

SPL

Existing 
Products

(P1, P2, P3)

SPL members
(P1, P2,P3, ..., Pn)

(b) Extractive approach for SPL

Figure 2.2 Different approaches for SPL development.

Empirical studies have already investigated the impact of those styles on the stability of an SPL
design [39].

Differently, existing techniques for representing variability in use case scenarios rely on the
annotative style [11, 37]. This leads to the problems mentioned in Section 1.1. For that reason,
we conceived MSVCM as a compositional approach, which uses aspect-oriented constructs for
representing use case scenario variability. Those constructs aim to improve the separation of
concerns between common and variant behavior.

Figure 2.3 Simplified version of the Rain of Fire game, developed by Meantime Mobile Creations [17].
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2.1.3 SPL Scope and Feature Modeling

Feature modeling is a well known technique for representingthe concepts of a software domain.
In fact, systematic reuse and domain driven approaches, such as Software Product Lines [26,
83] and Generative Programming [29] rely on some kind of feature based notation.

Perhaps for that reason, several notations for feature modeling have emerged since it was
introduced by Kang [58]. Besides that, they are often used torepresent which products belong
to the SPL scope. In order to do that, a feature model describes the relevant features (or con-
cepts) of a domain and details the constraints among those features. A valid member of an SPL
satisfies all constraints defined in the corresponding feature model.

For instance, consider the feature model of theeShop Product Linedepicted in Figure 2.4.
Note that it follows a tree-like notation where the parent-child relationships are categorized as:

• Mandatory relationships represent that whenever a parent feature is selected, the child
feature must also be selected. TheShipping Methodfeature on Figure 2.4 is mandatory.

• Optional relationships mean that a parent feature does not imply the child feature. The
Update User Preferencesfeature is optional.

• Inclusive or relationships define that at least one child of a parent feature must be select.
For instance, a product might be configured with different shipping methods.

• Exclusive or relationships define that one, and only one child of a parent feature must be
selected. For instance, only one of the available search options might be available for a
given product.

Besides the parent-child relationships, feature models also have global constraints, such as
(Shopping Cart⇔ Bonus), stating that the feature Shopping Cart is selected if, andonly if,
the feature Bonus is also selected.

Search Options

eShop

Economical Fast Foreign Ship Hints Similar Results

Optional Mandatory Inclusive OR Exclusive OR

Shopping Cart Bonus Shipping Method Update User Preferences

Shopping Cart⇔ Bonus

Figure 2.4 eShop feature model.
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2.1.4 Configuration Knowledge

So far we have discussed that, using an SPL approach, a product is characterized by a valid
selection of features and is built from a set of reusable assets. Accordingly to Czarnecki,
features are elements of the domain space; whereas reusableassets are elements of the solution
space [29].

In addition, to relate the mentioned spaces, Czarnecki recommended the use of an indepen-
dent representation, namedConfiguration Knowledge(CK). In its essential form, a CK is a set
of one-to-one mappingsthat relate one feature to one specific asset name. For instance, if a CK
has a mapping of the formf ⇒ ass, where f is a feature andassis the name of an SPL asset,
the building process of products configured withf must consider the asset identified byass.
In this thesis we contribute with a more expressive notion ofconfiguration knowledge, which
relates feature expressions to assets transformations (Section 4.3). Bellow we present a precise
definition of an SPL [17], considering features, SPL assets,and the configuration knowledge

For a feature model FM, a set of asset names PLA, and a configuration knowl-
edge CK, a tuple (FM, PLA, CK) is an SPL when CK refers only to features in
FM, the assets names in CK refer only to names in PLA, and each valid feature
configuration leads to a valid program.

Next sections we present some concepts that have been used toguide the design of MSVCM,
particularly the idea of modularity discussed in what follows.

2.2 Modular Design and Separation of Concerns

According to Parnas [79], a modular design brings several benefits: (a) reduced development
time, since each module could be developed in parallel, (b) improved flexibility, since each
module could evolve without the need to change other modules, and (c) high comprehensibility,
since each module could be understood independently of the others. Although proposed in the
earlier years of software development, modularity is at thesame time a principle that should be
followed and a challenge, because designing a modular system is hard.

Separation of concerns, another principle closely relatedto modularity, was also discussed
in the context of programming [33] in the late 60’s. According to this principle, we should
decompose a program in such a way that each one of the resulting modules implements one
concern. Indeed, a non-modular design, without a clear separation of concerns, leads to several
problems. Eaddy et al [36], for example, recently argued that scattering of concerns cause
defects.

Those principles are so pervasive in software engineering that they have guided the design
of processes, techniques, and programming languages. For instance,aspect-orientedprogram-
ming [60, 61] emerged as a means for better modularizing concerns that lead to scattering
and tangling when designed using Imperative, Object-Oriented, and Functional programming
techniques.
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2.2.1 Aspect-oriented programming

In a short sentence, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) builds upon three critical elements [60]:
a join point model, which corresponds to well defined points in the program execution; several
constructs for identifying join points; and a means of affecting implementation at join points.
Regarding SPL development, AOP allows domain engineers to separate variability from com-
mon assets [3, 4, 6].

For instance, consider a (simple) product line for evaluating expressions (theExpression
Product Line), used for describing the well known expression problem [93]. Figure 2.5(a)
shows a standard, interpreter based class hierarchy that evaluates expressions through the com-
posite design pattern [42, 90, 93]. According to this design, expressions are either simple values
or binary expressions composed byleft andright sub-expressions. Further, evaluating avalue
expressionbasically returns the corresponding value; while evaluating an instance ofAddExp,
for example, returns the evaluation of theleft expressionplus the evaluation ofright expression.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 Class diagrams showing (a) the base class hierarchy of EPL; and (b) the effect of the Pretty
Printer feature on the base hierarchy

An optionalPretty Printerfeature of the EPL allows users to display expressions in a pleas-
ant way. Figure 2.5(b) shows the impact of this feature on thestandard class hierarchy. As ex-
plained, we could implement this feature in different ways,using either annotative techniques,
such asconditional compilationor template programming, or compositional techniques, such
asaspect-oriented programmingor feature-oriented programming.

For instance, the code snippet on Figure 2.6 shows an implementation of thePretty Printer
feature using Velocity1, a template engine. Note that, as detailed in the class diagram of Fig-
ure 2.5(b), the pieces of code related to thePretty Printerfeature, enclosed by the delimiters #i f
and #end, are scattered throughout four modules written as the Java classes and interfaces: the
Expressioninterface, the class that represents simple values, the abstract class that represents
binary expressions, and the Program that provides an user interface to the EPL. In addition,
this solution entangles thePretty Printer implementation with the implementation of the pri-
mary, mandatory EPL concern that is evaluating expressions. Section 2.2.2 presents a precise
definition of scattering and tangling.

1http://www.velocity.org
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public interface Expression<T> {
public Value<T> eval();
#if($print)
public String print();
#end

}

public class Value<T> implements Expression <T> {
private T value;
public Value<T> evaluate() {
return this;

}
#if($print)
public String print() {
// ...
}
#end

}

public abstract class BinaryExp implements Expression <T> {
private Expression left;
private Expression right;
//...
#if($print)
public String print() {
// ...

}
#end
}

public class Program {
//...
public void run() {
//...
#if($print)
//...
#end

}
}

Figure 2.6 The implementation of thePretty Printer feature using Velocity, an annotative, template
based engine.
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public privileged aspect PrettyPrinter {

public void Expression.print(){ ... }

public void Value.print(){
System.out.print(value);

}

public void BinaryExp.print(){
left.print();
System.out.print(" "+operator+" ");
right.print();

}

pointcut programExecution(Program p) :
call(public Value Program.run(..)) &&
target(p);

before(Program p) : programExecution(p) {
p.exp.print();
System.out.print(" = ");

}
}

Figure 2.7 Pretty Printer implementation using an aspect. Here we use the AspectJ [61] language to
write the Pretty Printer aspect.

To sum up, implementing thePretty Printerfeature using an annotative style such as Veloc-
ity compromises modularity, since a developer could not reason about thePretty Printerfeature
without considering the mentioned modules. Differently, implementing a pretty printer as an
aspect, as shown in Figure 2.7, improves the modularity of this feature— all behavior related
to thePretty Printer feature could be implemented in a single module, and developers could
reason about it without considering the existing modules that are required by all instances of
the EPL.

Regarding the AOP constructs mentioned before, different join points are referred to in the
example of Figure 2.7. For instance, the sentence(public Value Program.run(..))
means all points in the program execution that call a methodrun, defined in theProgram
type. Thepointcut clause is a means of capturing such a set of points. Finally, thebefore
construct allows developers to change the behavior of the control flow before the join points
captured by theprogramExecution advice. In our approach, we use AOP-like constructs
to separate common and variant behavior in use case scenarios.
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2.2.2 A precise definition of scattering and tangling

Very often it is said that AOP better modularizes the so called crosscutting concerns. Those con-
cerns, when implemented using a conventional technique, such as Object-Oriented Program-
ming, are scattered through multiple modular unities (packages, interfaces, classes, or methods)
and tangled with other concerns. Eaddy and colleagues present theconcern-component map-
ping, which provides a precise definition about concern scattering and tangling [35]. According
to theconcern-component mapping, a concern is any element from the logical specification (a
requirement specification or a design model) of a program; whereas a component depends on
the programming language. For instance, an Object-Oriented component in Java might be a
package, an interface, a class, or even a method.

Their concern-component mappingis a tupleM = (S, T, CS, CT ,R), where S and T
are the source specification and the target specification, respectively, whose elements could be
concerns or components. Concerns and components might be hierarchical, and this hierarchy
is described by theCS andCT containment relations. For instance,CS : (s1,s2), wheres1 and
s2 ∈ S, s1 6= s2, ands1 is a source element that containss2. Finally, R is a dependency relation
between the two specifications, R: (s, t), wheres∈ Sandt ∈ T, as depicted in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8 Mapping between source and target specifications [35].

Based on the above definitions, a concern is scattered if it isrelated to multiple target
elements; and tangled it both it and at least one other concern are related to the same target
element. We use this notion of scattering and tangling by considering features as concerns and
scenarios as the target elements of theconcern-component mapping[35].

2.2.3 Crosscutting mechanisms

Although we presented an aspect-oriented solution for modularizing thePretty Printerfeature
usingAspectJ[61], a number of other languages and tools (HyperJ, CaesarJ, and so on) have
been proposed for aspect-oriented software development.

Besides that, it is not easy to comprehend how those languages and tools support cross-
cutting modularity. In order to mitigate this problem, Masuhara and Kiczales [74] presented a
framework (MK-framework) that can be used to capture the core semantics of aspect-oriented
techniques.
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X

Java 
Program

AspectJ 
Program Weaver

Resulting 
Program

Figure 2.9 The AspectJ notion of aspect-orientation according to Masuhara and Kiczales, where a Java
program and an AspectJ program crosscut each other with respect to the final program.

According to their point of view, aspect-orientation occurs whenever two input programs
crosscut each other with respect to a target program or computation (Figure 2.2.3). Moreover,
aspect-oriented techniques are modeled in the MK-framework by (a) filling in the elements of
an 11-tuple, which describes the contribution of each inputprogram with respect to the weaving
process; and by (b) providing a reference implementation ofthe framework.

Their modeling framework comprises the following elements:

• X is the result domain of the weaving process, which is usuallya computation, but can
be a third language.

• A and B are the language in which the input programs are written.

• XJP is the join points inX.

• AID and BID are the means, in the languagesA andB, of identifying elements ofXJP.

• AEFF and BEFF are the means, in the languages A and B, of effecting semantics at
identified join points.

• AMOD and BMOD are the units of modularity in the languagesA andB.

• METAis an optional meta-language for parameterizing the weaving process. Indeed, we
do not have to parameterize any weaver described in this thesis.

A critical property of their model is that it describes join points as existing in the result of
the weaving process. This leads to a three-part descriptionof crosscutting structure, where it
specifies “how two input programs crosscut each other with respect to the result program or
computation”. In the introductory paper about their modeling framework [74], Masuhara and
Kiczales use the MK-framework to model four aspect-oriented techniques (AspectJ advice and
intertype declarations, DemeterJ traversals, andHyperJ class composition), so they represent
each technique as a weaver, by filling in the 11-tuple elements of their framework and by
providing a reference implementation (or interpreter) forthe technique.

For instance, they model the AspectJ pointcut-advice technique as shown in Table 2.1. In
this thesis, we customized (Section 4.5.1) their crosscutting modeling framework, as such we
could detail the semantics of the derivation processes thatbuild products from SPL assets. The
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customization was necessary because some of our mechanisms, represented as weavers, have
to consider more than two input languages in the building process.

X Execution of the combined programs
XJP method calls, and field gets and sets
A Class, method, and field declarations
AID Method and field signatures
AEFF Execute method body, get and set field value
AMOD Class
B Advice declarations with pointcuts
BID Pointcuts
BEFF Execute advice body before, after and around method
BMOD Advice

Table 2.1 Model of AspectJ advice-pointcut in terms of MK framework [74].

2.3 Empirical studies in software engineering

Usually, software engineering practitioners make decisions about the adoption of a new process
or technique without a careful and sound evaluation supported by empirical studies [82].

Therefore, the current approach is to introduce new methodsbased on the advice and ex-
perience of others. Among different factors, this might contribute to failures in the software
industry, since a new method or technique could not be suitable for a particular company or
project. For instance, in a past experience, I worked for a company that, almost 10 years ago,
started to use theEnterprise Java component model(EJBs) for developing a software for the
Brazilian Health System. Such a decision was considered oneof reasons that led that project
to failure.

At that time, the EJB technology was growing in popularity, motivating the architects and
team leaders of the project to use EJBs; even though the limitations and challenges of the use
of EJBs were unknown to the company.

Contrasting, Pfleeger claimed that“software engineers should make decisions or assess-
ments in an objective and scientific way”, and also presented different methods for assessing
software approaches, techniques, and tools [82]. According to her point of view, one of the
following empirical methods could be used for assessing a technique in a scientific way:

• Surveysderive conclusions after some use of the technique; they areretrospective and
require the application of the evaluated technique prior tothe assessment. In fact, this
empirical method involves great risks, since conclusions could only be drawn after ap-
plying a new method, which, in turn, might lead a project to a failure.

• Case studiesare planned in advance and present a low degree of control of the factors.
For this reason, conclusions obtained from case studies could not be generalized, being
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only valid to the specific assessment. Case studies are usually conducted in two situa-
tions: (a) when we expect a small variance on the results due to the uncontrolled factors;
and (b) when it is difficult to replicate the study, in such a way that some factors could
not be controlled. For example, we might use a case study to evaluate the effect of a
technique on the quality of a software specification, regardless who is using the new and
the conventional techniques.

• Controlled experimentsare also planned in advance, but, differently from case studies,
relevant factors are carefully controlled. For this reason, the results of a controlled exper-
iment are expressed in terms of some degree of confidence provided by astatistical test
of significanceand could be generalized. Considering the same scenario, a controlled ex-
periment might be used to evaluate the effect of a technique on the quality of a software
specification, but controlling who is using each technique,controlling the domain of the
software products being specified, and controlling any other variable considered relevant
to the experiment.

As discussed, statistical tests are used to understand the degree of confidence of the results
of an experiment. To do that, we should first identify thenull andalternativehypothesis of the
experiment. For instance, consider we want to compare the effect of two techniques on the time
to evolve the specification of a product. So if we useµ1 to express the mean time to specify a
product with the first technique, andµ2 to express the mean time to specify the same product
with the second technique, we could denote the null (H0) and alternative (H1) hypothesis as

H0 : µ1 = µ2 (2.1)

H1 : µ1 6= µ2 (2.2)

Testing the null hypothesis allow us to infer about the importance of the technique factor
with respect to the mean time to evolve the specification of a product. For instance, if the
null hypothesis is rejected, we could conclude that, under certain degree of confidence, the
alternative hypothesisH1 is true. Note that, in this case, the alternative hypothesisis two
tailed, in such a way that we are not assuming one of the evaluated techniques as being more
productive than the other one. Differently, we could also investigate the alternative hypothesis
that the second evaluated technique reduces the mean time toevolve a product line, leading to
the following one-tailed hypothesis

H0 : µ1 > µ2 (2.3)

H1 : µ1 > µ2 (2.4)

After executing and collecting the response data of an experiment, the next step is to test
the null hypothesis, either using aStudent Test(also known ast-test) or by proceeding with an
analysis of variance (ANOVA). Based on the test results, we might:

i Reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis, or
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ii Fail to reject the null hypothesis, and then try to figure out the reasons for that happen. It
might also be the case to run a new experiment with the initialhypothesis refined.

The process of statistical testing also involves the definition of a reference probability level
(α) that help us to decide about rejecting (or not rejecting) the null hypothesis. Actually, if
the null hypothesis test leads to ap−value> α , we do not have sufficient evidence to reject
H0. Differently, if the hypothesis test leads top− value6 α we conclude that differences as
extreme as observed are not likely to occur, and, for that reason, the null hypothesis should be
rejected.

Values ofα are established to avoidType Ierrors, which occurs when an experimenter re-
jects the null hypothesis when, in fact, it is true. The levelof confidentiality to avoidType I
errors is conventionally set to 5%, which might justify the common use ofα = 0.05. In Chap-
ter 5 we follows this convention. A detailed discussion about significance testing is beyond the
scope of this document and can be found elsewhere [19].

In this thesis we evaluate the proposed approach using case studies and controlled experi-
ments. Particularly in software engineer, case studies have a great appeal because it is hard to
replicate an assessment. For this reason, comparisons between two techniques usually involve
onealigned versionof a software specified (or implemented) in each evaluated technique. Dif-
ferently, to generalize the results of a controlled experiment, multiple replicas of the software
specification should be considered. The reader should understand this difference in Chapter 5,
when we considered aligned versions of the specifications inthe case studies, instead of all
specifications provided by the subjects that are consideredin the controlled experiments.

2.4 Final remarks

In this chapter we review some concepts that are close related to this thesis. Next we introduce
our approach for representing variability in use case scenarios, which was namedModeling Sce-
nario Variability as Crosscutting Mechanisms(MSVCM). It aims at improving the separation
of concerns between variability management and scenario specifications. In order to achieve
this result, we make use of (a) new constructs for specifyingvariability in use cases, (b) a
new representation of the configuration knowledge, and (c) anew process for deriving prod-
uct specifications from the SPL assets. We represent this process, namedWeaving Process, as
a crosscutting mechanism, for the reason that we want to explain how different input models
crosscut each other with respect to the specifications of an SPL member (see Figure 2.10).

We use a top-down approach to describe MSVCM. First we introduce the pragmatics of
MSVCM, showing how we proceed to bootstrap the specificationof a family of programs into
MSVCM specifications; and then we present the semantics of MSVCM through the proposed
modeling framework.
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Figure 2.10 Overview of our weaving process.



CHAPTER 3

MSVCM Pragmatics

In what follows, we detail our approach showing how it could be used to specify SPL scenarios
from the descriptions of a program family. Initially we present a process that emerged from our
experience using MSVCM through different cases studies andexperiments. Several artifacts
of each input model are shown, mentioning the contribution of these models to the whole
weaving process. After that, in next chapter we detail the semantics of our approach in terms
of crosscutting mechanisms.

Although here we focus on extracting MSVCM scenarios from specifications of existing
products, the process illustrated on Figure 3.1 could be easily adapted to detail new members
of an SPL already specified using MSVCM. In addition, we have experimented other strategies
to use MSVCM. For instance, we have derived MSVCM scenarios from a single product, whose
initial specification was enriched with several comments exposing variability.

Figure 3.1 A process for extracting MSVCM specification from existing products.

25
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3.1 Identifying Variability among Products

To follow the process of Figure 3.1, we first have to identify the differences among existing
specifications of a program family. For instance, consider afamily for the E-finance domain.
Members of this family could be configured in different ways,as expressed by its feature model,
shown in Figure 3.2 using a grammar notation, where relationships between a parent feature
and its children are categorized as

• Optional features that might not be selected in a specific product; eg.:DetailedTransac-
tion. Optional features are enclosed in square brackets in the grammar representation.

• Mandatory features that must be selected in all products, if the parent is also selected;
eg.:AuthenticationMechanism.

• Inclusive Or features that, when selected, implies one or more sub-features; eg.:Services.
Here we representInclusive Orfeatures asP :: [A1 | A2 | ...]

• Exclusive Or features that, when selected, implies that only one sub-feature must be
selected; eg.:AuthenticationMechanism. Here we representExclusive Orfeatures as
P :: A1 | A2 | ...

E− f inance :: Services[DetailedTransaction] [FraudDetection]

AuthenticationMechanism ExternalDevices Limit

Services :: [Withdraw| Trans f er| Payment| BuyStocks| ...]

Trans f er :: [Identi f iedTrans f er]

AuthenticationMechanism :: PIN | Biometric

Biometric :: Fingerprint | Iris

ExternalDevices :: [FingerprintReader| IrisRecognizer| ...]

Limit :: 5000.00 | 10000.00

Fingerprint ⇒ FingerprintReader

Iris ⇒ IrisRecognizer

Figure 3.2 E-finance feature model.

In addition to a feature model, this activity also requires the specification of at least two
products from the product family, since the goal here is to identify the variability among the
available specifications. For instance, consider the specifications of two products shown in
what follows.

3.1.1 First product

In this section we present several scenarios of a product configured with the following features:
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• Services ( Withdraw , Transfer , Buy Stocks )

• AuthenticationMechanism ( Biometric ( Fingerprint ) )

• Detailed Transaction

• ExternalDevices ( Fingerprint )

• Limit ( 10000.00 )

Scenario SC01 – Withdraw

This scenario allows a customer to withdraw money from a previously selected account.

Code User Action System Response

SC01.1 The customer selects the withdraw
option.

The system creates a new with-
drawal and asks for the amount to
withdraw.

SC01.2 The customer fills in the amount to
withdraw.

The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC01.3 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus U$ 10000.00.

SC01.4 - The system asks the customer to put
her finger on the fingerprint reader

SC01.5 The customer puts her finger on the
fingerprint reader device.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer, according to the analysis of
the captured fingerprint data.

SC01.6 - The transaction handler starts the
processing of a transaction.

SC01.7 - The bank system withdraws the
amount from the account.

SC01.8 - The cash money is provided to the
customer.

SC01.9 - An entry with the transaction infor-
mation is logged to the overview
of the completed transactions of the
customers account.

SC01.10 - The transaction is removed from the
transaction queue.

Scenario SC02 – Transfer

This scenario allows a customer to transfer money from a previously selected account to a
destination account.
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Code User Action System Response

SC02.1 The customer selects the transfer op-
tion.

The system asks the customer to in-
form the destination bank and ac-
count.

SC02.2 The customer informs the destina-
tion bank and account.

The system asks for the amount to
transfer.

SC02.3 The customer fills in the amount to
transfer.

The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC02.4 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus U$ 10000.00.

SC02.5 - The system asks the customer to put
her finger on the fingerprint reader

SC02.6 The customer puts her finger on the
fingerprint reader device.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer, according to the analysis of
the captured fingerprint data.

SC02.7 - The transaction handler starts the
processing of a transaction.

SC02.8 - The bank system withdraws the
transfer amount from the originating
account.

SC02.9 - The bank system requests a transfer
from the bank’s own account to the
account of the bank of the destina-
tion account.

SC02.10 - An entry with the transaction infor-
mation is logged to the overview
of the completed transactions of the
customers account.

SC02.11 - The transaction is removed from the
transaction queue.

Scenario SC03 – Buy Stocks

This scenario allows a customer to buy stocks.

Code User Action System Response

SC03.1 The customer selects the Buy Stock
option.

The system asks the customer to in-
form the stock code (ISIN).

SC03.2 The customer informs the ISIN
code.

The system verifies that the ISIN
code is valid.

SC03.3 - The system asks for the amount of
stocks involved.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page
SC03.4 The customer gives the amount. The system verifies that the re-

quested amount of stocks is valid.
SC03.5 - The system asks the customer to put

her finger on the fingerprint reader
SC03.6 The customer puts her finger on the

fingerprint reader device.
The system authenticates the cus-
tomer, according to the analysis of
the captured fingerprint data.

SC03.7 - The bank system creates a new
pending order and sends it to the
stock market.

SC03.8 - The stock market confirms the re-
ceipt of the order.

SC03.9 - The bank system adds the order to
the pending orders of the account
and notifies the actor.

3.1.2 Second product

The second product, detailed in the remaining of this section, is configured with the features:

• Services ( Withdraw , Transfer )

• AuthenticationMechanism ( PIN )

• Limit ( 5000.00 )

• FraudDetection

Note that, since the Buy Stock feature is not selected, the related scenario is not detailed
here. In addition, this product is not configured with theDetailedTransactionfeature. So, there
is no step related to transaction handler protocol. Finally, there are some steps of scenarios
SC01 and SC02 related to fraud detection.

Scenario SC01 – Withdraw

This scenario allows a customer to withdraw money from a previously selected account.

Code User Action System Response

SC01.1 The customer selects the withdraw
option.

The system creates a new with-
drawal and asks for the amount to
withdraw.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page
SC01.2 The customer fills in the amount to

withdraw.
The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC01.3 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus U$ 5000.00.

SC01.4 - The system asks the customer to en-
ter her personal identification num-
ber.

SC01.5 The customer fills in the personal
identification number.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer’s personal identification num-
ber.

SC01.6 - The system sends a message to the
Fraud Detection System, requesting
a validation of the operation.

SC01.7 - The Fraud Detection System autho-
rizes the operation. If the opera-
tion is not authorized by the Fraud
Detection System, a message is re-
ported to the customer and this sce-
nario finishes.

SC01.8 - The bank system withdraws the
amount from the account.

SC01.9 - The cash money is provided to the
customer.

Scenario SC02 – Transfer

This scenario allows a customer to transfer money from a previously selected account to a
destination account.

Code User Action System Response

SC02.1 The customer selects the transfer op-
tion.

The system asks the customer to in-
form the destination bank and ac-
count.

SC02.2 The customer informs the destina-
tion bank and account.

The system asks for the amount to
transfer.

SC02.3 The customer fills in the amount to
transfer.

The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC02.4 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus U$ 5000.00.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page
SC02.5 - The system asks the customer to en-

ter her personal identification num-
ber.

SC02.6 The customer fills in the personal
identification number.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer’s personal identification num-
ber.

SC02.7 - The system sends a message to the
Fraud Detection System, requesting
a validation of the operation.

SC02.8 - The Fraud Detection System autho-
rizes the operation. If the opera-
tion is not authorized by the Fraud
Detection System, a message is re-
ported to the customer and this sce-
nario finishes.

SC02.9 - The bank system withdraws the
transfer amount from the originating
account.

SC02.10 - The bank system requests a transfer
from the bank’s own account to the
account of the bank of the destina-
tion account.

3.1.3 Computing differences

Based on the specifications of existing products, we might compute the differences using the
following heuristics:

1. Identify the scenarios that are common to all products. For the current example, scenarios
SC01 and SC02 are present in both configurations. We assume the scenario code as an
identity.

2. Compare the (matched) steps that are present in the common scenarios. In this case, the
step code is used as identity. For each pair of matched steps that appear in the configu-
rations, check if there exist differences between them. If differences are found, add this
step to the list of differences.

3. For each step of a scenario that exists in some, but not all products, add this step to the
list of differences.

4. For each scenario that does not appear in all configurations, add this scenario to the list
of differences. For instance, SC03 is present only in the first product.

5. Consolidate the differences, because some of them might occur in several scenarios.
Later we will see that such differences are good candidates for being specified as MSVCM
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advice or parameters.

After applying the heuristics on the running example, we obtain the list of variabilities
shown in Table 3.1.

Variability Description

V1 Scenario SC03 is optional, appearing only in the first product.
V2 Steps SC01.3, SC02.4 are quite similar in both products. However, they

present a fine grained variability. In the first product, thelimit value is U$
10000.00, whereas in the second product it is U$ 5000.00.

V3 Steps SC01.4, SC01.5 and SC02.5, SC02.6 seem to be relatedto alternative
steps. In the first product, these steps are used to authenticate customers
using their fingerprint. Differently, in the second productthe authentication
mechanism is based on the personal identification number of customers.

V4 Steps SC01.6, SC01.9, SC01.10, SC02.7, SC02.10, and SC02.11 of the first
product differ from the second one, and detail the transaction concern.

V5 Steps SC01.6, SC01.7, SC02.8, and SC02.9 of the second product differ
from the first one, and detail theFraudDetectionfeature.

Table 3.1 Differences between the specifications of the running example.

Once the differences have been identified, analysts are ableto select a proper technique for
representing variabilities using MSVCM.

3.2 Identifying techniques for representing variability

MSVCM supports three techniques for representing variability in use case scenarios: optional
scenario selection, parameterized steps, and advice evaluation. All these techniques might be
traced to a source of variability discussed in [7].

The optional scenario selection technique is used to represent scenarios that are present in
some products of the family, but not in others. It is closely related to the variability in function
source of variability [7]. Parameterized steps allow the specification of fine grained variability,
such as that observed in steps SC01.3 and SC02.4 of the running example. These steps are quite
similar, but differ according to specific values. This technique is closely related to the source of
variability namedvariability in data[7]. Finally, MSVCM advice could be used to modularize
optional or alternative steps that are tangled with the common specification of a scenario. For
instance, variabilities V3, V4, and V5, described in Table 3.1, could be better represented using
MSVCM advice. Indeed, advice might be used to represent the source of variability named
variability in control flow[7].

The goal here is to create an (informal) interface of an MSVCMspecification. This interface
consists of a mapping between each variability found and an optional scenario, a parameterized
step, or an advice; and it is used as input to the definition of the configuration knowledge and
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the complete specification of MSVCM scenarios and advice. Table 3.2 presents this notion of
interface for the running example.

Variability Variability Technique Feature

V1 selection of optional scenario (SC03) Buy Stock
V2 parameterized step (LMT) Limit
V3 advice evaluation (ADV01 and ADV02) Authentication Mechanism
V4 advice evaluation (ADV03) Detailed Transaction
V5 advice evaluation (ADV04) Fraud Detection

Table 3.2 Informal interface of an MSVCM specification for the runningexample.

It is important to note that the notion of interface here is only to communicate about how to
proceed in the next activities, as well as to allow the parallel specification of the configuration
knowledge and the specification of scenarios and advice. In fact, it evolves to a more precise
notion of interface represented as the configuration knowledge.

3.3 Specifying MSVCM scenarios and advice

Based on the assets constructed so far, it is possible to specify MSVCM scenarios and advice.
In general, scenarios are used to detail the common specification of a feature; whereas advice
are used to detail optional and alternative steps. However,we have realized that, for some
situations, it also is worth to model variant behavior as scenarios either. The opposite might
also be true, modeling a non variant set of steps as advice could be worth, for instance when it
is scattered through different scenarios.

Let us start with the scenario specifications, derived from the specifications of the individual
products.

Scenario SC01 – Withdraw

This scenario allows a customer to withdraw money from a previously selected account.

Code User Action System Response

SC01.1 The customer selects the withdraw
option.

The system creates a new with-
drawal and asks for the amount to
withdraw.

SC01.2 The customer fills in the amount to
withdraw.

The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC01.3 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus< LMT >.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page
SC01.4 - The bank system withdraws the

amount from the account.
SC01.5 - The cash money is provided to the

customer.

Scenario SC02 – Transfer

This scenario allows a customer to transfer money from a previously selected account to a
destination account.

Code User Action System Response

SC02.1 The customer selects the transfer op-
tion.

The system asks the customer to in-
form the destination bank and ac-
count.

SC02.2 The customer informs the destina-
tion bank and account.

The system asks for the amount to
transfer.

SC02.3 The customer fills in the amount to
transfer.

The system retrieves the current bal-
ance of the selected account.

SC02.4 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus< LMT >.

SC02.5 - The bank system withdraws the
transfer amount from the originating
account.

SC02.6 - The bank system requests a transfer
from the bank’s own account to the
account of the bank of the destina-
tion account.

Scenario SC03 – Buy Stocks

This scenario allows a customer to buy stocks.

Code User Action System Response

SC03.1 The customer selects Buy Stock op-
tion.

The system asks the customer to in-
form the stock code (ISIN).

SC030.2 The customer informs the ISIN
code.

The system verifies that the ISIN
code is valid.

SC03.3 - The system asks for the amount of
stocks involved.

SC03.4 The customer gives the amount. The system verifies that the re-
quested amount of stocks is valid.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page
SC03.5 - The bank system creates a new

pending order and sends it to the
stock market.

SC03.6 - The stock market confirms the re-
ceipt of the order.

SC03.7 - The bank system adds the order to
the pending orders of the account
and notifies the actor.

Note that, these scenarios detail the steps that are common to all products. In addition, steps
SC01.3 and SC02.4 are parameterized, and both refer to the same parameter labeledLMT.

The remaining variabilities are modeled as advice. As mentioned, they are interesting to
represent optional and alternative features that are either tangled with or scattered through the
specifications of other features. In fact, the advice syntaxis quite similar to the syntax used for
specifying scenarios, but it introduces new constructs foridentifying the type of an advice and
the points of the specification (join points) they should be applied to.

For instance, ADV01 and ADV02 specify the authentication concern when, respectively,
a product is configured with either the Fingerprint or PIN features. These advice should be
appliedafter steps SC01.3, SC02.4, and SC03.4. We could refer to these codes in the pointcut
clause, but this strategy increases the coupling between scenarios and advice. For instance, if
a new scenario requires authentication, we have to change the pointcut clause of these advice.
A similar revision might be required if the order of the scenario steps changes. For this reason,
we decided to refer to these joinpoints using explicit annotations (see the tag@annotation
in the pointcut clauses).

ADV01 – Fingerprint Authentication

Behavior of the authentication mechanism when the feature Fingerprint is selected.
Pointcut after @authentication

Code User Action System Response

ADV01.1 - The system asks the customer to put
her finger in the fingerprint reader

ADV01.2 The customer puts her finger in the
fingerprint reader device.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer, according to the analysis of
the captured fingerprint data.

ADV02 – PIN Authentication

Behavior of the authentication mechanism when the feature PIN is selected.
Pointcut after @authentication
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Code User Action System Response

ADV02.1 - The system asks the customer to en-
ter her personal identification num-
ber.

ADV02.2 The customer fills in the personal
identification number.

The system authenticates the cus-
tomer’s personal identification num-
ber.

Surely, we have to review steps SC01.3, SC2.4, and SC03.4, assigning the annotation
@authentication to them. For instance, we could set@authentication to Step
SC01.3 as shown below.

Code User Action System Response

SC01.3 - The system verifies that the re-
quested amount is not greater than
current balance plus< LMT >.
@authentication

We may proceed in a similar fashion to specify the other advice, as detailed in what follows.
First, let us introduce ADV04, which details the Fraud Detection feature. It should be applied
beforesteps Step SC01.4 and SC02.5. For the same reason discussed above, we do prefer to
use annotations in the pointcut clause, instead of referring to these step codes. Again, we have
to assign the@fraud annotation to the steps SC01.4 and SC02.5.

ADV04 – Fraud Detection

Details the behavior of the Fraud Detection feature.
Pointcut before @fraud

Code User Action System Response

ADV04.1 - The system sends a message to the
Fraud Detection System, requesting
a validation of the operation.

ADV04.2 - The Fraud Detection System autho-
rizes the operation. If the opera-
tion is not authorized by the Fraud
Detection System, a message is re-
ported to the customer and this sce-
nario finishes.

continued on next page...
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continued from previous page

Since the behavior of Detailed Transaction has to be appliedaround some steps of the
scenarios SC01 and SC02, we modularize it using an advice of type around. Around advice
requires a special type of pointcut, which specifies a range of steps that must be replaced by the
advice steps. In the body of an around advice we can refer to the replaced steps by using the
proceed reserved word. For instance, consider the Detailed Transaction advice below.

ADV03 – Detailed Transaction

Details the behavior of the Transaction feature.
Pointcut around (SC01.4,SC01.5), (SC02.5,SC02.6)

Code User Action System Response

ADV03.1 - The transaction handler starts the
processing of a transaction.

proceed
ADV03.2 - An entry with the transaction infor-

mation is logged to the overview
of the completed transactions of the
customers account.

ADV03.3 - The transaction is removed from the
transaction queue.

Indeed, theDetailed Transactionadvice quantifies over different scenarios, which is indi-
cated by the set of pointcuts of therangetype. Therefore, we could evolve the specification of
the transaction without breaking the original scenarios, although changing a step id of a sce-
nario could demand a review of the pointcut clause of this advice. The semantics ofproceed
defines the right places where the steps delimited from arangepointcut appear after evalu-
ating the advice. Therefore, if a product is configured with the featuresWithdraw, PIN, and
DetailedTransaction, a scenario with the sequence of steps in Figure 3.3 is configured.

ADV01−1

SC01−4 SC01−5

SC01−3SC01−2SC01−1

ADV03−1 ADV03−2 ADV03−3

ADV01−2

Figure 3.3 Sequence of steps expect to be found in products configured with the Withdraw, PIN and
Detailed Transaction features.

In parallel to the specification of scenarios and advice, it is possible to specify the config-
uration knowledge using the notion of interfaces previously introduced. We detail this activity
next.
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3.4 Specifying Configuration Knowledge

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the configuration knowledge (ck) is responsible for relating feature
expressions to product line assets (such as scenarios, advice, and parameters). Indeed, our CK
representation maps feature expressions to transformations that might select or configure the
assets of a specific feature configuration.

Three distinct transformations deal with the types of variability discussed in the previous
section: select scenario (deals with variability in function), evaluate advice (deals with variabil-
ity in control flow), and bind parameter (deals with variability in data). The first transformation
takes a list of scenarios that will be selected, if the related feature expression holds for a prod-
uct; the second transformation takes a list of advice that will be evaluated; whereas the bind
parameter transformation takes the name of a parameter usedin the specifications and a feature
that defines the expected values for that parameter.

Based on the initial MSVCM interface showed in Table 3.2, it is straightforward to con-
struct the corresponding configuration knowledge. Besidesthat, the principles below must be
considered:

• We follow a positive style for configuring products. Therefore, assets are introduced into
(not removed from) a product during the evaluation of the configuration knowledge. For
that reason, all assets must appear in the configuration knowledge.

• If the configuration knowledge is not specified in the right way, inconsistent products
might be generated. For instance, ADV01 must be related to the feature Fingerprint;
whereas ADV02 must be related to the feature PIN. Otherwise,it is possible to have both
advice being evaluated— leading to a wrong product.

In order to solve the second item, we compute theAspect Aware Interfaces[62] of MSVCM
advice, which can be used to identify distinct advice that share join points. There is no problem
if two advice, related to alternative features, share a joinpoint, as is the case when consider-
ing ADV01 and ADV02. However, if two non alternative advice share join points, we have
to declare precedence among them. We have decided to declarethis kind of precedence as an
independent asset, which is taken into account when generating products, because the prece-
dence might also depend on each product. In addition, the notion of provided and required
interfacesfor the configuration knowledge, as proposed by Teixeira [91], could be used to
identify CK errors. For instance, a scenario that refers to aparameterrequiresthe application
of a corresponding bind parameter transformation. Otherwise, products might be generated
without solving some variation points. Therefore, the configuration knowledge for the running
example could be specified as shown in Figure 3.4

In the remaining of this thesis we omit the provided and required constructs of the config-
uration knowledge. More details about checking CK correctness using these constructs can be
found elsewhere [91].
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Feature expression Transformations Required Provided

Withdraw selectScenario SC01 Bind-LMT Select-SC01
Transfer selectScenario SC02 Bind-LMT Select-SC02
Limit bindParameter LMT to Limit Bind-LMT
PIN evaluateAdvice ADV01 - Eval-ADV01
Fingerprint evaluateAdvice ADV02 - Eval-ADV02
DetailedTransaction evaluateAdvice ADV03 - Eval-ADV03
FraudDetection evaluateAdvice ADV04 - Eval-ADV04
. . .

Figure 3.4 Configuration knowledge for the running example.

3.5 Generating Product Specifications

The last activity of the process depicted in Figure 3.1 generates the individual product specifi-
cations. Therefore, whenever the specification of a productis required, this activity should be
performed.

This activity is fully automated by Hephaestus [16], a set oftools and libraries that generate
products from a given feature configuration (represented inFigure 2.10 by theProduct Con-
figuration input model). Hephaestus was initially proposed to manage variability in scenarios
using the MSVCM approach. However, it has evolved to manage variability in source code
as well, and nowadays it implements several features for checking properties of feature and
configuration models, generating aspect interfaces from MSVCM advice, and so on. More re-
cently, the Motorola Brazil Test Center started to use Hephaestus for managing variabilities on
TaRGeT, aModel Based TestingSPL, whose variabilities were previously implemented using
the Pure::Variants tool [12].

As a consequence of the use of Hephaestus, this activity basically consists of selecting the
required models for deriving product specifications: feature model (FM), product configuration
(PC), configuration knowledge (CK), and SPL use case model (UCM). In the previous sections
we present examples of FM, CK, and UCM for the running example. Usually, one single
version of these assets is required at a time. Differently, we have to create multiple versions of
the instance model— one for representing the feature configuration of each product we want to
build.

The interesting point here is that we started from the specification of two existing programs.
Then, we derive an MSVCM specification that allows us to generate a broad range of products
belonging to the SPL. For instance, the following instance models are valid and differ from the
configurations of the programs considered in the first activity.

3.5.0.1 A different product configuration

• Services ( Withdraw , Payment , Buy Stocks )

• AuthenticationMechanism ( PIN ) )
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• Detailed Transaction

• Limit ( 5000.00 )

3.5.0.2 Another product configuration

• Services ( Payment , Buy Stocks )

• AuthenticationMechanism ( PIN ) )

• Detailed Transaction

• FraudDetection

• Limit ( 10000.00 )

3.6 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we presented the MSVCM pragmatics accordingto a common practice for
bootstrapping a product line, that is, to derive SPL assets from a program family. Although
the process discussed here is specific to this scenario, we have experienced MSVCM using
other strategies too. In addition, the process discussed sofar could be easily adapted to evolve
an MSVCM specification in order to, for instance, introduce new products into the SPL. Next
chapter we present further details about MSVCM, particularly the abstract syntax and semantics
of the input models.
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MSVCM Syntax and Semantics

In this chapter we present a formal basis for MSVCM. Therefore, the goal here is to present
the syntax and semantics of MSVCM, particularly how we derive product specific scenarios
through the weaving process depicted in Figure 2.10. We present the semantics of MSVCM
weaving process using a slight customization of the Masuhara and Kiczales modeling frame-
work [74], aimed at detailing the contribution of the input models (feature, configuration, in-
stance, and use case models) regarding aweaving processthat resolves all variability present
in the SPL use case model.

In their modeling framework, Masuhara and Kiczales (MK) formalize the semantics of
different aspect-oriented techniques. In fact, for each technique they provide a model that
describes how two different programming languages, for instance Java and AspectJ, crosscut
each other with respect to the final program or computation. Here we use an extension of the
MK modeling framework. This extension enables us to represent how two or more input
modelscrosscut each other with respect to an SPL member.1

In fact, although in this thesis we focus on representing variability in use case scenarios,
we have successfully applied our modeling framework to represent variability in source code.
Another minor difference from the Masuhara and Kiczales work is that their interpreters for
the aspect-oriented techniques were implemented using theScheme programming language.
Differently, here we decided to use Haskell to implement theinterpreters for our variability
mechanisms. We could justify this decision by our experience with Haskell; but we also con-
sider source code in Scheme hard to understand. In any case, it is straightforward to detail
abstract syntax and semantics using functional languages.We present a short introduction to
Haskell in Appendix A.

We start this chapter by presenting the syntax and semanticsof each input model. Then
we detail the semantics of the weaving process, using the slight customization of the MK
framework. Finally we present some notes about Hephaestus,a set of tools and libraries that
implement the MSVCM weaving process.

4.1 SPL Use Case Model

According to Cockburn [27], a use case is a “description of the possible sequences of interac-
tions between the system under discussion and its external actors”. In fact, several processes
are considereduse case driven[52, 53, 51], in such a way that this kind of description is used

1In the original framework, Masuhrara and Kiczales restricttheir framework to support a three-part description,
where two input programs crosscut each other with respect toa final program or computation.

41
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as input for many activities during software development. For instance, the Unified Process for
Software Development [52] considers the use case model so pervasive that it serves as input for
almost all disciplines, for example analysis and design, implementation, testing, project man-
agement, and so on. Although the use case model also comprises a graphical notation of the
use cases, here we are particularly interested in their textual descriptions, which should detail
all possible sequences of interactions, named scenarios, with a system.

4.1.1 Syntax

We tailored the use case model, particularly its textual description, to the product line context.
Our scenarios might be optional, have parameters, and change (advise) the behavior of other
scenarios. More precisely, a use case model has a name and consists ofuse casesandaspectual
use cases(Figure 4.1).

data UseCaseModel= UCM {
ucmName::Name,
useCases:: [UseCase],
aspects:: [AspectualUseCase]
}

Figure 4.1 Definition of theUse Case Modeldata type in Haskell. This data type comprises just one
constructor, named UCM. A Haskell data type might be defined through different constructors.

Furthermore, a use case has a name, a description and a list ofscenarios; where each sce-
nario comprises a sequence of steps, and each step captures theUser action x System response
interactions (see Figure 4.2).

An aspectual use case has a name and a list of advice that can beused to extend the be-
havior of scenarios or other advice. Similarly to the scenario data type, advice also comprise
a sequence of steps (Figure 4.3). In addition, advice also have a description, a type (Before,
After, or Around), and a list ofpointcutsidentifying the join points to which the advice should
be applied.

As shown in Figure 4.3, MSVCM currently supports three typesof pointcuts: references to
step ids, references to annotations, and references to a range of steps. This later type of pointcut
is only applied to advice of type around. Finally, the body ofan around advice might refer to a
special step, represented as the Proceed constructor that we show in Figure 4.3.

4.1.2 Examples

In the remaining of this section, we present several examples of MSVCM scenarios and advice
from the eShop case study. This case study was initially discussed in Section 1.1.
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data UseCase= UseCase{
id :: Id,
name::Name,
description::Description,
scenarios:: [Scenario]
}
data Scenario= Scenario{

id :: Id,
description::Description,
steps:: [Step]
}
data Step= Step{

id :: Id,
action:: Action,
response::Response,
annotations:: [Annotation]
}

Figure 4.2 Definition of theUse Case, Scenario, andStepdata types.

data AspectualUseCase= AspectualUseCase{
id :: Id,
name::Name,
advices:: [Advice]
}
data Advice= Advice{

id :: Id,
kind::AdviceType,
description::Description,
pointCut:: [PointCut],
steps:: [Step]
}
data AdviceType= Before| After | Around
data PointCut= IdRef Id| Annotation String| Range(Id, Id)
data Step= Step{...} | Proceed

Figure 4.3 Definition of theAspectual Use CaseandAdvicedata types.
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4.1.2.1 Scenario SC01: Proceed to Purchase

This mandatory scenario (Figure 4.4) specifies the common behavior that is required for con-
firming a purchase. Notice that a parameter (SM) is referenced in Step P2. This parameter
allows the reuse of theProceed to Purchasescenario for different configurations of theShip-
ping Methodfeature. The configuration knowledge artifact (Section 4.3) is responsible for
keeping the relationships between features and parameters.

The annotation@CustomerPreferences (Step P3) is another variation point of the
Proceed to Purchasescenario. This annotation, also assigned to the Step S3 ofSearch for
Products(Figure 4.7), reveals points in the specification that are related to the customer pref-
erences. Since pointcuts can make references to annotations, the adviceRegister User Prefer-
ences(Figure 4.8) extends the behavior ofProceed to Purchaseafter Step P3. Observe that our
annotations just reveal variation points, which means thatannotated steps areobliviousabout
which features extend the corresponding behavior.

Id: SC01
Description: Proceed to purchase

Id User Action System Response

P1 Fill in the requested
information and select
the proceed option.

Request the shipping
method and address.

P2 Select one of the
available shipping
methods (<SM>), fill
in the destination
address and proceed.

Calculate the shipping
costs.

P3 Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and
send a request to the
Delivery System to
dispatch the products.
@CustomerPreferences

Figure 4.4 (Scenario SC01) Proceed to Purchase.

4.1.2.2 Advice ADV01: Buy a Single Product

This advice (Figure 4.5) enables a customer to buy goods froman on-line shopping store. It
is only available in the SPL members that arenot configured with theShopping Cartand
Bonusfeatures. This advice introduces an optional behaviorbefore the join points identified
by thepointcutclause. In this case, the Step P1 defined in theProceed to Purchasescenario.
Therefore, thepointcut clause can refer either to step ids or step annotations (as explained
before). We encourage the definition of pointcuts based on annotations, since they mitigate
the problem of fragile pointcuts, which here might occur because changes in the order of steps
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could break a pointcut. In addition, an advice associated toan annotation dos not need to keep
track of a potentially large number of pointcuts.

Id: ADV01
Description: Buy a single product
pointcut: before P1

Id User Action System Response

B1 Select the buy product
option.

Present the selected
product. The user can
change the quantity of
items he wants to buy.
Calculate and show the
amount to be paid.

B2 Select the confirm
option.

Request payment
information.

Figure 4.5 (Advice ADV01) Buy a Single Product.

4.1.2.3 Advice ADV02: Buy Products with Shopping Cart and Bonus

This advice (Figure 4.6) allows a customer to purchase products that have been previously
added to a shopping cart. It extends the behavior of theProceed to Purchasescenario by
introducing the specific behavior required byShopping CartandBonusfeatures. Thus, this
advice is required by products that are configured with bothShopping CartandBonusfeatures.

Id: ADV02
Description: Buy products using a shopping-cart
pointcut: before P1

Id User Action System Response

C1 Select the checkout
option.

Present the items in the
shopping cart and the
amount to be paid. The
user can remove items
from the shopping cart.

C2 Select the confirm
option.

Request bonus and
payment information.

Figure 4.6 (Advice ADV02) Buy Products with Shopping Cart and Bonus.
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4.1.2.4 Scenario SC02: Search for Products

This mandatory scenario (Figure 4.7) allows a customer to search for products. In order to
save space, we only present Step S3, which performs a search based on the input criteria. Note
that, similarly to the Step P3 shown in Figure 4.4, this step had also been assigned to the
@CustomerPreferences annotation. Therefore, any advice that points to this annotation
extends, at least, the behavior ofProceed to PurchaseandSearch for Productscenarios.

Id: SC02
Description: Search for products.

Id User Action System Response

...... ...
S3 Inform the search

criteria.
Retrieve the products
that satisfy the
search criteria.
Show a list with the
resulting products.
@CustomerPreferences

Figure 4.7 (Scenario SC02) Search for Products.

4.1.2.5 Advice ADV03: Register User Preferences

This advice (Figure 4.8) updates the user preferences basedon the users’ history of searches and
purchases. Its behavior should startafter the steps assigned to the[CustomerPreferences]
(see thepointcutclause) annotation and is available in products that are configured with theUp-
date User Preferencesfeature.

Id: ADV03
Description: Register user preferences.
pointcut: after @CustomerPreferences

Id User Action System Response

R1 - Update the preferences
based on the search
results or purchased
items.

Figure 4.8 (Advice ADV03) Register User Preferences.
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4.1.3 Advice Composition Semantics

Here we start to use the Masuhara and Kiczales framework for modeling aspect-oriented tech-
niques. In fact, in this section we adhere to their model model strictly, since we just detail
how scenarios and advice crosscut each other with respect toa final specification. Only in Sec-
tion 4.5 we extend their model, in order to represent the semantics of the MSVCM weaving
process. As discussed in Section 2.2.3, the MK framework details the semantics of aspect-
oriented techniques by means of an 11-tuple and a reference implementation of the weaver. Let
us start by discussing about the theMSVCM Advicetechnique.

The MSVCM Advice technique weaves scenarios and advice, producing extended
scenarios that combine steps from them. Therefore, the firstinput language de-
clares use cases, scenarios, and steps, whereas the second input language declares
aspectual use cases, advice, and steps. The output languagejoin points are the in-
dividual steps obtained as the result of the weaver. The firstinput language refers
to these join points by means of theid construct. Differently, the second input lan-
guage refers to join points by means of thepointcutconstruct of the advice. The
effect of the first input language is to provide declarationsof scenarios and manda-
tory steps; whereas the effect of the second input language is to introduce advice
steps at specific join points, and thereby to extend the scenario specifications. Al-
though we could choose coarse-grained constructs as the modular unities of the
input languages, such as use cases and aspectual use cases, we prefer to respec-
tively consider scenarios and advice as the modular units ofthe first and second
languages, since they could be referred to and evaluated individually.

Based on the discussion above, we could instantiate the tuple elements of the MK frame-
work as shown in Table 4.1.

Element Description
X The composed specification

XJP The step’ ids in X
A The language of use cases, scenarios, and steps
B The language of aspects, advice, and steps

AJP Thestep idconstruct inA
BJP Theadvice pointcutconstruct inB

AEFF Provides declarations of scenarios and mandatory steps
BEFF Insert optional steps in the composed specification
AMOD Scenarios
BMOD Advice

Table 4.1 The model ofMSVCM Advicetechnique.

Besides instantiating the tuple elements, we must also provide a reference implementation
of theMSVCM Advicetechnique. Indeed, MSVCM Advice could be implemented as a function
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(adviceWeaverin the code snippet bellow) that takes a list of use cases and alist of advice;
returning a list of use cases whose scenarios might be extended by the application of the advice.

adviceWeaver:: [UseCase]→ [AspectualUseCase]→ [UseCase]
adviceWeaver useCases[ ] = useCases
adviceWeaver useCases(a :as) = adviceWeaver(genEvalAdvice a useCases) as

genEvalAdvice::Advice→ [UseCase]→ [UseCase]
genEvalAdvice a= everywhere(mkT(evalAdvice a))

Therefore,adviceWeaverrecursively apply the list of advice. In the base case, wherethere
is no advice to apply (represented as the empty list[] ), it just returns the list of use cases. Dif-
ferently, the inductive case recursively calls the function adviceWeaverpassing two arguments.
The first argument is a new list of use cases, obtained from thecall genEvalAdvice a useCases,
wherea is the first element of the advice list; and the second argument as is the tail (or the
remaining elements) of the advice list.

Thus, the interesting function at this point isgenEvalAdvice, a generic function imple-
mented using the Scrap Your Boilerplate (SYB) library [69].It traverses the list of use cases
and applies theevalAdvicefunctioneverywhereit has been defined. Note that, using the SYB
library, we do not have to implement a traversal on the abstract syntax of the use cases; and the
evalAdvicefunction is just defined to the Scenario data type, as follows.

evalAdvice:: Advice→ Scenario→ Scenario
evalAdvice a s= foldl (weave a) s pcs

wherepcs= pointCut a

Therefore,evaluateAdviceweaves the advice (a) and the scenario (s) with respect to each
pointcut (pcs) declared ina. In order to do that, we use the well knownfoldl catamorphism,
defined as:

foldl :: (a→ b→ a)→ a→ [b]→ a
foldl f z [ ] = z
foldl f z(x: xs) = foldl f (f z x) xs -- note: f is a function

Thus, usingfoldl we could easily implement a function that sums the elements of a list as
sum ls = foldl (+) 0 ls. Indeed, theweavefunction, defined in the next code snippet, is the
combining function that weaves an advice (a) and a scenario (s) at a specific pointcut (pc).

This function first identifies if the pointcut matches a step of the scenario. If a call to
matches pc screturnstrue, then the advice steps are combined with the scenario stepsbefore,
after, or aroundthe pointcut.

weave::Advice→ Scenario→ PointCut→ Scenario
weave adv sc pc=

if (matches pc sc)
then sc{steps= (compose′ (kind adv)) aFlow sFlow}
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elsesc
where

compose′ (Before) = concatBefore(match pc)
compose′ (After) = concatAfter (match pc)
compose′ (Around) = concatAround(match pc) proceed
aFlow= steps adv
sFlow= steps sc

Let us just introduce how theconcatBeforefunction works. We decided to implement it
as a polymorphic function, since it might be interesting to concat lists of any type using a
notion similar to MSVCM pointcut-advice. TheconcatBeforefunction takes three arguments:
a function used to match a “pointcut”; a list (ls) with the elements to be introduced, which in
our case is the step list of an advice; and a base list(x : xs) that, in our case, is the step list of a
scenario. Indeed,concatBeforeis a recursive function. In the base case it returns an empty list;
whereas in the inductive case, if the applicationf x holds, it concatenatesls to (x:xs). Otherwise,
it recursively callsconcatBeforereturningx : concatBefore f ls xs.

concatBefore::Eq a⇒ (a→ Bool)→ [a]→ [a]→ [a]
concatBefore [ ] = [ ]
concatBefore f ls(x:xs) =
if f x

then (ls++[x])++(concatBefore f ls xs)
elsex: (concatBefore f ls xs)

Figure 4.9 shows some outputs of this function using an interactive Haskell session. The
other compositions (concatAfterandconcatAround) were defined in a similar way. In addition,
we have to implement match functions for each type of pointcut (StepRef, Annotation, and
Range), as shown next.

match::PointCut→ Step→ Bool
match(IdRef r) step= (id step) == r
match(Annotation a) step= elem a(annotations step)
match(Range(r1, r2)) step= (id step) == r1
match Proceed= False

Core > concatBefore (== ‘‘P1’’) [‘‘B1’’, ‘‘B2’’] [‘‘P1’’, ‘‘P2’’, ‘‘P3’’]
[‘‘B1’’,‘‘B2’’,‘‘P1’’,‘‘P2’’,‘‘P3’’]
Core > concatBefore (== ‘‘P3’’) [‘‘B1’’, ‘‘B2’’] [‘‘P1’’, ‘‘P2’’, ‘‘P3’’]
[‘‘P1’’,‘‘P2’’,‘‘B1’’,‘‘B2’’,‘‘P3’’]

Figure 4.9 An Haskell interactive session testing theconcatBeforefunction.

In this section we present the code in details. The main goal was to familiarize the reader
with the Haskell syntax. However, in the remaining of this chapter we do not provide so much
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detail, unless strictly necessary. It is important to stress that the source code present here, as
well as the entire Hephaestus code base, is available on the Internet, through an SVN repository.
We may provide access on request.

4.1.4 Initial Remarks about the SPL Use Case Model

Here we present some initial remarks related to the proposeduse case model. As discussed
in Section 1.1, PLUSS and PLUC represent all valid configurations of a scenario in a single
artifact. Differently, using our approach, we could separate the common behavior required to
confirm a purchase (the base scenarioProceed to Purchase) from its variants, specified in the
Buy ProductandBuy Product with Shopping Cartadvice.

Another distinction is that, in our approach,featureanduse case modelsare syntactically
independent from each other. There is no direct associationjoining these models and all rela-
tionships between them are kept by the configuration knowledge (Section 4.3). Actually, the
weaving process, whose semantics are presented later in this chapter, is responsible for binding
the variation points of the SPL use case model. In order to do that, other assets (such as product
configurations and configuration knowledge) have to be considered.

Finally, since different advice can refer to the same join point, interferences between advice
may occur. Nevertheless, during the configuration of products, product engineers might provide
precedence declarations between advice. Furthermore, theweaving process evaluates each
advice in a sequence defined by the configuration knowledge, as we explain in Section 4.3.
For this reason, interferences between advices are deterministic and do not require specific
constructs in the use case model to deal with them.

4.2 Feature Model

As discussed in Section 2.1.3, feature modeling is a well known technique for representing SPL
scope and variability space. Indeed, Czarnecki defines feature modeling as [29]:

“ . . . the activity of modeling the common and the variable properties of concepts
and their interdependence and organizing them into a coherent model referred to
as a feature model.”

As we mentioned, different notations have been proposed forfeature modeling. For in-
stance, some authors advocate the use of cardinality [64] and probabilistic based constraints [31]
between features. Nevertheless, here we consider a simplerrepresentation for feature model-
ing. This decision was motivated by the types of variabilitythat we found in use case scenarios
not requiring advanced relationships among features.

As a consequence, we adopt a FODA-style [58] of representingfeature models through a
tree-like structure where each node represents a feature. The relationships between a parent fea-
ture and its children are categorized asOptional(features that might not be selected in a specific
product),Mandatory(features that must be selected, if the parent is also selected), Inclusive
Or (one or more sub-features might be selected), andExclusive Or(exactly one sub-feature
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must be selected for each product). Besides theseparent-childrelationships, global constraints
among features could also be specified. For instance, the constraint (Shopping Cart⇔ Bonus)
states that the feature Shopping Cart is selected if, and only if, the feature Bonus is also selected.

This tree-like representation could, in fact, be translated into a propositional formula over
features [9, 44] or a grammar, as exemplified in the previous chapter. This leads to an in-
teresting consequence: the feature model semantics is really simple, corresponding to the set
of feature configurations that satisfies its propositional formula. For instance, the following
configurations satisfy the feature model constraints of Figure 4.10

• eShop(ShippingMethod(Economical,Fast),SearchOptions(SimilarResults))

• eShop(ShippingMethod(Fast),UpdateUserPreferences,SearchOptions(Hints))

• eShop(ShippingMethod(Fast),ShoppingCart,Bonus,SearchOptions(Hints))

whereas the configurationeShop(ShippingMethod(Economical), ShoppinCart)
is not valid, since it does not satisfy the sole constraint ofthe eShop feature model (Figure 4.10).

Search Options

eShop

Economical Fast Foreign Ship Hints Similar Results

Optional Mandatory Inclusive OR Exclusive OR

Shopping Cart Bonus Shipping Method Update User Preferences

Shopping Cart⇔ Bonus

Figure 4.10 eShop feature model.

Figure 4.11 shows the abstract syntax of feature models usedin our thesis. The provided
data types, as well as several functions for manipulating feature models, comprise another
contribution of our thesis, since, to the best of our knowledge, there is no corresponding library
in Haskell.

In addition, Figure 4.12 details the rules for mapping features into propositional calculus.
Based on this mapping, we can perform several analysis, suchas obtaining the number of
instances of an SPL. We organized these rules according to thefgroupinformation of the feature
data type. For instance, aBasicFeature implies a conjunction of its mandatory children;
whereas anOrFeature implies a disjunction of its children. Other operations on feature
models have also been implemented in Hephaestus, in particular our library supports functions
for checking satisfiability and well-formed rules of feature models. A detailed description of
these functions is beyond the scope of this thesis, even though they are important to our solution
as a whole.
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data FeatureModel= FeatureModel{
featureTree:: FeatureTree,
globalConstraints:: [FeatureExpression] -- a list of feature expressions
}

data FeatureTree= Leaf Feature| Root Feature[FeatureTree]

data Feature= Feature{
fid :: Id,
fname::Name,
ftype::FeatureType, -- (Mandatory or Optional)
fgroup::GroupType -- (BasicFeature, AlternativeFeature, OrFeature)
}

data FeatureExpression= ConstantExpression Bool
| FeatureRef Id
| Not FeatureExpression
| And FeatureExpression FeatureExpression
| Or FeatureExpression FeatureExpression

-- Some syntactic suggar for building feature expressions
e1⇒ e2= (Not e1)∨e2
e1⇔ e2= (e1⇒ e2)∧ (e2⇒ e1)
e1∧e2= And e1 e2
e1∨e2= Or e1 e2

expTrue= ConstantExpression True
expFalse= ConstantExpression False

Figure 4.11 Embedded DSL for representing feature models in Haskell.

4.3 Configuration Knowledge

Separating the problem space from the solution space is one of the principles of Generative
Programming [29]. To achieve that, Czarnecki proposed an independent model, namedConfig-
uration Knowledge, to keep the relationships between those spaces. In this thesis, the problem
space is mainly represented by means of the feature model (Section 2.1.3 and Section 4.2);
whereas we specify the solution space through the use case model (Section 4.1). Besides that,
it is important to note that our proposed representation of the configuration knowledge is able
to deal with different representations of the solution space.

In fact, several approaches for specifying configuration knowledge have been proposed [29,
83, 24, 2]. Even PLUSS and PLUC define their own (non-modular)ways to instantiate the con-
figuration knowledge, which leads to scattering and tangling of the the configuration knowledge
throughout the solution space. Differently, our configuration knowledge is built upon a specific
language that relates feature expressions to model transformations. Indeed, a specific construct,
Configuration Item(⊕), represents thef eature expression7→ trans f ormationsmapping. If a
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featureToPropositionalLogic tree=
casefgroup f of

BasicFeature→ f ⇒ (foldAnd(filter isMandatory cs))
InclusiveOr → f ⇒ (foldOr [x | x← cs]))
ExclusiveOr→ f ⇒ (foldOr [xor x(delete x cs) | x← cs])

where
f = fnode tree
cs= children tree
foldAnd xs= (foldr And(expTrue) xs)
foldOr xs = (foldr Or (expFalse) xs)

fnode::FeatureTree→ Feature
fnode(Leaf f) = f
fnode(Root f fs) = f

children::FeatureTree→ [Feature]
children(Leaf f) = [ ]
children(Root f fs) = map fnode fs

Figure 4.12 Rules for mapping features into propositional logic.

feature expression is satisfied by an SPL member, the relatedtransformations are applied. In
this way, the set of suitable transformations are responsible for automatically generating a prod-
uct specification.

type ConfigurationKnowledge= [ConfigurationItem]
data ConfigurationItem= ConfigurationItem{

expression::FeatureExpression,
transformations:: [Transformation]
}
type Transformation= SPL→ Product→ Product

Figure 4.13 Configuration knowledge data type.

Figure 4.14 shows an instance of the eShop configuration knowledge, enforcing that:

• BothProceed to Purchase(SC01) andSearch for Products(SC02) scenarios are manda-
tory, since their selection is related to the (mandatory) root feature of theeShopproduct
line;
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• The Buy Productadvice (ADV01) is used in the composition of products that donot
have been configured with bothShopping Cartand Bonusfeatures— if both features
were selected for a product, it would be configured with theBuy Product with Shopping
Cart advice (ADV02). Since there is a mutual dependency betweenShopping Cartand
Bonusfeatures, valid instances could not be configured with just one of them;

• The Register User Preferencesadvice (ADV03) is not used in a product composition
unless theUpdate User Preferencesfeature has been selected; and

• References to the “SM” parameter are bound to the selected alternatives of theShipping
Methodfeature.

ck= [⊕ (“eShop′′ 7→ selectScenarios[“SC01′′, “SC02′′ ])
,⊕ (¬ (“ShoppingCart′′∧ “Bonus′′) 7→ evaluateAdvice[“ADV01′′ ])
,⊕ (“ShoppingCart′′∧ “Bonus′′ 7→ evaluateAdvice[“ADV02′′ ])
,⊕ (“UpdateUserPreferences′′ 7→ evaluateAdvice[“ADV03′′ ])
,⊕ (“ShippingMethod′′ 7→ bindParameter(“SM′′, “ShipMethod′′))
]

Figure 4.14 eShop configuration knowledge.

Different transformations are shown in Figure 4.14:selectScenario, evaluateAdvice, and
bindParameter. According to Bachmann et al. [7], the first type of transformation deals with
the source of variability namedvariability in function, which is responsible for selecting sce-
narios; the second one deals withvariability in control flow, which is responsible for composing
advices at specific join points; and the last one deals withvariation in data, which is responsible
for binding parameters to features. Next section details the semantics of those transformations.

As explained before, the Configuration Knowledge data type (Figure 4.13) is a list ofCon-
figuration Items(a mapping of feature expressions to transformations). Actually, the type
Transformationis a type synonym for a family of functions that receives aSPL use case model
(SPL) and aproduct specific use case model(Product) as parameters; and then returns a re-
finement of the product specific model. The typeFeatureExpressionwas defined in the Feature
Model language (see Figure 4.11). The configuration knowledge depends on this type because
we should be able to express, for example, that theBuy Products with Shopping Cartadvice
(ADV02) should only be applied when the expression¬(ShoppingCart∧Bonus) is satisfied
by a product.

At first glance, the transformationsselectScenarios, bindParameter, andevaluateAdvicedo
not match withTransformationtype synonym. Although we only detail theses transformations
in Section 4.5, it is worth to explain that we partially applythese functions in the configuration
knowledge of Figure 4.14. For instance, theselectScenariostransformation is defined as:

selectScenarios:: [Id ]→ SPL→ Product→ Product
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Thus, a partial applicationselectScenarios [“SC01”, “SC02”], such as shown in Figure 4.14,
returns a function with the signatureSPL -> Product -> Product, matching with the
Transformationtype synonym.

TheweavingProcessfunction (see Figure 4.15) evaluates the configuration knowledge, and
applies the transformations to the remaining arguments. Itcalls each one of the transformations
(ts) that must be applied to a product. Therefore, first of all, this function verifies (eval pc (exp
c)) which expressions (exp c) are satisfied by a product configuration (pc). After that, therefine
function composes the sequence of expected transformations.

weavingProcess fm pc ck spl= refine ts spl newProduct
where

ts= concat[transformations c| c← ck,eval pc(expression c)]
newProduct= ...
refine[ ] pla product= product
refine(t : ts) spl product= refine ts spl(t spl product)

Figure 4.15 The weaving process function, which implements the CK semantics.

Therefinefunction proceeds as follows. Suppose that the following list of transformations
needs to be applied to a product

ts= [selectScenarios(SC01,SC02)
,evaluateAdvice(ADV01),
,evaluateAdvice(ADV03)
]

The semantics of applying them would be given by:p = f (spl, g (spl, h)), where:

h = (selectScenarios(SC01,SC02) spl newProduct)

g = (evaluateAdvice(ADV01))

f = (evaluateAdvice(ADV02))

The previous input models are specified during the domain engineering phase of SPL de-
velopment [26, 83]. The next one, on the other hand, is supposed to be designed whenever a
specific product has to be generated.

4.4 Product Configuration

This artifact defines a specific SPL member, which is characterized by a configuration of fea-
tures. As discussed in Section 4.2, each product configuration must comply with the relation-
ships and constraints specified in the corresponding feature model. Here we also represent
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product configurations as a tree in which every node corresponds to a selected feature. For the
eShopexample, two valid configurations2 are shown in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.16 Examples of product configurations.

The first configuration (left-hand side of the Figure 4.16) defines a product that does not
supportShopping Cart, BonusandUpdate User Preferences. Additionally, it supports only
the economical and fast shipping methods. The second configuration is more complete, being
configured with the featuresShopping Cart, Bonus, andUpdate User Preferences.

As explained in the previous section, the product configuration identifies which transforma-
tions would be performed, so as to generate the corresponding SPL member. Figure 4.17 de-
picts the resulting scenarios after evaluating the configuration knowledge shown in Figure 4.14
and considering the second configuration of Figure 4.16. According to what was explained in
the previous section, such a configuration triggers:

1. The selection ofProceed to PurchaseandSearch for Productscenarios. This selection
is directly responsible for the resulting scenarios shown in Figure 4.17.

2. The evaluation ofBuy Products with Shopping Cartadvice. The result of this evaluation
is the introduction of the first two steps in the resulting specification of theProceed to
Purchasescenario.

3. The evaluation ofRegister User Preferencesadvice. The result of this evaluation is
the introduction of the last steps on bothSearch for ProductsandProceed to Purchase
scenarios.

4. The binding of theSMparameter to the selected options of theShipping Methodfeature.
This binding is responsible for setting the optionsEconomicalandFast in the fourth step
of the resultingProceed to Purchasescenario.

At this point we conclude the specification of our motivatingexample using MSVCM. Next
section details the semantics of our approach, modeling each type of variability (variability in
function, variability in data, and variability in control flow) as a crosscutting mechanism.

2These configurations were specified using the Feature Modeling Plugin [5]
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Scenario: Search for products.

id User Action System Response

...... ...
3 Inform the search

criteria.
Retrieve the products
that satisfy the
search criteria.
Show a list with the
resulting products.

4 - Update the preferences
based on the search
results or purchased
items

Scenario: Proceed to purchase.

id User Action System Response

1 Select the checkout
option.

Present the items
in the shopping cart
and the amount to be
paid. The user can
remove items from the
shopping cart.

2 Select the confirm
option.

Request bonus and
payment information.

3 Fill in the requested
information and select
the proceed option.

Request the shipping
method and address.

4 Select one of the
available shipping
methods (Economical,
Fast), fill in the
destination address
and proceed.

Calculate the shipping
costs.

5 Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and
send a request to the
Delivery System to
dispatch the products.

6 - Update the preferences
based on the search
results or purchased
items.

Figure 4.17 Scenarios generated from applying the weaving process.
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4.5 Weaving Process Semantics

As discussed, MSVCM relies on a crosscutting approach for product derivation, where each
one of the input languages (previously introduced) crosscuts each other with respect to a spe-
cific SPL member. This section presents the semantics of MSVCM. We start by detailing our
modeling framework (Section 4.5.1), which explains how ourweaving process supports modu-
lar crosscutting. After that, we detail the semantics of three crosscutting mechanisms proposed
to implement variability in function (Section 4.5.2), variability in data (Section 4.5.3), and
variability in control flow (Section 4.5.4).

4.5.1 Modeling Framework

In this (short) section we describe our notation for representing variability as crosscutting mech-
anisms. In fact, it is a slight customization of theCrosscutting Modeling Framework, proposed
by Masuhara and Kiczales (the MK framework) [74].

The MK framework aims to explain how differentaspect-orientedmechanisms support
crosscutting modularity. To achieve that, it represents each mechanism as a three-part descrip-
tion: the related weaving processes take two programs as input, which crosscut each other with
respect to the resulting program or computation [74]. The MKframework requirements for
characterizing a mechanism as crosscutting is fulfilled by our approach, since here different
specifications contribute to the definition of an SPL member.

In this thesis we represent each variability mechanism as a 6-tuple (see Table 4.2), high-
lighting the contribution of each input language to the weaving processes. Therefore, using our
modeling framework we are able to detail different variability mechanisms using a well-defined
representation. Each mechanism is represented: (a) by filling in the six parameters of our tuple,
(b) by providing a reference implementation for each mechanism, and (c) by stating how the
elements of animplementationcorrespond to the elements of a model.

Table 4.2 Tuple elements for detailing a weaving mechanism.

Element Description
O Output language obtained as the result of a weaving

mechanism.
O jp Join points in the output language.
L Input languages required by a weaving mechanism.
LID(l) Constructs in the input languages used to identify join

points.
LEFF(l) Effect of an input language regarding a weaving mecha-

nism.
LMOD(l) Modular unities of each input language.

Here, the output language is primarily the use case model, although our modeling frame-
work is able to represent variability in other models. In what follows, we describe the semantics
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of our weaving process (Figure 2.10), modeling one mechanism for each type of variability, and
providing reference implementations for them.

4.5.2 Variability in Function

Variability in function occurs when a particular function might exist in some products and
not in others [7]. For this source of variability, a corresponding mechanism is responsible for
selecting scenarios based on specific product configurations.

This mechanism is implemented by the functionselectScenarios(next code fragment). It
takes as input the list ofscenario idsthat should be selected for a specific feature expression,
theSPL use case model(spl), and theproductbeing generated. Then, this function returns a
new configuration of the product, which is refined by each scenario s∈ spl that satisfies the
condition(id s) ∈ ids. In this case, the configuration knowledge (CK) and the SPL use case
model (UCM) crosscut each other with respect to the list of selected scenarios of a specific SPL
member.

selectScenarios ids spl product=
addScenarios(product,scenarios)
where

scenarios= [s | s← (splScenarios spl),(id s) ∈ ids]
addScenarios...

Below we present the concrete instantiation3 of the first line of theeShopconfiguration
knowledge (Figure 4.14), which deals with this source of variability. Notice that this instantia-
tion calls theselectScenariosfunction with the first argument. This partial application returns a
function that is compliant with theTransformation type synonymous, introduced in Section 4.3.
Therefore, particularly to this mechanism, the configuration knowledge contributes to the iden-
tification of the scenarios that should be selected for a specific product.

c1=⊕ (“eShop′′ 7→ selectScenarios[“SC01′′, “SC02′′ ])

The model of theVariability in Function Mechanism, in terms of the framework, is shown in
Table 4.3. TheselectScenariosfunction is used to argue that the model is realizable and appro-
priate [74]. We achieve this by matching the model elements to the corresponding parameters
and auxiliary functions in the implementation.

The input languagesconfiguration knowledge(CK) andSPL use case model(UCM) con-
tribute to binding the parameters ofselectScenarios. An instance of the SPL use case model
corresponds to the specification of all SPL scenarios. Instead, the identification of which sce-
narios must be selected to a specific feature expression are documented in the configuration
knowledge. Finally, theproduct configuration(PC) specifies which features were selected for
a specific product.

3The operator⊕ is just a shortcut for theConfigurationItem constructor. It takes as parameter an
(expression7→ transformation) pair.
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Table 4.3 Model of variability in function

Element Description

O Product specific scenarios (list of scenarios)
O jp Scenario declarations
L {UCM, CK, PC}
UCMID SPL scenarios
CKID Feature expressions and scenario IDs
PCID Product specific feature selection
UCMEFF Provides declaration of scenarios
CKEFF Relates feature expressions to scenario Ids
PCEFF Triggers scenario selection
UCMMOD Scenario
CKMOD Each configuration item
PCMOD Each selected feature

4.5.3 Variability in Data

This kind of variability occurs whenever two or more scenarios share the same behavior (the
sequence of steps) and differ in relation only to values of a same concept. For instance, the
Proceed to Purchasescenario (Figure 4.4) can be reused for different kinds of shipping method.

The functionbindParameteris the reference implementation of this weaver. It receivesas
input a parameter identifier (pId); a feature identifier (f Id); the SPL use case model (spl); and
the product being generated. Then, it replaces all references topId in product by a suitable
representation of the corresponding feature selection (f eatures). For example, if a product
is configured with bothEconomicalandFast shipping methods, applying this weaver for the
Proceed to Purchasescenario (Figure 4.4) replaces each reference to the “SM” parameter by
the text (Economical, Fast).

bindParameter pId fId spl product=
bindParameter′ product steps options
where

features= (configuration product)
steps= [s | s← (steps spl),(s’refers’ pId)]
options= selectedOptions(features, fId)
bindParameter′ ...

Below we present the concrete instantiation of the fifth lineof the eShopconfiguration
knowledge (Figure 4.14), which deals with this source of variability. In this case, the config-
uration knowledge binds the first two parameters of thebindParameterfunction, contributing
as a mapping betweenparameter idsand feature configurations. Such a mapping reduces the
coupling between SPL use case models and feature models.

c5=⊕ (“ShippingMethod′′ 7→
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bindParameter(“SM′′, “ShippingMethod′′))

Table 4.4 represents the model ofVariability in Data. Since this mechanism solves param-
eters in scenario specifications, its output language is a list of product specific scenarios with
bound parameters.

Table 4.4 Model of variability in data.

Element Description

O Scenarios with bound parameters
O jp Each text that replaces a bound parameter
L {UCM, CK, PC}
UCMID Parameterized steps
CKID Mapping of parameters to features
PCID Selected features related to a parameter
UCMEFF Declares parameterized scenarios
CKEFF Relates parameters to features
PCEFF Defines the domain value of parameters
UCMMOD Use case scenarios
CKMOD Each configuration item
PCMOD Each selected feature

The use case model (UCM) defines the list of scenarios that might be parameterized (UCMEFF).
Each step of a scenario (UCMID) contributes to the definition of one join point in this weaver.
The other contributions come from the product configuration(PC), in the sense that the do-
main values of a parameter are defined (PCEFF) in the product specific features; and from the
configuration knowledge (CK), which is used for relating parameters to features (CKEFF).

4.5.4 Variability in control flow

This source of variability occurs when a particular patternof interaction (a use case scenario)
varies from one product to another. Differently from PLUSS and PLUC, in our approach we use
the notion ofadviceto modularize the variant behavior of a scenario. An advice customizes
the specification of a feature by extending the common behavior of existing scenarios with
additional steps. The flow of events of an advice can be inserted before (after or around) the
steps referenced by its pointcut clause, which can be eitherthestep idor annotationsassigned
to different steps.

The functionevaluateAdviceis the reference implementation of this weaver. Basically,this
mechanism takes as input the id of an advice to be evaluated; the SPL use case model (spl),
which defines both use cases and advice; and theproductbeing generated. Then, it calls the
adviceWeaverfunction detailed in Section 4.1,

evaluateAdvice id spl product= product{useCases= woven}
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where
woven= adviceWeaver ucs advice
ucs= useCases product
advice= [a | a← advices spl,(id a) == name]

Below we show a concrete instantiation of the second line of theeShopconfiguration knowl-
edge (Table 4.14). Notice that the configuration knowledge binds the first parameter of the
evaluateAdvicefunction, being responsible for relating features expressions to advice.

c3= Configuration(“ShoppingCart′′ ’And’“Bonus′′,
evaluateAdvice(“ADV02′′))

The model of this weaver is in Table 4.5. The output is a new configuration of theproduct
specific use case model, whose scenarios were extended by alternative (or optional) flows of
events. The extensions occur before (after or around) the steps that match (OJP) the pointcut
clause (UCMID) of the advice, declared in the SPL use case model (UCM). The effect of eval-
uating advice in the composition process is to extend product specific scenarios that may not
define a concrete flow of events.

Table 4.5 Model of variability in control flow

Element Description

O Specific scenarios with extensions
O jp Scenarios and steps of scenarios
L {UCM, CK, PC}
UCMID Pointcuts of declared advice
CKID Mapping of features to advice
PCID Selected features related to advice
UCMEFF Provides declaration of advice
CKEFF Relates features to advices
PCEFF Triggers advice selection
UCMMOD Advice
CKMOD Each configuration item
PCMOD Each selected feature

4.6 Tool Support

Software mass customization is one of the trends of SPL engineering, which includes tool
support for automatically composing and configuring assetsin different ways [66]. In order to
do that, tools usually have to consider different models:

• Feature models (FM)that describes the domain by representing the common and vari-
able features of an SPL. It is understood that the relationships and constraints of a FM
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in fact represent a propositional formula whose instances correspond to the SPL mem-
bers [10].

• Product Configuration (PC) that represent SPL members. Therefore, an IM is usually
represented as a selection of features that satisfies all FM constraints.

• Product line assets (PLA)that represent (configurable) artifacts of an SPL. It is impor-
tant to remind that PLA might involve different kinds of artifacts.

• Configuration knowledge (CK) that is responsible for relating configurations of features
to product line assets. There is a number of CK representations. The simplest basically
map one feature to one asset.

The main contribution of this section is to presentHephaestus4, a suite of libraries and
tools that evaluates SPL models and generates artifacts forspecific instances of an SPL. In
fact, Hephaestus, which emerged from the MSVCM interpreter-based semantics, provides a
simple graphical interface that allows product engineers to select the input models of the prod-
uct derivation process (FM, IM, CK, and PLA). In the current version, two types of PLA are
supported: use case scenarios, to generate product-specific use case models, and mappings be-
tween names and source code files, to generate build files in a suitable format for compiling
Java/AspectJ programs. The result of the source code build process is an abstract representation
of a SPL member that could be exported to different formats. For instance, currently we export
product specific use case models to both LATEX and MS Word Documents.

Figure 4.18 shows the big picture ofHephaestus, highlighting the models used as input
for the product derivation process, as well as the tool’s main window, presenting some of its
features. For example, besides deriving product specific use case models and build files,Hep-
haestusalso allows product engineers to check satisfiability and detect some mistakes that are
likely to occur in feature models. These later operations are not covered in this thesis.

It is important to notice that the input models are not specified usingHephaestus. Actually,
different tools might be used for specifying them. For example, we make use of MS Word
documents, following a particular template, to write use case scenarios. These documents are
exported to XML and then parsed by a specificHephaestuslibrary. Similarly, feature models,
as well as instance models, can be specified using available tools, such asFeature Modeling
Pluginor Feature IDE.

The Hephaestus configuration knowledge is the same as discussed in the previous sections,
which differs from existing tools [12, 25] in the sense that it relates feature expressions to
transformations that evolve PLA to product-specific artifacts. Thus, a given feature expression
could be related to several transformations. This design simplifies the configuration knowledge,
since it is able to remove multiple copies of an expression. Such a duplication might arise when
relating a single component to its required features.

4Hephaestus was the Greek god of technology, craftsmen, and artisans.
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Product Derivation Process

FM IM PLA CK

Product Specific
Artifacts

Figure 4.18 High level view and GUI of Hephaestus.

4.6.1 Managing variability in source code with Hephaestus

Hephaestusdevelopment was initially proposed to validate the MSVCM approach. Recently,
we introduced new features, allowing users to generate product specific build files and check
several properties of features models. Here we show how we can use Hephaestus to manage
variability in build files. The case study is based on examples from the Mobile Media product
line [39], which contains applications that manipulate media such as photo, music, and video
on mobile devices.

To create an instance of the Mobile Media product line [39], we use a build file (.lst) to list
all the source files (classes and aspects) that should be compiled by the build task. In the original
way that the Mobile Media product line is set up, for each instance of the SPL we have to
manually create a build file that describes it. As an example,consider theMobileMediaA02.lst
file depicted on Figure 4.19 (a) and theMobileMediaABC03.lstfile depicted on Figure 4.19
(b). The first file describes the classes and aspects that comprise the product that includes the
following features:

⋆ Photo, Sorting, Favorite

whereas the second file describes products configured with:

⋆ Photo, Music, Video, Sorting, Favorite, Copy, SMS, Capture

By analyzing these files, we noticed that some lines will be present in both products, while
others are specific to a product. Actually, the#Commonsection will be the same for all prod-
ucts. In order to manage variability in these build files, we have to be able to relate feature
expressions to classes and aspects. Therefore, we can generate build files for specific instances
of the SPL, instead of having to manually create them. This facilitates the maintenance and evo-
lution of build scripts. We can also clearly notice the need for a mapping of feature expressions
to artifacts.

For instance, this can be seen on Figure 4.19 (a): the line corresponding to the fileSortin-
gAndFavorite.ajwill only be present when both features are selected. If we only mapped fea-
tures to assets in a 1:1 relationship, creating another feature calledSortingAndFavoritewould
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 # Common
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/core/ui/MainUIMidlet.java
 ...
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/core/util/MediaUtil.java

 # Photo
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/alternative/photo/PhotoAspect.aj 
 ...
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/alternative/photo/PhotoViewScreen.java 

 # Sorting
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/optional/sorting/SortingAspect.aj

 # Favorite
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/alternative/favourites/FavouritesAspect.java 

 # Sorting AND Favorite
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/optional/SortingAndFavorite.aj 

 # Common
 ... 
 # Photo
 ...
 # Sorting
... 
 # Favorite
 ...
 # Sorting AND Favorite
 ... 
 # Music
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/alternative/music/MusicAspect.aj 
  ...
 # Copy AND Video
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/alternative/video/optional/CopyAndVideo.aj 

 # Copy OR SMS
 src/lancs/mobilemedia/optional/copySMS/PhotoViewController.java 

(a) MobileMediaA02.lst (b) MobileMediaABC03.lst

Figure 4.19 Simplified examples of build files for MobileMedia.

be the only way we could achieve the same result. However, we would pollute the feature
model with implementation decisions.

Again, the configuration knowledge will be responsible for relating features to PLA, which
in this section, are classes and aspects to be compiled. In this particular case, the build file that
is going to be generated only needs to include the path to the class or aspect to be compiled.
Therefore, the structure of our configuration knowledge, inthis case, will relate feature expres-
sions to the transformationselect, that maps a name to a source code file path. This mapping is
important, for instance, to enable us to use classes and aspects with the same name, something
that can be used to represent SPL variations. In a regular program, this would normally result
in a compile error. The configuration knowledge of Figure 4.20 illustrates how we can manage
variability on the build files, based on the examples from Figure 4.19.

Feature Expression Transformations

MobileMedia select MainUIMidlet, ..., select MediaUtil

Photo select PhotoAspect, ..., select PhotoViewScreen

Sorting and Favorite select SortingAndFavorite

Copy and Video select CopyAndVideo

... ...

Figure 4.20 Simplified instance of CK for managing build files variability.

4.6.2 Hephaestus libraries

As mentioned, Hephaestus is a suite of Haskell libraries andtools for product line develop-
ment. We justify our choice for Haskell and discuss about some design decisions regarding
the implementation of the libraries in Section 4.6.3. The following libraries (also depicted in
Figure 4.21) have been developed:
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• Core: Defines functions and data types that are available to all otherHephaestuslibraries.
For instance, it declares theParserResultdata type, which follows a monadic approach
for dealing with parsers. All parsers defined in our tool suite depend onParserResult.

• Feature model: Defines data types for feature modeling and several functions for ma-
nipulating and reasoning about feature and instance models. For example, this library
provides functions for:

– translating feature models to propositional logic

– checking feature model satisfiability

– mining feature model bad smells

Additionally, we have implemented a generic traversal function that can be used to de-
velop new operations on FMs. Finally, there is a command lineapplication within this
library. As a consequence, users and developers interestedonly in FM reasoning and
manipulation could use this library independently.

• Use case model:Defines an abstract representation of theproduct line use case model.
This includes the definition of some data types, such as use cases, aspectual use cases,
scenarios, and advice. Additionally, it implements all transformations that map a product
line use case model into product specific use cases.

• Component model: Defines the mapping between names and source code files. Some
items of the configuration knowledge refer to these names, inorder to select the source
files that should be included in a build file. Transformationsrelated to the component
model are defined in this library. Currently, only theselecttransformation, discussed
before, is available.

• Configuration knowledge: Defines a novel representation of the configuration knowl-
edge and implements a reusable engine for the product derivation process. This engine
is able to evaluate different kinds of transformations, so it does not have to change when
new transformations are defined. Moreover, the output of theproduct derivation pro-
cess is an abstract representation of an SPL member. Currently, this representation is
composed by a product specific use case model and a list of references to source code
files.

4.6.3 Some notes about the implementation of Hephaestus

We have chosen Haskell as the programming language since thesemantics of theproduct
derivationprocess was formalized [14] using the crosscutting modeling framework [74], whose
original interpreters were implemented using Scheme— another functional programming lan-
guage. After formalizing that semantics, we realized that Haskell was suitable for developing
Hephaestus, mainly because higher order functions and partial application of functions, two
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Figure 4.21 Building blocks of Hephaestus tools and libraries.

mechanisms that underlie the design of functional languages [50, 13], led to a simple and ele-
gant implementation of both the CK data type and the product derivation process.

For instance, thanks to higher order functions, we could define the family of transformations
as a type. Indeed, theTransformationtype synonymous (Section 4.3) corresponds to any func-
tion that receives as arguments the product line assets (SPL) and a (probably partial) version of
the product assets. Then, this family of functions returns arefined version of the product assets.
By following this design, the configuration knowledge was represented as a list of configura-
tion items, which are(FeatureExpression, [Trans f ormation]) pairs. Therefore, the product
derivation process filters the configuration items that declare valid feature expressions for an
instance model and generates products by just applying all transformations declared in these
configuration items.

Although we do not want to claim here the reduction in size of the programs as a gen-
eral and significant advantage of functional programming, generic traversals and combinators,
supported by SYB, Parsec, and HXT libraries, simplify to a large extent the source code. For
instance, we found that the Haskell implementation of an XMLparser for use case documents
is three times smaller than the corresponding one written inJava. Also regarding size, in
Section 4.3 we presented a concise implementation of the product derivation process, which
required less than 15 lines of code. Of course, transformations are responsible for part of the
hard work. Indeed, each transformation required a different effort to be developed. But again,
thanks to the generic traversals offered by the Scrap Your Boilerplate library [69], we could
keep their implementation concise, varying from 8 to 30 lines of source code. Table 4.6 shows
the number of lines of code, ignoring blanks and comments, required by each major Hephaes-
tus concern. Note that these numbers consider features not detailed here, as well as parsers
generated by theBNF Converter.

We started Hephaestus development with basic knowledge of the Haskell programming
language. Therefore, we had to learn about some design principles and advanced mechanisms
(such as combinators, monads, arrows) of functional programming throughout its development.
However, most of the third-party libraries used in Hephaestus (such as Scrap Your Boilerplate,
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Concern LoC

GUI 457
Transformations 529
Configuration knowledge 991
Feature model 1081
Use case model 830
Component Model 713
Core 131

Table 4.6 Required lines of code to develop Hephaestus.

HXT, Parsec, and gtk2HS) are well documented and have reallysimplified our learning process
and reduced our development effort. Nevertheless, developers used to the imperative style
of programming might consider the design of instances of these mechanisms a challenging
task. Finally, we would like to point a question about portability. For those not familiar with
compiling programs in Unix-like systems, porting Haskell code is more difficult than porting
Java code. Even deploying applications using the CABAL package format5, we have to follow
a process ofconfigure-build-installto port a Haskell application to different environments.

The lack of performance is (still and possibly wrongly) pointed as a shortcoming found in
programs written in functional languages. Regarding the product derivation process, we had
not observed poor performance results in the case studies where we have already applied our
tools. Besides that, we have evaluated our implementation of FM satisfiability (which might be
the most expensive task implemented in Hephaestus) using models with different sizes. Initial
results reveal that our satisfiability checker scales well up to feature models with 200 features.
On the other hand, verifying the satisfiability of feature models with 500 features takes almost
25 minutes.

4.7 Chapter Summary

In this chapter we presented the syntax and semantics of MSVCM— our approach for repre-
senting variability in use case scenarios. It introduces new constructs for detailing use case
scenarios and a new representation of the configuration knowledge. The MSVCM semantics
was described using a slight adaptation of the Masuhara and Kiczales framework [74] for mod-
eling aspect-oriented techniques.

We present the MSVCM semantics by pointing out the contributions of different input
languages regarding the derivation process of product-specific scenarios. We also provide ref-
erence implementations of interpreters for each variability mechanism. Moreover, in addition
to the syntactic and semantic aspects of MSVCM, we also introduce some details about Hep-
haestus, a tool for managing SPL variabilities on use case scenarios and build files. Hephaestus
has emerged from the interpreters developed for MSVCM.

5http://www.haskell.org/cabal/
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As a future work regarding MSVCM, we are investigating new mechanisms for representing
scenario variability and new pointcut constructs. In some of our case studies, that we present
in next chapter, we found a pattern of variability that requires specific changes either in the
user action or in the system response. Therefore, providingmeans to this kind of fine-grained
variability is one of the future activities regarding the evolution of MSVCM.





CHAPTER 5

Evaluation

Back in Chapters 3 and 4, we described the intuition of MSVCM through the motivating exam-
ple (Chapter 3) and introduced its semantics by means of a crosscutting modeling framework
(Chapter 4). Here we detail the MSVCM evaluation, which aimsto better understand the
benefits, drawbacks, and limitations of representing scenario variability using the crosscutting
approach detailed in the previous chapters.

In order to answer our research questions (Section 5.1), we base our evaluation on distinct
empirical methods. For instance, we conducted six cases studies (Section 5.2) to assess quality
attributes of the specifications; and six controlled experiments were conducted to compare the
effort to extract and evolve product lines using PLUSS and MSVCM (Section 5.6). After
evaluating the results of these empirical studies, we foundthat: (a) evolving the specifications
of an SPL using MSVCM requires localized changes, (b) MSVCM reduces the time to evolve
SPL specifications, and (c) this later benefit is only observed if the subjects have been well
trained.

5.1 Goal, questions and metrics

The following sections describe an overview of our evaluation, discussing its goals, questions,
and metrics.

5.1.1 General goal and scope

This evaluation aims to compare compositional (MSVCM) and annotative approaches (PLUSS)
for representing scenario variability. This evaluation has focused on comparing MSVCM with
PLUSS [37, 38], mainly because both approaches deal with variability in textual descriptions
of use cases, whereas Model Templates [28, 30], VML4RE [2] and MATA [95, 96] represent
scenario variability using graphical notations. We informally relate these techniques to our
studies in Section 6. In addition, we could also have concentrated our evaluation on PLUC,
which was discussed in Section 1.1. However, we previously realized that this technique is
not maintainable at all— even simple changes in the feature model, such as the inclusion of an
alternative feature, require a deep review of the use case specifications [15].

To achieve our goals, the following criteria are considered:

• Separation between problem and solution spaces.

• Separation among feature specifications.

71
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• Conformance to theopen-closedprinciple [76].

• Size of the resulting specifications.

• Time required to extract SPL specifications.

• Time required to evolve SPL specifications.

This evaluation targets to the point of view of SPL requirements analysts, involves graduate
and undergraduate students, with different skills in SPL development, and observes the process
of bootstrapping and evolving product line specifications.In summary, the following questions
are investigated:

Q1. Is it worth to specify scenario variability using compositional approaches?

(a) Does MSVCM reduce scattering and tangling on SPL specifications?

(b) Does MSVCM better support the open-closed principle?

(c) Does MSVCM reduce the size of SPL specifications?

Q2. Does MSVCM increase the time to extract SPL specifications?

Q3. Does MSVCM reduce the time to evolve SPL specifications?

Next we detail a metrics suite that helped us to answer the questions just enumerated.

5.1.2 Metrics for quantifying scattering and tangling

The investigation of Q1.(a) relies on two metrics that we have customized [14] from [35]:
degree of scattering of features(DoS) anddegree of tangling of scenarios(DoT). According
to equations (5.1) and (5.2), DoS quantifies the concentration of a feature over each scenario
s∈ S(the set of scenario specifications). Values of DoS are normalized between 0 (completely
localized) and 1 (completely scattered). The greater the DoS of a featuref is, the greater is the
probability of reviewing different scenarios when the specification of f has to evolve. Note in
equation (5.1) that| S|means the cardinality of the setS.

DoS( f ) = 1−
| S| ∑s∈S(Conc( f ,s)− 1

|S|)
2

| S| −1
(5.1)

Conc( f ,s) =
number o f steps in s assigned to f

number o f steps assigned to f
(5.2)

Likewise, according to equations (5.3) and (5.4), DoT considers how many steps of a sce-
nario are related to each featuref ∈ F (the set of features). Values of DoT are similarly nor-
malized between 0 (completely focused) and 1 (completely tangled). The greater the DoT of a
scenarios is, the greater the probability of reviewingswhen one of the related features change.
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DoT(s) = 1−
| F | ∑ f∈F(Dedi(s, f )− 1

|F|)
2

| F | −1
(5.3)

Dedi(s, f ) =
number o f steps in s assigned to f

number o f steps o f all f eatures in s
(5.4)

Note in equations (5.2) and (5.4) that, in order to evaluate these metrics, we have to assign
features to the individual steps of a specification. We follow the configuration dependency
analysisas a guide [14], considering that a stepst depends on a featuref if, and only if, the
selection off triggers the configuration ofs. Therefore, we assign a PLUSS stepst to a feature
f when:

(a) The stepst refers to the featuref as a parameter

(b) The stepst is directly related to the featuref

(c) The stepst is owned by a scenario related to the featuref

For instance, let us review the PLUSS specification ofBuy Products(Figure 5.1). This
scenario is related to the featureBuy Products Service. Therefore, according to (c), all steps of
this scenario are assigned to this feature. Steps 1(a) and 1(b) are also assigned to theShopping
Cart feature, since they are directly related to it. For the same reason, steps 2(a) and 2(b) are
assigned to theBonusfeature, and Step (6) is assigned to theUpdate User Preferencesfeature.
Finally, Step 4 is assigned to theShipping Methodfeature, since there is a reference to this
feature as a parameter.

Regarding MSVCM, we have to consider the configuration knowledge (ck) to assign a
MSVCM step (st) to a feature (f ). First, there must exist a feature expression (e) in ck that
refers tof ; and the assignment occurs when:

(a) ebinds a parameterp, and the stepst refers top

(b) eselects a scenarios, and the stepst is included in the steps ofs

(c) eevaluates an advicea, and the stepst is included in the steps ofa

As a consequence, applying these heuristics to the configuration knowledge of Figure 5.2
leads to several conclusions, such as: all steps of scenarioSC01 are assigned to theBuy Prod-
ucts Servicefeature, all steps of advice ADV01 are assigned to theShopping CartandBonus
features, and all steps in the specifications that refer to the SM parameter are related to the
Shipping Methodfeature.
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Related feature: Buy Products Service
Id User Action System Response

1(a) Select the checkout option.
[ShoppingCart]

Present the items in the
shopping cart and the
amount to be paid. The
user can remove items from
shopping cart.

1(b) Select the buy product
option. [not ShoppingCart]

Present the selected
product. The user can
change the quantity of
items that he wants to
buy. Calculate and show
the amount to be paid.

2(a) Select the confirm option.
[Bonus]

Request bonus and payment
information.

2(b) Select the confirm option.
[not Bonus]

Request payment
information.

3 Fill in the requested
information and select the
proceed option.

Request the shipping method
and address.

4 Select the
$ShippingMethod$, fill in
the destination address and
select the proceed option.

Calculate the shipping
costs.

5 Confirm the purchase. Execute the order and send
a request to the Delivery
System in order to dispatch
the products.

(6) [Update User Preferences] Update user preferences.

Figure 5.1 Buy Products scenarios using PLUSS.

5.1.3 A Metric for quantifying adherence to the open-closedprinciple

In our context, theopen-closedprinciple [76] could be stated as the degree in which the spec-
ifications of an SPL “are open for extensions, but closed for modifications”. We perform the
analysis by investigating the types of changes required to evolve product lines specifications.
Here, each change is classified as

• extension, that is, a pluggable change in the SPL specification, such asthe inclusion of a
new scenario or advice using MSVCM.

...

Search Products Service

Buy Goods Service

Shopping Cart and Bonus

not (Shopping Cart and Bonus)

selectScenario SC01

selectScenario SC02

evaluateAdvice ADV01

evaluateAdvice ADV02

TransformationsFeature expression

Update User Preferences evaluateAdvice ADV03

Shipping Method bindParameter SM to Shipping Method
...

Figure 5.2 Instance of the CK for managing requirements variability.
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• modification, that is, an invasive change in the existing SPL specification, such as intro-
ducing (or altering) new steps in existing scenarios or advice.

We measure the conformance to the open-closed principle using the Impact of Change
(IC) metric, which is calculated from the formula shown in Equation (5.5). The IC metric is
also normalized between 0 (a change request that requires only extensions) and 1 (a change
request that requires only modifications). We quantify the number of extensions (#extensions)
and the number of modifications (#modi f ications) required to evolve MSVCM and PLUSS
specifications, according to several groups of change requests.

IC =
#modi f ications

#modi f ications+#extensions
(5.5)

As this is a new metric, here we present its validation. We follow the framework described
in [65], where there exists a structural model of measurements (see Figure 5.3), comprising the
following elements.

• Entities are the objects we observe in the real world. In our evaluation, we consider
scenario specifications and change requests as our evaluation entities. Indeed, the Impact
of Change metric makes sense only when we consider both SPL specification and a set
of change requests.

• Attributes are the properties that an entity possesses. Scenario specifications include
properties such as modularity (which we investigate using the metrics detailed in Sec-
tion 5.1.2) and the extent they are open to extensions, but closed to modifications.

• Unities determine how we measure an attribute. For instance, we use the degree of
adherenceto the open-closed principle to measure the impact to evolvethe SPL scenarios
according to a set of change requests. As explained before, we count the number of steps
introduced, changed, or removed in existing scenarios (modifications) and the number
of introduced or removed steps in new or removed scenarios (extensions). Altogether,
the IC formula is unitless, even though its parts (modifications and extensions) do have
unities, more specifically steps of scenarios.

• Scale typeof unities, typically nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio. The degree of ad-
herence to the open-closed principle has aratio scale type.

• Values are obtained from applying a specific measurement unit to a particular entity
and attribute. The degree of adherence to the open-closed principle, as discussed, is
constrained to the continuous interval between 0 and 1.

• Measurement instrumentation explains how to capture the data we are interested in.
We conduct the analysis of the IC metric by first evolving the SPL specifications accord-
ing to a set of change requests; and then we use a tool for identifying the types of change
(extension or modification) required to perform the previous task.
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Entity

Attribute

Scale Type

Value

Unit

Measurement Instrument

uses

determines

belongs to

expressed inmeasures

quantifies

applies to

possesses

Figure 5.3 The structural model for measurement validation [65].

According to Kitchenham et al., a measure might be eitherempirically or theoretically
validated. An empirical validation “requires experiments to confirm that an attribute exists
and that a mapping to a value captures the understanding of anattribute” [65]. Although
probably more precise, the effort to propose and to empirically validate a measurement is high,
and might require a totally independent work. For that reason, we only validate theImpact
of Changemetric theoretically, by making sure that our model elements satisfy the following
constraints [65].

• An attribute must allow different entities to be distinguished from one another. As we
explain in Section 5.4, we observe differences with respectto the adherence to the open-
closed principle. These differences are mainly due to the specification technique and the
set of change requests.

• A measure must obey the Representation Condition. Regarding theImpact of Change
metric, this condition states that if a set of change requests requires a similar impact on
two distinct specifications, the IC value for these specifications must be the same. This
occurs, for instance, whenever the ratio between the numberof modifications and the
total number of changes (modifications plus extensions) is the same; even so the required
changes might be different.

• A measurement instrument must accurately measure attribute values in a given unit. We
improve accuracy by implementing a tool for counting theImpact of Changemetric, and
comparing the responses provided by this tool with the expected results obtained from
manually computing this metric.

5.1.4 Metrics for quantifying the size of specifications

Here we use the notion ofvocabulary sizeto quantify the size of SPL specifications. Indeed,
we are mainly interested in the number of scenarios or advice; as well as the number of steps
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present in each specification. The notion of size is important because, among other factors, the
greater is the size of a specification the greater is the effort required to inspect the specification.

5.1.5 Metrics for quantifying effort

To investigate questions Q2 and Q3 we conduct several controlled experiments, as detailed
in Section 5.6. The response variable observed in these experiments was the average time,
in minutes, required either to extract or to evolve, with respect to different change scenarios,
software product line specifications.

5.1.6 Summary of the metrics

Table 5.1 summarizes the metrics suite used in this thesis, relating it to the research questions
discussed in Section 5.1. Next we introduce the product lines used in this evaluation, detail-
ing the settings of each case study, and presenting our conclusions regarding each research
question.

Table 5.1 Summary of the metrics used in this thesis.
Question Metric
Q1.(a) Degree of scattering

Degree of tangling
Q1.(b) Impact of changes
Q1.(c) Vocabulary size and number of steps
Q2 Required time to extract product line specifications
Q3 Required time to evolve product line specifications

5.2 Target Product Lines

We investigate the research questions using SPLs from different domains and available from
distinct sources (books, technical reports, papers, callsfor special issues, thesis, and so on).
In this section we briefly describe them. Notice that we have specified the SPLs in different
ways. For instance, most product lines were specified by students. Nevertheless, the resulting
specifications were validated, so as to assure their conformance to the original specifications
and to the adequate practices of each technique.

5.2.0.1 The Security Module of a Smart Home (SmartHome)

This product line deals with different types of issues (suchas intrusion and fire detection) in
smart home environments. The original specification of thisproduct line, which has been used
in different studies, is from [83] and [1].
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5.2.0.2 Conference Management Product Line (EasyChair)

Product line that aims to generate products that help program chairs to manage the process
of receiving submitted papers, assigning papers to reviewers, resolving review conflicts, and
preparing the conference proceedings. The original specification of this product line is based
on existing conference management systems [21, 48].

5.2.0.3 Mobile Media Product Line (MobileMedia)

SPL for applications that render photo, music, and video on mobile devices [39]. It has been
used in several case studies, mainly because it is well-documented and several of its assets are
easily available.

5.2.0.4 Car Crisis Product Line (CarCrisis)

Product line that aims to facilitate coordination of activities and information flow between
stakeholders that work together to handle a crisis. The original specification was proposed as a
common case study for aspect-oriented modeling techniques[63].

5.2.0.5 The eShop Product Line (eShop)

This product line, initially detailed by Pohl and Metzger [84], allows customers to buy goods
through a web site. The original specification was used as themotivating study of a panel about
testing product lines1.

5.2.0.6 E-finance Product Line (HomeBanking)

Product line inspired by theE-finance Case Study[68]. The scope of this product line comprises
banking services, such as transactions that allow a customer to withdraw and transfer amounts
between two accounts and transactions that allow a customerto manage stocks.

5.3 Modularity Assessment

We evaluated the degree of scattering and degree of tanglingof each aligned specification of
the product lines mentioned in the previous section. Here, aligned specifications means that,
for each case study, analysts are able to generate the same set of products from both PLUSS
and MSVCM specifications. Figure 5.4 summarizes the DoS of features obtained from the case
studies. Note that MSVCM eliminates all feature scatteringin three case studies (CarCrisis,
EasyChair, andeShop); whereas in the other ones it reduces the DoS of several features, as
shown in Table 5.2.

Let us discuss some numbers of Table 5.2. The variation points required by the Operation
Limit feature are specified as parameters and appear in different scenarios of theHomeBanking
case study. For this reason, we could not localize the specification of Operation Limit in a

1This panel occurred at the 10th Software Product Line Conference.
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Figure 5.4 Calculation DoS for the six case studies.

single artifact. In a similar way, we could not eliminate thescattering of the Home State feature
in the MSVCM specification ofSmartHome.

In Chapter 3 we explained that it is possible to specify the Detailed Transaction feature
using just onearound advicein MSVCM, which could eliminate the scattering of this feature
in theHomeBankingspecification. However, the evaluated specification details the transaction
feature using two advice: one for starting transactions andanother for committing and finishing
transactions. This design scatters the specification of Detailed Transaction, leading to a DoS of
0.48 in MSVCM (see Table 5.2).

In contrast, both User Defined Folders and Multiple Recipients features require two alter-
native advice, which should be evaluated when they are selected or not. That is, the following
entries are present in theMobileMediaconfiguration knowledge:

UserDe f inedFolders 7→ evaluateAdvice ADV05

not(UserDe f inedFolders) 7→ evaluateAdvice ADV06

MultipleRecipients 7→ evaluateAdvice ADV03

not(MultipleRecipients) 7→ evaluateAdvice ADV04

As a consequence, the User Defined Folder feature is assignedto advice ADV05 and
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SPL Feature MSVCM PLUSS

HomeBanking Operation Limit 0.55 0.62
HomeBanking Detailed Transaction 0.48 0.83
MobileMedia User Defined Folders 0.66 0.85
MobileMedia Multiple Recipients 0.41 0.60
SmartHome Register Inhabitant 0.69 0
SmartHome Request Access to Home 0.51 0
SmartHome Password 0.51 0.53
SmartHome Fingerprint 0.51 0.53
SmartHome Home State 0.53 0.55

Table 5.2 DoS of features specified using MSVCM and PLUSS. Note, this table presents only the
features whose scattering is greater than zero in MSVCM.

ADV06; while the Multiple Recipients feature is assigned toadvice ADV03 and ADV04. These
multiple assignments yield to a DoS greater than zero for these features in MSVCM.

The remaining feature scattering of theSmartHomecase study were motivated by the in-
teractions between Register Inhabitant and Request Accessto Home with the Password and
Fingerprint features. It is interesting to point out that modularizing these features as advice
increases the degree of scattering, even though they reduced the tangling of the specifications.

For a better clarification, consider the PLUSS scenarios shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6.
Indeed, the DoS of Register Inhabitant and Request Access toHome in PLUSS is zero. These
features are completely localized in the PLUSS specification of SmartHome, even though they
are entangled with Password and Fingerprint.

Using MSVCM advice we remove the aforementioned tangling, separating common be-
havior and variant behavior. For instance, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8, and Figure 5.9 show the
MSVCM specification for registering inhabitants. We use onescenario (SC01) for the com-
mon steps and two advice for representing each variation (Password (ADV01) and Fingerprint
(ADV02)). Nonetheless, this separation increases the DoS of Register Inhabitant, since its spec-
ification is scattered throughout SC01, ADV01, and ADV02 (see the configuration knowledge
on Figure 5.10). Actually, the MSVCM specification of Request Access to Home is scattered
by the same reason. Furthermore, we could not completely localize the specifications of Pass-
word and Fingerprint, since they need different advice for each join point in the specification.
Therefore, these features have an heterogeneous crosscutting behavior [6], which prevent us
from removing their scattering. Finally, ADV01 and ADV02 present some degree of tangling,
as they specify the interactions involving Register Inhabitant with Password and Fingerprint
features. However, it is important to note that this tangling is not motivated by mixing common
and variant behavior; instead, it mainly occurs due to the interactions between mandatory and
optional features.

Also regarding the tangling of scenarios, Figure 5.11 summarizes the DoT grouped by tech-
nique and case study. Note that we could observe a lower DoT inall MSVCM specifications.
This occurs because most scenarios of all case studies require at least one variation point, which
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Related feature: Register inhabitant.
Feature Code User Action System Response
None SC01-01 The home owner selects the

register inhabitant option
in the security configuration
menu.

The inhabitant personal form
is displayed.

Password SC01-02(a)The home owner fills in the
inhabitant personal form and
selects the proceed option.

The system requires the
inhabitant password (and
password confirmation) for
getting access to the home.

Fingerprint SC01-02(b)The home owner fills in the
inhabitant personal form and
selects the proceed option.

The system requires the
inhabitant inhabitant finger
print to capture it.

Password SC01-03(a)The new inhabitant fills in
the password (and confirmation
password) for home access.

The system requests the home
owner configuration password.

Fingerprint SC01-03(b)The new inhabitant put your
finger in the finger print
capture device.

The system get the new
inhabitant finger print
information and asks the home
owner to proceed.

Fingerprint SC01-04* The home owner selects the
proceed option.

The system requests the home
owner configuration password.

None SC01-05 The home owner fills in the
configuration password and
selects the proceed option.

The system register the new
inhabitant, allowing he (she)
to access the smart house.

Figure 5.5 PLUSS specifications of Register Inhabitant.

Related feature: Request access to home.
Feature Code User Action System Response
Password SC05-1(A) The inhabitant request access

to the home at the main
entrance.

The system requests to the
user to pass the smart card.

Fingerprint SC05-1(B) The inhabitant request access
to the home at the main
entrance.

The system requests the user
to put your finger in the
fingerprint reader.

Password SC05-2* The inhabitant pass the smart
card in the card reader.

The system requests to the
user the password to access
the smart home.

Password SC05-3(A) The inhabitant pass the smart
card in the card reader.

The system requests to the
user the password to access
the smart home.

Fingerprint SC05-3(B) The inhabitant put his (her)
finger in the fingerprint
reader.

The system recognizes the
fingerprint information as
a registered inhabitant.

Authorization SC05-4 - The system displays the
message of success login.

Authorization SC05-5 - The system opens the front
door and register the
occurrence.

Authorization SC05-6 - After TimeToCloseseconds, the
front door is closed.

Figure 5.6 PLUSS specifications of Request Access to Home.
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SC01: Register inhabitant.
Code User Action System Response
SC01-1 The home owner selects the

register inhabitant option in
the security configuration menu.

The inhabitant personal form is
displayed.@registerInhabitant

SC01-2 The home owner fills in the
configuration password and
selects the proceed option.

The system register the new
inhabitant, allowing he (she)
to access the smart house.

Figure 5.7 MSVCM scenario of Register Inhabitants.

ADV01: Register inhabitant when password is selected.
Pointcut: after @registerInhabitant

Code User Action System Response
ADV01-1 The home owner fills in the

inhabitant personal form and
selects the proceed option.

The system requires the
inhabitant password (and password
confirmation) for getting access
to the home.

ADV01-2 The new inhabitant fills in
the password (and confirmation
password) for home access.

The system requests the home
owner configuration password.

Figure 5.8 MSVCM advice of Register Inhabitants with Password.

in PLUSS are directly related to a feature. For instance, considering theeShopcase study, only
the PLUSS version of the Create Wish List scenario is relatedto just one feature. Nevertheless,
the MSVCM specification ofSmartHomepresents several scenarios and advice with values
of DoT higher than zero. This occurs due to the interactions discussed above. In addition,
fine-grained variability, represented as parameterized steps, also causes tangling in MSVCM
scenarios and advice.

Altogether, we can conclude that thegreaterthe number ofhomogeneous crosscutting fea-
turesand the number of variants for a scenario, the greater are thebenefits of applying our
approach. In those cases, the MSVCM improvements on both feature modularity and scenario
cohesion become more evident. In fact, the expected benefit of our approach is to reduce the
impact of evolving a SPL. The metrics suite employed here quantifies such an impact, since

ADV02: Register inhabitant when fingerprint is selected.
Pointcut: after @registerInhabitant

Code User Action System Response
ADV02-1 The home owner fills in the

inhabitant personal form and
selects the proceed option.

The system requires the
inhabitant inhabitant finger
print to capture it.

ADV02-2 The new inhabitant put your
finger in the fingerprint capture
device.

The system get the new inhabitant
fingerprint information and asks
the home owner to proceed.

ADV02-3 The home owner selects the
proceed option.

The system requests the home
owner configuration password.

Figure 5.9 MSVCM advice of Register Inhabitants with Fingerprint.
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Figure 5.10 Items of theSmartHomeconfiguration knowledge.

Figure 5.11 Calculation DoT for the six case studies.

(a) if a scenario has a greater DoT, introducing a new alternative to its variant behavior re-
quires more changes in the base specification; and (b) evolving features with high DoS requires
changes in different scenarios. Although the observed improvements vary, in most of the cases
MSVCM increases scenario cohesion and reduces feature scattering. Therefore, the modular-
ity supported by our approach might reduce the number of changes in the base scenarios of
an SPL, in such a way that it isopen for extensionsandclosed for modifications. We further
investigate this in next Section.

Finally, after evaluating both degree of scattering and degree of tangling, we decided to in-
vestigate how often feature specifications are scattered. This is an important information, since
new mechanisms for quantifying advice could be necessary. Figure 5.12 presents a histogram
of feature scattering. So, based on these case studies, we perceive that just a few features are
scattered through different scenarios. This result is totally different from Eaddy et al.’s find-
ings, which revealed that about 95% of the concerns are crosscutting [35] in the source code of
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Figure 5.12 Histogram of feature scattering.

different case studies. In spite of this observation, we areaware that we cannot generalize these
results.

5.4 Open-Closed Principle Assessment

We investigated the conformance to the open-closed principal by comparing two releases of
three case studies (EasyChair, CarCrisis, andHomeBanking). We proceeded in this investiga-
tion as follows. First, we aligned original specifications of these case studies written in PLUSS
and MSVCM. Then, we evolved these original specifications according to a set of change re-
quests. Finally, we computed the differences between two releases of each case study specified
either in PLUSS or in MSVCM. Therefore, here we consider twelve specifications (Table 5.3).

Details about the changes that evolve each case study from the original to the second release
can be found elsewhere [18]. In what follows we provide an overview of those changes and the
results of the assessment for each case study.

5.4.1 First case study (EasyChair)

We evolve theEasyChairspecifications according to the following set of change requests.

CR01 Introducing a mandatory feature that allows general chairs to prepare proceedings. This
change request only requires the introduction of a new scenario without any variation
point.
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Release Name Short Description

EasyChairP1 The original release ofEasyChairspecified in PLUSS.
EasyChairP2 The second release ofEasyChairspecified in PLUSS.
CarCrisisP1 The original release ofCarCrisisspecified in PLUSS.
CarCrisisP2 The second release ofCarCrisisspecified in PLUSS.
HomeBankingP1 The original release ofHomeBankingspecified in PLUSS.
HomeBankingP2 The second release ofHomeBankingspecified in PLUSS.
EasyChairM1 The original release ofEasyChairspecified in MSVCM.
EasyChairM2 The second release ofEasyChairspecified in MSVCM.
CarCrisisM1 The original release ofCarCrisisspecified in MSVCM.
CarCrisisM2 The second release ofCarCrisisspecified in MSVCM.
HomeBankingM1 The original release ofHomeBankingspecified in MSVCM.
HomeBankingM2 The second release ofHomeBankingspecified in MSVCM.

Table 5.3 Releases used assessing the adherence to the Open-Closed principle.

CR02 Changing the optional feature that automatically validates papers submitted to a confer-
ence. According to this change request, the auto validationmust consider fine grained
formatting rules, such as spacing and margins. The specification of this feature is scat-
tered throughout scenarios SC01 and SC02 of the original PLUSS specification.

CR03 Changing the alternative feature that automatically assign papers to the program com-
mittee. According to this change request, program chairs must be able to inform the
criteria to assign papers.

CR04 Introducing a new scenario that allows the program chair to define custom fields, which
will be required during a paper submission.

Thus, based on these change requests we produce theEasyChairP2 andEasyChairM2 speci-
fications. After that, we automatically compute the Impact of Changes metric, using the heuris-
tics present in Section 5.1.3. Note in Table 5.4 that MSVCM reduced the total number of
changes, even though no significant variation is observed inthe IC metric. This occurs because

• the original specifications of both PLUSS and MSVCM are wellmodularized (this case
study has the lowest DoS and DoT);

• two of the change requests discussed above introduce independent scenarios (CR01 and
CR04), which requires a similar impact on both PLUSS and MSVCM specifications; and

• just CR02 requires changes to different scenarios of the PLUSS specification.

5.4.2 Second case study (CarCrisis)

We evolve theCarCrisisspecifications according to the following set of change requests.
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Technique N. Modifications N. Extensions IC

PLUSS 17 8 0.68
MSVCM 11 8 0.57

Table 5.4 Calculation of the Impact of Change metric forEasyChaircase study.

CR01 Introducing a new option (Employee) to the Witness alternative feature.

CR02 Introducing the Remove Obstacle Mission. Indeed, similarly to the other missions, all
taken procedures must be registered in a log file.

CR03 Fixing the lack of details of the Log feature, whose specification is scattered throughout
all missions in PLUSS.

Before showing the numbers of this evaluation, let us detailthe CR01 impact on the PLUSS
specification. First, consider the original specification of the Capture Witness Reportscenario
(Figure 5.13), which supports Anonymous or Registered configurations. In fact, if the feature
Registered was not selected, all steps assigned to the Registered feature will not appear in the
final product. In this case, the product represents a configuration that does not consider the
witness’ identity.

Based on the details of CR01, we can evolve the scenario of Figure 5.13 in different
ways. For instance, we could keep steps (SC01.6), (SC01.7),(SC01.8), and (SC01.9) un-
changed, introduce the required steps of the Employee Witness after Step (SC01.9) and before
step SC01.10, label these new steps as (SC01.9a), (SC01.9b), and (SC01.9c), and keep steps
SC01.10, and SC01.11 unchanged. This leads to just three modifications. However, such a so-
lution will break the understanding that step (SC01.9a) is an alternative step of (SC01.6), step
(SC019.b) is an alternative step of (SC01.7), and so on.

A better, and more aligned solution to the PLUSS approach, isshown in Figure 5.14. In that
case, we have to change the code of the four steps related to the Registered feature in the original
release, and interleave these steps with the three new stepsrequired by the Employee feature.
Since our difference algorithm matches scenarios and stepsbased on their codes, changing
the code of each step yields to two modifications: the removalof the original step and the
introduction of the same step with the new code. So, the totalnumber of modifications in this
case is 11.

Since CR01 requires the definition of a new advice, this change request totalizes four exten-
sions in MSVCM. In addition, CR03 has a great impact on PLUSS specifications, since the Log
behavior is scattered throughout the missions specified in the original version. Differently, the
entire log behavior was modularized as an advice in MSVCM, making such a change request
more localized. To sum up, MSVCM reduces the impact of the required changes, as shown in
Table 5.5.
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Related feature: Request access to home.
Feature Code User Action System Response
None SC01.1 Coordinator informs location

and type of crisis as reported
by the witness.

CMS (Crisis Management System)
provides Coordinator with a
crisis-focused checklist.

None SC01.2 Coordinator provides crisis
information to CMS as reported
by the witness.

CMS assigns an initial
emergency level to the crisis
and sets the crisis status to
active.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.3) Coordinator request visual
information from CMS.

CMS requests video feed from
Surveillance System.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.4) - Surveillance System starts
sending video feed to CMS.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.5) - CMS starts displaying video
feed for Coordinator.

Registered (SC01.6) - CMS requests the witness data
(name, residence and phone)

Registered (SC01.7) Coordinator fills in the
requested data.

CMS contacts Phone Company to
verify witness information.

Registered (SC01.8) - CMS validates information
received from the Phone
Company. This scenario
proceeds only if the witness
information is correct.

Registered (SC01.9) - CMS update the crisis
information by providing
witness data.

None SC01.10 - CMS recommends to Coordinator
the missions ($Mission$) that
are to be executed based
on the current information
about the crisis and available
resources.

None SC01.11 Coordinator selects one or
more missions recommended by
the system.

For each selected mission,
the CMS assigns internal and
external resources so as to
properly solve the crisis.

Figure 5.13 First PLUSS specification of Capture Witness Report scenario.
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Related feature: Request access to home.
Feature Code User Action System Response
None SC01.1 Coordinator informs location

and type of crisis as reported
by the witness.

CMS (Crisis Management System)
provides Coordinator with a
crisis-focused checklist.

None SC01.2 Coordinator provides crisis
information to CMS as reported
by the witness.

CMS assigns an initial
emergency level to the crisis
and sets the crisis status to
active.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.3) Coordinator requests visual
information from CMS.

CMS requests video feed from
Surveillance System.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.4) - Surveillance System starts
sending video feed to CMS.

Camera
Surveillance

(SC01.5) - CMS starts displaying video
feed for Coordinator.

Registered SC01.6(a) - CMS requests the witness data
(name, residence and phone)

Employee SC01.6(b) - CMS requests the ID of the
employee responsible for
reporting the current issue.

Registered SC01.7(a) Coordinator fills in the
requested data.

CMS contacts Phone Company to
verify witness information.

Employee SC01.7(b) Coordinator provides the
employee ID.

CMS updates the crisis
information by providing
employee data

Registered SC01.8(a) - CMS validates information
received from the Phone
Company. This scenario
proceeds only if the witness
information is correct.

Employee SC01.8(b) - CMS updates the employee
bonus, which considers the
number of reported issues by
an employee.

Registered (SC01.9) - CMS updates the crisis
information by providing
witness data.

None SC01.10 - CMS recommends to Coordinator
the missions ($Mission$) that
are to be executed based
on the current information
about the crisis and available
resources.

None SC01.11 Coordinator selects one or
more missions recommended by
the system.

For each selected mission,
the CMS assigns internal and
external resources so as to
properly solve the crisis.

Figure 5.14 Second PLUSS specification of Capture Witness Report scenario.
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Technique N. Modifications N. Extensions IC

PLUSS 41 12 0.77
MSVCM 5 10 0.33

Table 5.5 Calculation of the Impact of Change metric for theCarCrisiscase study.

5.4.3 Third case study (HomeBanking)

Finally, we have evolved the original specification of HomeBanking according to the following
set of change requests.

CR01 Changing the specification of the PIN authentication mechanism. According to this CR,
customers must provide their personal identification number as well their three letter
access code. This CR changes all scenarios that require authentication in the PLUSS
specification.

CR02 Introducing a new feature that allows customer to pay invoices. The new scenario re-
quired by this CR is affected by several features, such Authentication Mechanism and
Detailed Transaction.

CR03 Introducing the optional feature for detecting frauds. This feature, when selected, changes
the behavior of other features, such as Withdraw Service, Transfer Service, and Payment
Service.

CR04 Introducing a new authentication mechanism, that authenticates customers and employ-
ees through iris recognition. To evolve the PLUSS original specification according to
this CR, all scenarios related to the authentication must bereviewed.

In general, the same patterns of change of the previous case studies occur here. Neverthe-
less, CR03 requires the introduction of a new advice for detecting frauds in MSVCM, as well
as the modification of existing scenarios to expose new join points to this advice. Table 5.6
summarizes the numbers of this evaluation. Similarly to theprevious case study, here MSVCM
also reduces the impact of the CRs.

Technique N. Modifications N. Extensions IC

PLUSS 55 17 0.76
MSVCM 4 9 0.30

Table 5.6 Calculation of the Impact of Change metric forCarCrisiscase study.
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5.4.4 Summary of the evaluation

Based on the results of the case studies, we conclude that if achange request introduces an
independent feature, which is not affected by variation points, there is no significant difference
on the Impact of Chang when using PLUSS or MSVCM. Differently, if a CR changes alter-
native or optional features that are either tangled or scattered, MSVCM better localizes such
changes and reduces the overall impact of the change.

5.5 Vocabulary Size Analysis

In this short section we present the impact of using MSVCM regarding the size of the speci-
fications. As shown in Figure 5.15, the number of assets (scenarios and advice) in MSVCM
is greater than PLUSS. This occurs because we separate common from variant behavior using
advice.

Figure 5.15 Number of assets grouped by case studies.

Nonetheless, an important point is that we reduce the numberof steps of each specification
(Figure 5.16). Therefore, MSVCM increases the total numberof assets, at the same time it
reduces the average complexity of each asset.
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Figure 5.16 Number of steps grouped by case studies.

5.6 Effort Analysis

The previous empirical studies suggest that MSVCM leads to SPL specifications that are more
modular then PLUSS. However, they do not provide any evidence about the costs to extract
and evolve SPL specifications using both techniques. For that reason, we conducted six con-
trolled experiments comparing PLUSS and MSVCM in terms of the effort required by these
approaches to extract and evolve SPL specifications. In thisway, we attempted to answer ques-
tions Q2 and Q3. More precisely, the following hypothesis are investigated:

H1. The time to extract SPL specifications using MSVCM is greater than using the PLUSS
approach.

H2. The time to evolve SPL specifications using MSVCM is smaller than using the PLUSS
approach.

Initially, we had planned just two experiments that were carried out in the second semester
of 2008 (Section 5.6.1). However, we decided to mitigate twothreats for generalizing our
conclusions: the reduced number of preparatory classes andthe ad hocprocedure to collect
the response variables. In order to do that, we executed two new rounds of experiments (Sec-
tion 5.6.2 and Section 5.6.3). In each one of those rounds we performed two experiments: one
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for evaluating the effort required to extract an SPL specification and another for investigat-
ing the effort required to evolve SPL specifications. In fact, besides mitigating the mentioned
threats, we also extended the second hypothesis, varying the types of change and the familiarity
of the subjects with the task of evolving SPL specifications.

5.6.1 First phase

This phase considered two product lines: one for the electronic commerce domain (eShop)
and another for the conference management systems domain (EasyChair). Table 5.7 presents
some figures of the input specifications, which were briefly introduced in previous sections.
However, we consider only part of the specifications of theseSPLs, to reduce the effort required
to complete the planed activities. Thus, the design of the experiment controls the SPL factor,
even thougheShopandEasyChair belong to different domains.

Table 5.7 Some figures about the product specifications used in the firstphase of the experiments.

EasyChair eShop
Number of features 18 19
Number of scenarios 9 6
Number of steps 48 41

Here we investigate hypotheses H1 and H2 by means of two experiments. In the first one,
students followed the extractive approach for SPL development: they extracted SPL specifi-
cations from scenarios of specific products. Differently, in the second experiment, students
followed the reactive approach for SPL evolution, where they had to evolve existing SPL spec-
ifications according to a set of change requests. In the remainder of this section we detail the
design, execution, and analysis of these experiments.

5.6.1.1 Assessment of SPL derivation

We followed aLatin Square Design[19, 67] to block the factors: analysts and product lines. A
Latin square is organized in such a way that both factors (analysts and product lines) appear in
the rows or columns of a matrix. Additionally, each treatment (PLUSS or MSVCM) appears
only once in a given row or column. Since twelve analysts wererandomly organized in paired,
we considered six Latin squares (or replications) in this experiment. Finally, the treatments
were also randomly assigned to the cells of each Latin square. Figure 5.17 depicts the layout
of this design, showing that each analyst (A1, . . . , A12) specified each product line (eShopor
EasyChair) using one technique (PLUSS or MSVCM).

Analysts were asked to extract product line specifications from scenarios of existing prod-
ucts. The subjects were first introduced to the concepts of each technique. Then, during a
practical class, a warm-up session detailed the activitiesthey would develop during the exe-
cution of the experiment. These activities were planned in two laboratory classes. In the first
class, students should extracteShop, using either MSVCM or PLUSS. Instead, in the second
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Figure 5.17 Layout of the experimental design.

class they should extract the specifications ofEasyChairusing a different technique from the
first class.

The following data was provided to the students:

• research papers about each technique;

• one feature model for each product line;

• two feature configurations for each product line; and

• Two sets of scenario specifications for the corresponding products of each product line.

During the experiment execution, several questions arose,most of them related to the cor-
rect assignment of features to the elements of the input specifications. Answers to those ques-
tions were provided to all students. In addition, besides extracting the product line specifica-
tions, the subjects were also responsible for recording (using an MS-Word template) the time
required to specify each SPL scenario. Based on this data, wecould compute the time required
to extract the product lines.

The boxplot2 shown in Figure 5.19(a) summarizes the effort (total time inminutes) required
to extract SPL specifications in PLUSS and MSVCM. Note that this boxplot reveals an outlier
in MSVCM, which corresponds to a student that did not complete the activity during the labo-
ratory classes. We removed this outlier in our analysis, replacing it by the average time required
to extract MSVCM specifications. The resulting boxplot is shown in Figure 5.19(b).

After removing outliers, we proceeded with an analysis of variance (ANOVA), considering
the model of Figure 5.18. First, we verified that the model restrictions (additive, constant er-
ror variance, and normal distribution of residuals) were satisfied by the collected data. Then,
through analysis of variance, we estimated the significanceof the Techniquefactor to the re-
sponse variable, according to the null hypothesis:

H10. There is no significant difference in the time required toextract a product
line, by reason of the specification technique (PLUSS or MSVCM).

The results of the statistical analysis, regarding the total time to extract a product line, are
shown in Table 5.8. For the purpose of our analysis, the most important data is the estimated
p-valueof theTechniquefactor. In order to avoidtype 1errors, which means rejecting the null

2We provide an overview of the boxplot representation in Appendix B.
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Yli jk = µ + τl + ταli +β j + γk + εli jk , where

Yli jk response of thelth replica,ith student,jth SPL, andkth treatment
µ average of the response data
τl effect of thelth replica
ταli effect of the interaction between thelth replica and theith student
β j effect of thejth SPL
γk effect of thekth technique (PLUSS or MSVCM)
εli jk random error

Figure 5.18 The regression model of our experimental design.

hypothesis when in fact it istrue, we follow the convention of considering a factor as being
significant to a response variable whenp-value< 0.05 [19, 57]. In those situations, thenull
hypothesis (the factor is not significant) should be rejected. This is not the case here, since
the ANOVA revealed to us ap-valueof 0.0619. As a consequence, we cannot reject the null
hypothesis (although being suggestive that it is false) andvariances regarding the technique
might be occasioned by chance [85]. In summary, based on the response data of this experi-
ment, there is no significant difference in the average time required to evolve SPL specifications
using PLUSS or MSVCM.

Table 5.8 Results of the ANOVA, regarding the time to extract a productline in the first phase of the
experiments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F valuep-value
Replica 5 1358.21 271.64 2.34 0.1185
Replica:Student 6 640.25 106.71 0.92 0.5201
SPL 1 198.38 198.38 1.71 0.2206
Technique 1 513.37 513.37 4.420.0619
Residuals 10 1161.75 116.17

5.6.1.2 Assessment of SPL evolution

Similarly to the previous investigation, the experimentaldesign for this study was based on
Latin Squares of order two. In this case, ten analysts were randomly assigned to the rows of
five squares.

Here, the second controlled factor was two sets of change requests, which had been pro-
posed to evolve a baseconference managementproduct line (EasyChair) specification. Addi-
tionally, those changes dealt with different types of evolution: such as adding new features to
the product line, removing existing features, or introducing new options to alternative features.
The two sets of change requests are available in the course web site [18].
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(a) Box plot with outliers. (b) Box plot after removing outliers.

Figure 5.19 Boxplots summarizing the effort to extract product lines inthe first phase of experiments.

Analysts were asked to evolve two aligned, reference specifications ofEasyChair. One
written in MSVCM and another in PLUSS. Since the subjects hadalready been introduced to
the techniques under investigation, seminar and warm-up sessions were considered unneces-
sary.

Activities were conducted during two classes in laboratory— each activity should not last
more than two hours. Analysts had to evolve the aligned product line specifications, according
to the first set of change requests in the first class; and according to the second set of change
requests in the second class. Notice that, if a student applied the first set of CRs (SCR01) to
the MSVCM specification, (s)he had to apply the second set of CRs (SCR02) to the PLUSS
specification (and vice-versa). Therefore, the Latin squares were organized as represented in
Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.20 Layout of the experimental design.

The following data was made available to the subjects:

• one feature model for the product line;

• reference SPL specifications written in MSVM and PLUSS; and
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• two sets of change requests proposed to evolve the SPL specifications. Each CR was
specified in such a way that the students should be able to easily realize the impact on the
base specifications.

In this activity, students were responsible for: (a) figuring out the impact of the CRs;
(b) evolving the reference specifications according to eachCR; (c) evolving the configuration
knowledge, when necessary; and (d) recording the time required to carry on each CR.

The boxplot shown in Figure 5.21 summarizes the effort (total time in minutes) required to
evolve SPL specifications in PLUSS and MSVCM. Although two outliers were found in this
data, they had not been excluded from our analysis— mainly because the corresponding values
do not violate the 2 hours constraint.

Figure 5.21 Boxplot summarizing the effort required to evolve a base specification ofEasyChair, using
either PLUSS or MSVCM in the first phase of experiments.

The analysis followed in this experiment was similar to the previous one. We first checked if
the response data satisfied all constraints of the regression model. In fact, the regression model
here is also quite similar to the one shown in Figure 5.18. However, instead of consideringβ
as the SPL factor, here we consider it as the sets of change requests. After that, we carried out
an analysis of the significance considering the following null hypothesis:

H20. There is no significant difference in the time required toevolvea product
line, by reason of the specification technique (PLUSS or MSVCM).

The results of the statistical analysis, regarding the total time to evolve a product line, are
shown in Table 5.9. Once more, since the ANOVA revealed to us ap-valueof 0.2071 for the
Techniquefactor, we could not reject the null hypothesis, and variances regarding the technique
might be occasioned by chance.
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Table 5.9 Results of the ANOVA regarding the time to evolve a product line in the first phase of the
experiments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)
Replica 4 691.70 172.93 1.45 0.3024
Replica:Student 5 763.75 152.75 1.28 0.3586
ChangeSet 1 4.05 4.05 0.03 0.8583
Technique 1 224.45 224.45 1.88 0.2071
Residuals 8 953.00 119.12

5.6.1.3 Conclusions of the first phase

The results of this first phase contradicted our initial expectation. Previous results state that
advanced techniques for modularizing features require more time to extract variant behavior
(which should enforce the first hypothesis) [59]. Additionally, since we have evidence that
changes in MSVCM are more localized, we were expecting this technique to help to reduce the
time to evolve the specifications of an existing SPL. So, we decided to carry out a second round
of experiments. Obviously, in this second phase we should try to mitigate some of the threats
that could lead to the unexpected results of the first phase. Particularly, we attempted to avoid
the following threats:

• Lack of experience.We had only two classes for preparing the subjects to the mentioned
activities. In the first class we introduced the techniques,whereas in a second class we
performed a warm-up session. The lack of experience of the analysts with the techniques
could have compromised the results.

• Non representative CRs.In the first phase, just a few CRs required changes to the differ-
ent parts of the specifications. Perhaps for that reason, we could not realize a significant
difference in the effort to evolve SPLs regarding theTechniquefactor.

• Imprecise data collection. In the first phase, analysts were asked to record the time to
extract and evolve product lines using a MS-Word template. This could lead to imprecise
data collection, so we decided to implement a tool that allows the students to specify and
evolve SPLs and record the effort of these activities.

5.6.2 Second phase

The second phase of experiments involved new subjects. The goals of this phase were analo-
gous to the previous one: two experiments were carried out inorder to compare the performance
of PLUSS and MSVCM, with respect to extraction and evolutionsituations. In addition, the
design of these experiments were quite similar to the ones infirst phase. The main differences
are highlighted bellow.
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5.6.2.1 Preparatory classes

In this phase we allocated seven classes to prepare the students for executing the activities. In
the first class we explained the techniques. Then, we followed with warm-up sessions during
the subsequent four classes. These sessions focused on the extraction situations, and aimed at
familiarizing the subjects with the techniques as well as with a tool they should use during the
activities. Indeed, during the warm-up sessions, the subjects proposed several improvements
to this tool. After that, we present the results to the participants (sixth class) and conclude the
preparatory period with one warm-up session focusing on evolution scenarios.

5.6.2.2 Subjects

A more expressive number of analysts was involved in this phase. In fact, 22 students partic-
ipated in the experiment regarding the extractive approach; whereas 20 students took part in
the experiment about the evolutive approach. None of these participants was involved in the
previous round of experiments.

5.6.2.3 Tool support

In order to mitigate errors during data collection, students used a tool that we developed for
these experiments. This tool allows the subjects to extractand evolve SPLs using PLUSS and
MSVCM. In fact, it records all SPL specifications and the required time to execute the activities,
compute the metrics discussed in Section 5.1, and increasedour confidence about the acquired
data.

5.6.2.4 Assessment of SPL derivation

This phase considered two different product lines: the Car Crisis product line (CarCrisis) and
the Mobile Media product line (MobileMedia). Table 5.10 presents some figures about the sets
of product specifications.

Table 5.10 Some figures about the product specifications used in the second phase of the experiments.

CarCrisis MobileMedia
Number of features 14 17
Number of scenarios 7 6
Number of steps 47 50

We proceeded our analysis using a process similar to the previous phase. Figure 5.22 and
Table 5.11 summarize the results. Note that, differently from our previous findings, here we
obtained strong evidence for rejectingH10. As a consequence, we could assume theTechnique
factor as being significant regarding the time to extract product line specifications. Moreover,
since we are evaluating just two techniques, we could infer which technique has a better perfor-
mance by comparing their respective means. Since the differenceMSVCM−PLUSSis 18.46,
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we have evidence that PLUSS requires less effort than MSVCM for creating SPL specifications.
We attribute this result to the extended number of preparatory classes.

Figure 5.22 Boxplot summarizing the effort required to extract SPLs, using either PLUSS or MSVCM
in the second phase of experiments.

Table 5.11 Results of the ANOVA regarding the time to extract an SPL in the second phase of the
experiments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F valuep−value
Replica 10 5391.20 539.12 2.62 0.0318
Replica:Student 11 6604.53 600.41 2.92 0.0180
SPL 1 1.89 1.89 0.01 0.9246
Technique 1 3780.01 3780.01 18.40 0.0004
Residuals 20 4109.36 205.47

5.6.2.5 Assessments of SPL evolution

In this experiment, students should evolve reference specifications of the Car Crisis product
line (CarCrisis), according to two sets of change requests.Here, we aimed to evaluate our
hypothesisH2: The time to evolve SPL specifications using MSVCM is smaller than using the
PLUSS approach, but considering more changes that impact on different parts of the reference
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specifications. Again, our analysis here is quite similar tothe previous phase. Figure 5.23 and
Table 5.12 summarize our findings.

Notice in Table 5.12 that thep−valuefor theTechniquefactor is 0.2598. Therefore, as in
the first phase, we could not rejectH20, and differences regarding this factor could be motivated
by chance. We believe this was motivated by the lack of confidence of some students regarding
how to proceed to apply some types of change in MSVCM. Particularly, some of the change
requests required simple modifications only in the configuration knowledge, but subjects spent
a long time to figure that out. In order to mitigate such a problem, we decided to conduct a new
round of experiments. However, in the third phase we dedicated even more time in warm-up
sessions for training students in the evolutive approach. At this point our hypothesis was that
MSVCM reduces the time to evolve a product line when the analysts have been well trained or
have experience with evolving SPL specifications.

Figure 5.23 Boxplot summarizing the effort required to evolve SPLs, using either PLUSS or MSVCM
in the second phase of experiments.

5.6.3 Third phase

Similarly to the previous phases, this experiment aimed at evaluating both extraction and evo-
lution situations. However, comparing to the second phase,the major difference was that we
spent four more classes in warm-up sessions, in order to better prepare the students to evolve
SPL specifications. Therefore, the settings here were quitesimilar to the second phase. Partic-
ularly, the same tool of the second phase was used to extract and evolve SPL specifications and
record the time required to perform each activity.
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Table 5.12 Results of the ANOVA regarding the time to evolve an SPL in thesecond phase of the
experiments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F valuep−value
Replica 7 2140.03 305.72 1.98 0.1304
Replica:Student 8 2447.92 305.99 1.99 0.1250
CR 1 936.90 936.90 6.08 0.0272
Technique 1 212.54 212.54 1.38 0.2598
Residuals 14 2157.34 154.10

Besides that, a new set of students took part on this experiment. In fact, 16 analysts par-
ticipated in this phase, for both evolution and extraction experiments. Clearly, this number of
students allows only a reduced number of replications in each experiment, when comparing to
the second phase. Nevertheless, such a reduction did not compromise the quality of the data
we obtained— the response data conforms to the model constraints.

5.6.3.1 Assessment of SPL extraction

This phase considered two different product lines: the Car Crisis product line (CarCrisis) and
the Home Banking product line (HomeBanking). Table 5.13 shows some figures about the
input set of product specifications.

Table 5.13 Some figures about the product specifications used in the third phase of the experiments.

CarCrisis HomeBanking
Number of features 14 16
Number of scenarios 7 6
Number of steps 47 60

We proceeded our analysis using a process similar to the previous phases. Figure 5.24
and Table 5.14 summarize the results. Similarly to the second phase, here we also obtained
strong evidence for rejectingH10 and we could infer which technique has a better performance
by comparing the average response ofMSVCM−PLUSS, which equals 20.12 minutes. As a
consequence, we get more convinced that PLUSS requires lesseffort than MSVCM for creating
SPL specifications, which confirms our initial expectations.

5.6.3.2 Assessment of SPL evolution

In this experiment, students should evolve aligned specifications of theE-finance product line
(HomeBanking), according to two sets of change requests. Wehave been expecting to confirm
H2, since students were better prepared to this activity, andthe results of the empirical studies
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Figure 5.24 Boxplot summarizing the effort required to extract SPLs, using either PLUSS or MSVCM
in the third phase of experiments.

Table 5.14 Results of the ANOVA regarding the time to extract an SPL in the third phase of the experi-
ments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F valuep−value
Replica 5 6681.29 1336.26 11.90 0.0006
Replica:Student 6 2069.05 344.84 3.07 0.0568
SPL 1 440.04 440.04 3.92 0.0759
Technique 1 2430.09 2430.09 21.64 0.0009
Residuals 10 1122.87 112.29
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detailed in Section 5.4 suggested that changes to this product line were more localized using
the MSVCM approach.

Our analysis here was also quite similar to the previous phases, as well as the design and
regression model. Figure 5.25 and Table 5.15 summarize our findings. This time, thep−value
of the technique factor was 0.08, which, according to Ramsey[85], suggests the technique
factor as being relevant to the process of evolving SPL specifications. Thus, although we do
not have enough evidence for rejectingH20, the response data of this experiment suggests to
reject it. In addition, the differences of the average responsesMSVCM−PLUSSis negative
(-8’14”), meaning that if the technique factor is really significant, we would have evidence that
MSVCM has a better performance than PLUSS when considering SPL evolution.

Figure 5.25 Boxplot summarizing the effort required to evolve SPLs, using either PLUSS or MSVCM
in the third phase of experiments.

Table 5.15 Results of the ANOVA regarding the time to evolve an SPL in thethird phase of the experi-
ments.

Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F valuep−value
Replica 5 1621.09 324.22 3.21 0.0551
Replic:Student 6 3164.69 527.45 5.22 0.0112
CR 1 521.58 521.58 5.16 0.0465
Technique 1 380.14 380.14 3.76 0.0812
Residuals 10 1010.97 101.10

Altogether, we could conclude that the benefits regarding better modularity provided by
the compositional approach MSVCM has a payoff during evolution. In fact, it is necessary an
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upfront investment in training to reduce the effort required to evolve SPL specifications. Be-
sides that, we believe that localized changes could reduce errors when evolving specifications,
although this attribute was not considered in this study.



CHAPTER 6

Related Work

The investigation described in this thesis is mainly related to use cases scenario variability man-
agement, empirical studies in aspect-orientation, and experimentation in software engineering.

6.1 Scenario variability management

As mentioned in Chapter 5, there are many other techniques for representing SPL variabilities
in use case scenarios. Here we present an overview of those techniques— apart from MSVCM
and PLUSS— pointing out how our findings could be generalizedto them.

6.1.1 PLUC

PLUC (Product Line Use Cases) is an extension of use cases that allows system analysts to
represent variability in requirements. In fact, PLUC was proposed as a means to represent
requirements in a suitable way to derive SPL test cases from use case scenarios.

Specifications written in PLUC represent variability by means of special tags, which are
explicitly enclosed throughout the use case sections. Therefore, similarly to PLUSS, one single
asset describes both common and variant behavior— there is no separation between a base
specification and the optional features that crosscut it.

Besides this initial similarity with PLUSS, in fact PLUC presents a serious problem re-
garding the separation of concerns in product line development. This is due to, according to
the existing literature about PLUC, the scope of a product line being defined by means of the
variability tags, instead of using a selection of features to define a product. As a consequence,
the scope (or the set of SPL products) have to be specified through different scenarios using
particular tags, which makes PLUC specifications hard to maintain. Even simple changes, such
as introducing an alternative to a feature (which enlarges the SPL scope), might require changes
in different scenarios.

6.1.2 Model Templates

Model Templates is an annotative approach for representingvariability in models that conform
to a notation defined using the Meta Object Facility formalism [47]. Examples of require-
ments specifications using Model Templates are provided in [28, 70, 30], which describes SPL
scenarios using activity diagrams.

Regarding modularity, Model Templates is quite similar to PLUSS, since all variants of
a scenario are described in a single asset. Actually, optional activities and transitions must
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be stereotyped with a feature expression, named presence condition, which specifies which
elements of the annotated models should be present for a specific configuration.

The relationships between product line assets and featuresin Model Templates are as ex-
pressive as the relationships supported by the MSVCM configuration knowledge. Both ap-
proaches relate SPL assets to feature expressions using propositional formulas.

6.1.3 VML4RE

VML4RE is a compositional approach for representing SPL variability in use cases and activity
diagrams [2]. Therefore, similarly to Model Templates, scenarios in VML4RE are specified
using activity diagrams. Besides that, it is possible to separate common and variant behavior
of a scenario using a symmetric, compositional approach.

Therefore, regarding modularity, VML4RE and MSVCM are equivalent, since both tech-
niques present a clear separation between common and variant specifications. However, apart
from the notation used, these techniques differ with respect to several points.

First, MSVCM follows an asymmetric approach for composing scenarios and advices,
which are proposed to represent, respectively, common and variant behavior. Differently,
VML4RE was built upon a symmetric approach, in which both common and variant behav-
ior are represented using the well known notation of UML activity diagrams.

Another difference between these approaches is that MSVCM pointcuts are specified in
the advice construct, whereas pointcuts in VML4RE are specified in the configuration space.
We consider the pointcut model of MSVCM more general, since it allows the composition of
scenarios and advice to occur independently of the configuration process of a SPL member.

Finally, VML4RE requires one configuration item for each join point that is effected by a
variant behavior— thus, the degree of quantification in VML4RE is particularly limited when
compared to MSVCM.

6.1.4 MATA

MATA (Modeling Aspects using a Transformation Approach) isa compositional technique
that uses graph transformations to solve product line variabilities in UML models [54]. Using
MATA, UML constructs of the base and variant features are first translated to a graph repre-
sentation. Actually, the behavior related to a variant feature is modeled as transformations that
solve variabilities in the graphs. Indeed, each transformation is represented using two (left,
right) graphs; and one might apply a transformationT to each UML construct that matches the
left hand side ofT.

With respect to modularity, MATA and MSVCM provide a similardegree of separation
between common and variant behavior. However, we believe that writing MATA transforma-
tions is hard; requires a deep knowledge of the UML metamodel; and, for those reasons, it is a
time-consuming task. Surely, investigating these claims is a subject of future research.

Regarding expressiveness, one might specify new types of compositions using MATA, such
as parallel compositions of state charts or activity diagrams. The notion of parallelism could
not be directly represented using MSVCM scenarios, although Cabral and Sampaio proposed a
mapping between textual scenarios to Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [20]. Based
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on this mapping, it is possible to express parallelism and synchronization among the resulting
processes; as well as reasoning about parallelism properties through existing tools such as
FDR2 [89].

The existing literature about MATA does not well explain howto relate features to the graph
transformations. At first glance, it appears a direct mapping between features to graph transfor-
mations. However, we believe that it could be possible to usethe infrastructure (configuration
knowledge plus interpreter) provided by MSVCM to establisha more expressive kind of map-
ping in MATA, such as a feature expression being related to a set of graph transformations.

6.1.5 RDL

Requirements Description Language (RDL) is a semantic based, aspect-oriented approach for
requirements engineering [23]. Using RDL, analysts are able to express join points with respect
to the semantics of a requirement, instead of using syntactic references to the requirement
identifiers. In a different way, both MSVCM and VML4RE refer to syntactic elements of the
base specifications.

RDL was not proposed for representing SPL variability in requirements. Nevertheless,
RDL compositions could be activated (or deactivated) depending on a particular feature con-
figuration, if it was used, for instance, in conjunction withsome extension of the MSVCM
configuration knowledge. In this way, RDL and MSVCM provide the same degree of separa-
tion of concerns between common and variant behavior— even though RDL represents both as
concern specifications. Thus, differently from MSVCM, RDL is a symmetric approach.

Regarding effort, RDL requires an additional step for building a synonym vocabulary and
an ontology. After that, RDL provides a higher degree of stability of the pointcut definitions.
We presume that such a stability reduces the time to evolve the specifications, but this points to
a topic that requires further investigation. Besides that,using identifiers in the pointcut clauses
of MSVCM advice might result in thefragile pointcutproblem. Therefore, changing an step
identification could break a pointcut. For this reason, it isworth to define pointcuts in terms of
annotations assigned to specific steps.

6.2 Empirical studies in aspect-orientation

Several studies have been proposed to assess the impact of aspect-oriented programming [43,
41, 35, 45, 39, 36] and aspect-oriented requirements engineering (AORE) [86, 22, 14].

For instance, Garcia [43] and others empirically discussedabout some limitations of mod-
ularizing design patterns using aspects, while Eaddy et al.found a strong relationship between
scattering and the number of defects [39]. Both studies relyon metrics for quantifying scatter-
ing and tangling of concerns. Actually, Garcia uses absolute metrics, such asConcern Diffusion
over ComponentsandConcern Diffusion over Lines of Code[40]; while Eaddy proposesDe-
gree of ScatteringandDegree of Tangling, which are respectively normalized with respect to
the number of concerns or components. We could have used absolute values for quantifying
scattering and tangling, as in a previous work [15]. However, absolute values, such as pro-
posed by Figueiredo and others [40], just reveal if a featureis scattered or not— without any
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information about the degree of its scattering. In fact, this limitation hinders the comparison of
modularity between different specifications, which justifies our decision to evaluate scattering
and tangling using DoS and DoT [35].

As mentioned, empirical studies in AORE have also been conducted. First, Sampaio and
colleagues [86] present a case study that compared four different AORE approaches in terms
of time-effectiveness and the quality of their produced outcomes. Differently from our study,
they were not interested in assessing the improvements regarding modularity and separation
of concerns that an AORE approach could bring. In addition, their case study involved four
requirements engineers, each one assigned to restructure the Health Watcher system [88] speci-
fications using one of the evaluated AORE approaches. Since they have not blocked thesubject
factor, their conclusions could not be generalized and the observed variations might be only
motivated by the differences among subjects or by the available tools used during the activity.
In contrast, here we have replicated our experiment, blocked the subject factor, and conducted
all activities related to the effort analysis in laboratory. All together improve the confidence of
our conclusions.

Besides that, we totally agree with Sampaio when he enforcesthat accuracy is an important
property that should be investigated [86], but we postpone such a comparison in the context of
our research to a future work. At a first glance, investigating accuracy with the outcomes of our
study seems to be straightforward. However, we should have proceeded differently during the
executions of our experiments, if we had aimed to check accuracy. For instance, we should not
have allowed the participants to make questions, neither answered those questions during the
execution of the experiment.

Chitchyan et al. present a comparison betweenSyntacticvs. Semanticbased approaches
for AORE [22]. Their work focuses on comparing two properties: expressiveness and stability
of the pointcut clauses of each approach. In contrast, here we compared two techniques, one
aspect-oriented and one non-aspect-oriented, proposed for representing SPL variability in use
case scenarios. Our comparison also has a different focus, which aims to understand the benefits
and limitations of using an aspect-oriented approach for modularizing feature specifications.
Regarding modularity, as explained before, we think that (a) any AORE approach investigated
in [22] would perform as good as MSVCM, and (b) RDL provides a more stable pointcut
definition than MSVCM, as we previously discuss. With respect to the expressiveness of the
compositions, we have to investigate it further before taking any conclusion.

Finally, in a previous work [14] we have introduced MSVCM andattempted to compare
it with the PLUSS approach. Here we present a deeper comparison, investigating other case
studies and considering the conformance to the open-closedprinciple and an analysis of the
required effort to extract and evolve product lines. To our knowledge, there is no other work
that investigates those characteristics in the context of SPL development.

6.3 Experimental evaluation in software engineering

Basili states that “one sign of maturity in a field is the level of sophistication of the goals of an
experiment . . .” [8].

As discussed, there is a body of knowledge that confirms the contributions of aspect-
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oriented constructs to improve source code modularity, as well as requirements specifications.
However, while conducting this research, we have not found enough evidence in the litera-
ture stating that modularizing crosscutting concerns using aspect constructs reduce the effort
to evolve a software, for instance. As a consequence, we could not relate our work to other
studies that investigate questions similar to ours. The most likely cause is the lack of experi-
mental evaluation of aspect-oriented software development. For that reason, we consider that
our work provides a singular evaluation of the use of aspect-orientation to modularize feature
specifications.

Nevertheless, the response data present in [87] suggests that AOP reduces the time to im-
plement and evolve a web based system. In that study, students were randomly organized in
two groups. A control group using the Java programming language and another group using
AspectJ to perform the assigned tasks. Indeed, this design uses one project, two techniques,
and two groups of subjects— each group assigned to one technique. According to Basili [8],
a design such as that is classified asReplicated Project— multiple teams developing activities
related to a unique project. Since the subject factor was notcontrolled, the observed differences
could have also been motivated by the subject factor.

More recently, Hanenberg and others investigate the hypothesis that AOP has a positive
impact on the development time [49]. In their experiment, twenty students were assigned to
execute nine tasks proposed to evolve a game in an incremental way, according to the introduc-
tion of different features (logging, synchronization, andso on). The students were divided into
two groups, one group initially implemented the tasks usingOOP and then developed the same
tasks using AOP. The other group proceeded the execution of the experiment in the opposite
order (first using AOP and then OOP). The response data revealed that (a) the technique is sig-
nificant, (b) AOP reduced the effort to perform only two of theeight tasks, and (c) AOP takes
significant more time then OOP when considering the whole experiment as a single task. In ad-
dition, similarly to our findings, they have also observed great differences related to the subject
factor. Finally, the authors also point that a more intensive training in AOP would significantly
change the results, which is one of the conclusions of our experiments.

Regarding the design of the experiment, the results presentin [49] could have been influ-
enced by the learning effect, since each subject performed the same tasks twice. Here we tried
to minimize such an effect by asking students to perform different activities using each tech-
nique (PLUSS or MSVCM). Indeed, we adopt a Latin Square design, which is an extension of
theBlocked Subject-Projectdesign [8] to evaluate the effort to extract and evolve SPL speci-
fications, in which each subject uses both techniques in different projects. Perhaps due to the
lack of experimentation in software engineering, Basili did not consider more elaborate designs
in his classifications [8].

In fact, searching in the literature that surveys experiments in software engineering [97, 32,
57], we did not find examples of experiments using the Latin Square design, even though this
design is explained in [57]. To our knowledge, only [71] usesa design similar to ours. This
enforces our experiment design as being an important contribution of this thesis.





CHAPTER 7

Conclusion

Our goal is to advance the state of the art of use case scenariovariability in the context of
software product lines. More specifically, we aim to improvethe separation of concerns in
SPL specifications. To that end, we proposed (a) an approach that separates the specifica-
tions of optional features using aspect-oriented constructs; and (b) a new representation of the
configuration knowledge, target to separate the configuration concern from the SPL scenario
specifications. Our thesis is that, as a result of this separation of concerns, engineers could
easily understand and independently evolve feature specifications and configuration models.
Altogether, we expect that our approach reduces the time to evolve product line specifications.
In fact, such a claim required (c) a deeper investigation, which is another contribution of our
work.

Indeed, contributions (a) and (b) builds upon a model of variability management using
crosscutting mechanisms. This model considers the importance of different input languages
that crosscut each other for deriving specific members of a product line. We applied this no-
tion of variability management to the context of our thesis (variability management in use case
scenarios), which led to a clear separation of concerns between variability and scenario speci-
fications and allowed practitioners to evolve both representations independently.

In fact, regarding contribution (c), and according to the results obtained from different case
studies, our approach improved both feature modularity andscenario cohesion, as well as it
dealt with the evolution of SPL specifications in compliancewith the open-closed principle. In
addition, we also investigated the effort to extract and evolve product lines using the proposed
technique. This investigation underlies on six controlledexperiments, carried out in three dif-
ferent phases. The results of the first phase suggests that our approach requires more time to
extract a product line specification; and rejects the hypothesis that our approach requires less
time to evolve the specifications of a product line. Differently, the second experiment yields
strong evidences for assuming the first mentioned hypothesis, whereas the second hypothesis
was again rejected. In the third experiment, we spent more time teaching the subjects to evolve
product line specifications according to a set of change requests, since the lack of experience
on this activity had been considered a threat of the first and second phases. The response data
collected in this third phase enforces the first hypothesis stated above, and suggests the second
one as being true. Therefore, the main conclusions are

• MSVCM increases the modularity of scenario specifications.

• MSVCM requires more time to bootstrap a software product line.

• MSVCM only reduces the time to evolve product line specifications when practitioners
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have been well trained and acquired experience with the process of evolving product lines
specifications.

7.1 Review of the contributions

In what follows, we review the main contributions of this thesis.

7.1.1 Variability management as a crosscutting concern

Throughout this thesis, we characterize variability management as a crosscutting concern,
mainly because the variation points required by a feature are usually expressed in different
assets of a product line, including its specifications. Thischaracteristic justifies our choice
for representing this concern, as well as the derivation process of products, using crosscutting
mechanisms.

7.1.2 Modeling framework for variability mechanisms

After characterizing variability management as a crosscutting concern, we extended the mod-
eling framework proposed by Masuhara and Kiczales for representing the weaving process of
aspect-oriented techniques [74]. In fact, we just have to make more flexible the number of
input languages of their model, in order to represent mechanisms such asaspect evaluationof
MSVCM. This enforces the generality of their modeling framework.

7.1.3 Use case scenarios variability

We found out that one could specify the behavior of feature asuse case scenarios using just
three sources of variability [7]: variability in function,variability in data, and variability in
control flow. Indeed, PLUSS and PLUC support the same sourcesof variability, although using
the annotative style; while VML4RE and Model Templates onlysupport variability in function
and variability in control flow.

7.1.4 New representation of the configuration knowledge

Our solution comprises a new representation of the configuration knowledge [29], which relates
feature expressions to transformations. Indeed, the evaluation of the configuration knowledge
yields to a specific product; by applying a sequence of transformations that were previously
related to expressions that are valid to it. Actually, different transformations have been imple-
mented. The basic ones select scenarios, evaluate advices,and solve parameters of use cases.
However, our notion of transformation as well as the evaluation process are extensible. For
that reason, new kinds of transformations have been easily developed so far. Some of them, for
instance, were proposed to create build files, in such a way that our approach was successfully
applied to manage variability in the source code of the Mobile Media case study.
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7.1.5 Empirical assessments

We conducted a deeper assessment of our approach, leading toseveral contributions in the field
of empirical software engineering. For instance, we have used different metrics for quantifying
feature scattering and scenario cohesion. Based on the results, we concluded that normalized
metrics, such as Degree of Scattering and Degree of Focus [34], are more suitable to compare
different features specifications. We have also proposed and validated a metric for quantifying
the degree in which a SPL specification adheres to the open-closed principle [76]. Finally, the
design and analysis of our experiments could be useful for other investigations. Particularly, the
authors of VML4RE [2] aims to compare their technique to Model Template trough controlled
experiments, particularly using a design similar to ours..

7.1.6 Hephaestus tools and libraries

As an engineer contribution, we have developed a set of toolsand libraries to support the auto-
matic derivation of product specifications from SPL assets.In fact, theses tools have evolved in
order to also support variability management in source code, and are being used to implement
source code variability in a real product line for model based testing.

7.2 Future work

In this thesis, the notion of advice is used only to modularize product line variability. However,
we realized that it could also be applied for representing variations in the behavior of a single
product. In fact, we believe that some issues related to the composition process described
in [20] could be better controlled using our notion of advice. Although we have already started
some discussion about that, we postpone a deeper analysis toa future work.

Here we do not compare our configuration knowledge representation with existing ones,
such as that described in [59, 24, 12]. Indeed, This is an ongoing work, carried out in the context
of a cooperation involving different universities. As initial results, we have proposed several
criteria to such a comparison. In addition, here we do not provide details about other interesting
dimensions to evaluate MSVCM, for instance stability of compositions and configuration items.
Indeed, this is also another work that we are currently developing, and that also involves a
strong cooperation with other universities.

Finally, as we discussed in Chapterchap:msvcm-semantics,we are investigating new mech-
anisms for representing scenario variability and new pointcut constructs, since we have found
patterns of variability that requires specific changes either in the user action or in the system
response. Providing means to this kind of fine-grained variability is one of the future activities
regarding the evolution of MSVCM.





APPENDIX A

A Short Introduction to the Haskell Programming
Language

Chapter 4 presents the syntax and semantics of MSVCM using Haskell functions and algebraic
types. Here we present a short introduction to Haskell[13, 92, 56], a programming language
(named after Haskell Brooks Curry, one of the pioneers of Lambda Calculus) that might be
better characterized by the following properties:

• Haskell is a functional programming language. Thus, functions, in the mathematical
sense, are the main building blocks (or abstractions) in which Haskell programs are de-
signed and constructed. Indeed, the main program itself is written as a function which
receives the program’s input as its arguments and delivers the program outputs as its re-
sults [50]. The main function might be defined in terms of other functions, and the same
mechanisms used to compose functions could be used to compose whole programs.

• No side effect, that is, (most) Haskell functions in a program are equivalent to mathemat-
ical functions: when evaluated, they just return a value. There is no notion ofexternal
or global stateand functions are not able to update the value assigned to an identifier
(although the same name could be assigned to different values within different scopes).
As Hughes [50] states “This eliminates a major source of bugs, and also makes the order
of execution irrelevant - since no side-effect can change the value of an expression, it can
be evaluated at any time”, or even in parallel.

Surely, programs have to interact with the environment, andsome interactions usually
lead toside effect— but this is done in disciplined ways in Haskell. For instance, special
classes of functions (named Monads), instead of only returning a value, might also per-
form actions (such as IO or deal with graphical user interface) and be combined. Besides
that, a signal of a good functional design is the prevalence of functions that are pure,
without side effects.

• Supporting for lazy evaluation, that is, expressions in Haskell are only evaluated when
necessary. For instance, suppose a function that sums a listof decimals— if the list is
not empty; otherwise it returns the value of its second argument. This function might be
defined as:

sumOfElements:: [Float]→ Float→ Float
sumOfElements[ ] base= base
sumOfElements(x: xs) = foldl (+) 0 (x:xs)
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Next we show an interactive session that uses thesumOfElements function. Note that,
the third call does not return an error, since thev = 2/0 expression does not need to be
evaluated (the first argument is not an empty list). Differently, the last call requires the
evaluation ofv = 2/0.

Prelude> sumOfElements [1, 2, 3] 2
6.0
Prelude> sumOfElements [1, 2, 3] 2/0
Infinity
Prelude> let v = 2/0 in sumOfElements [1, 2, 3] v
6.0
Prelude> let v = 2/0 in sumOfElements [] v
Infinity

• Supporting for high-order functions , that is, functions in Haskell arefirst-class citi-
zens, so one function might be a member of a list, might be the return value (or a pa-
rameter) of another function, and might also be used to declare abstract data types. As
Hugues explain, this provides new means to combine softwareabstractions. For instance,
we could define asquarefunction by partially applying apowerfunction, that is calling
the power function with just the exponent argument as shown in the code snippet bellow.

power1 base= base
power e base= base∗ (power(e−1) base)

square x= power2 x

Using an interactive session, we could ask the type of the above functions to a Haskell
interpreter (such as GHC or Hughes Interpreters). Thepowerfunction expects two inte-
gers as arguments and returns an integer value, whereas the square function is a function
from integer to integer. The interest point here is that thesquarefunction was defined in
terms of thepowerfunction.

Prelude>:t power
power :: Int -> Int -> Int
Prelude>:t square
square :: Int -> Int

Indeed, we could also define thesquarefunction, in terms ofpower, using different styles.
For instance, we use a lambda expression (λx→) to definesquare’and thepointfree
notation to definesquare” (we do not provide an explicit argument tosquare”).

square′ = (λx→ power2 x)
square′′ = power2
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• Strong type system, Haskell has a static type system so that the compiler checksfor
inconsistencies among all types used in the expressions. Indeed, the Haskell extends the
Hindley and Milner (HM) type systems, which offers:

a) Type security: soundness results guarantee that well-typed programs cannot go
wrong— there is no need to dynamically check whether only expected types are
used.

b) Polymorphism: allows the definition of functions thatbehave uniformly over all
types.

c) Type inference: provides an efficient algorithm which canbe used to determine
that a program element is well typed, and, in addition to identify the type of each
program element without requiring to explicitly annotate the source program.

Besides that, Haskell extends the HM type system to supportRestricted Polymorphism,
Higher-order Polymorphism, andPolymorphic Arguments. A detailed discussion about
the Haskell type systems could be found in [55].

Next we present some Haskell constructs and patterns that are used in chapter 4.

A.1 Algebraic Types

We present the abstract syntax of the MSVCM input models (usecase model, feature model,
product configuration, and configuration knowledge) by means of algebraic types written in
Haskell. Algebraic types are commonly used in Haskell to define new and complex types, such
as enumerations and trees. Their definition starts with the reserved worddata followed by the
type name and the type constructors.

The code snippet bellow shows three algebraic types:Advice, AdviceType, andPointCut.
The first one was defined as accepting one constructor, whereas the second (AdviceType) ac-
cepts three constructors (Before, After, andAround).

data Advice= Advice{
id :: Id,
kind::AdviceType,
description::Description,
pointCut:: [PointCut],
steps:: [Step]
}
data AdviceType= Before| After | Around
data PointCut= IdRef Id| Annotation String|Range(Id, Id)

Given an instance of theAdvicedata type, we could access its members using either pattern
matching or calling the functionsid, kind, description, and so on. The code snippet bellow
shows how we could create an instance of theAdviceand access its description.
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adv= Advice“ id01′′ Before“An exampleof advice′′ [IdRef“S01′′ ] [s01,s02]
desc= description adv -- access the advice description.

As discussed, the constructors could be referred to by meansof pattern matching. That
is, functions might be defined in terms of the constructors ofan algebraic type as well as the
constructors could used in the definition of a case statement. The code fragment bellow presents
some examples. In this case, the function compose’ is definedin terms of pattern matching.

...
compose′ (Before) = concatBefore(match pc)
compose′ (After) = concatAfter (match pc)
compose′ (Around) = concatAround(match pc) proceed

A.2 List Representation and List Comprehension

List processing is pervasive in functional programming language. Haskell provides some syn-
tactic sugar for representing lists through pattern matching and for traversing the elements of a
list using list comprehension.

Lists combine values of the same type into a single object. For instance,[1,2,3] is an
shorthand to the definition of the list 1 : 2 : 3 :[ ], where[ ] represents an empty list and the :
infix operator adds the first argument to the second argument,a list. List comprehension might
be used to filter the elements of a list, according to one or more properties, as well to apply a
function to them.

Given a listxs, a basic list comprehension follows the pattern[x | x← xs, f x], where f
is a function that expects an argument of the same type ofx and returns a Boolean. As we
said, we could apply a function to the elements of a list, using the style of list comprehension
[g x | x← xs, f x], whereg is a function that expects an argument of the same type ofx.

For instance, in the code snippet bellow we show a function (process f g xs) which filters
the elements of a listxsand then returns a list of pairs(x, g x), given that thatx∈ xs and f x.

process f g xs= [(x,g x) | x← xs, f x]

Next we show an interactive session using theprocessfunction to filter the even elements
of a list formed by the numbers 1 to 10, and then it returns pairs of the form(x,2∗x).

Prelude> process even (*2) [1..10]
> [(2,4), (4,8), (6,12), (8,16), (10,20)]

We use list comprehension in several points of the MSVCM specification and implementa-
tion. For instance, we use list comprehension to filter the transformations that should be applied
for a given product configuration (see Figure 4.15).

λbegin{code}
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weavingProcess fm pc ck spl= refine ts spl newProduct
where

ts= concat[transformations c| c← ck,eval pc(expression c)]
...

There is a number of Haskell functions for list manipulation, some of them might be traced
to patterns of operations on the Category Theory (such as isomorphisms and catamorphisms).
For instance, we could use themapfunction (an isomorphism) to apply a function to all ele-
ments of a list. Differently,foldl andfoldr are Haskell build in catamorphism that reduce a list
of values to a single value.

Prelude> map (*2) [1,2,3,4,5]
[2,4,6,8,10]
Prelude> :t map
map :: (a -> b) -> [a] -> [b]
Prelude> foldl (+) 0 [1,2,3,4,5]
15
Prelude> t:map
foldl :: (a -> b -> a) -> a -> [b] -> a

A.3 Infix Operators

Haskell allows developers to write infix operators, which enriches the vocabulary of the lan-
guage and is a powerful mechanism for writingembedded domain specific languages. Among
others, we have implemented several infix operators that make feature expressions more con-
cise. For instance, one might create an expressionA implies B, where A and B are feature
identifiers, using theOr (Not A) B expression, or simply by using the⇒ infix operator that we
have defined as:

e1⇒ e2= (Not e1)∨e2
e1∨e2= Or e1 e2
...

A.4 Generic Programming with the Scrap Your Boiler Plate Library

The transformations applied to the SPL use case model requires the traversal of a rich data
structure. For instance, in order to apply an advice on specific join points, it would be be
necessary to perform the fallowing steps:

(i) visit the use case model,

(ii) visit the list of use cases,
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(iii) for each use case, visit the list of scenarios,

(iv) for each scenario, visit the list of steps,

(v) for each step that matches the pointcut clauses of an advice, combine the advice and return
a new flow of events.

The code required to traverse from the use case model to the steps, where the weaving
operation really occurs, hinders the small amount of interesting code, which constitutes the
reason for the traversal, and usually leads to non-maintainable code— since the traversal code
is sensible to changes in the hierarchy.

To mitigate this problem, Lammël and Peyton Jones [] proposed an approach (lately im-
plemented as a Haskell library) for generating traversal strategies mechanically, leaving the
programmer free to concentrate on the interesting parts of the algorithms. Based on their ap-
proach, named Scrap Your Boilerplate (SYB), we removed the initial boilerplate code used to
implement the SPL use case model transformations.

To do that, we basically use themkT function and theeverywherestrategy available in the
GHC implementation of SYB. For instance, the code snippet bellow shows the definition of a
(generic) function that might be re used to evaluate an advice in different hierarchies of the use
case model (remember, a use case model has a list of use cases).

genEvalAdvice::Advice→ [UseCase]→ [UseCase]
genEvalAdvice a= everywhere(mkT(evalAdvice a))

TheevalAdvicefunction has the signatureevalAdvice :: Advice -> Scenario -> Scenario,
so it must be applied to the scenario element of the hierarchy. The mkT function makes a
type extension of the functionevalAdvice, so that it could be applied to any node of the hier-
archy. Actually, when applied to a scenario, it behaves likethe implementation ofevalAdvice;
otherwise, when applied to the other nodes of the hierarchy,it behaves such as theid function.

Theeverywherefunction is ageneric traversal combinatorsthat applies its argument in ev-
ery node of the hierarchy. In the example above, the argumentis theevalAdvicetype extension.

There exist other Haskell libraries for generic traversals, but we decided to use the Scrap
Your Boilerplate because it attends our needs, it is simple to use, it is well documented, and it
is available in the GHC compiler.

A.5 From High-order Functions to Type Classes

Initially we have implemented the notion of transformations as a type synonymous, as shown
in Figure 4.13 and revisited in the code fragment below to make this Appendix more self-
contained.

type Transformation= SPL→ Product→ Product

data Configuration= Configuration{
expression::FeatureExpression,
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transformations:: [Transformation]
}

In Chapter 4 we use this definition of Transformation to describe the semantics of MSVCM,
detailing the essentials of the product derivation process. Although such a definition of Trans-
formation is functional, in the sense that it really works, it does not allow us to order a list of
transformations, does not allow us to check whether two transformations are the same, and does
not allow us to get a readable representation of a transformation. For this reason, we decided
to create aTransformationtype class, which defines polymorphic functions that are applied to
all instances of the Transformation type class.

Let us discuss about restricted polymorphism [55] now, which is supported in Haskell by
the definition of type classes. First, consider the definition of thelengthfunction, which returns
the length of a list, regardless the type of its elements.

length:: [a]→ int
length[ ] = 0
length(x: xs) = 1+ length xs

According to this definition, we could reuse thelengthfunction to compute the number of
elements of a list of strings, a list of integers, and a list oftransformations. It is a polymorphic
function that might be applied to lists of any type. Differently, theelemfunction might be used
to some, but not all types. Theelemfunction returns true if a given valuee is a member of a
list. However, the type ofe is restricted, and it must be an instance of theEq type class. The
definition of theelemfunction is as follows:

elem:: (Eq a)⇒ a→ [a]→ Bool
elem [ ] = False
elem y(x:xs) = if (y == x) then Trueelseelem y xs

Therefore, theelemfunction is applied to any typea that complies to the restriction of being
an instance of theEq built-in Haskell class. Besides that, it is important to note that Haskell
compilers are able to derive instances of some standard typeclasses, such asEqandShow.

Returning to our context, we present in the code snippet bellow the definition of the Trans-
formation type class. We omit other functions related to this type, and consider just the oper-
ator⊗, which, comparing to the previous definition of theTransformationtype synonymous,
receives an extra polymorphic parameter of typet.

class⇒ Transformation twhere
(⊗) :: t→ SPLModel→ InstanceModel→ InstanceModel

All transformations must be an instance of theTransformationtype class and must imple-
ment the⊗ operator. For instance, the following data type is responsible for implementing the
selectUseCasestransformation, a new transformation that simplifies the selection of entire use
cases, instead of selecting their individual scenarios.

data SelectUseCases= SelectUseCases{
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ucIds:: [Id ]
}

instanceTransformation SelectUseCaseswhere
(⊗) (SelectUseCases ids) spl product= addUseCases(ucs,spl,product)

where
ucs= [uc | uc← useCases(splUCM spl),ucId uc∈ ids]
addUseCases...

In addition, we had to evolve the definition of theConfigurationdata type, so that it could
hold a list of instances of theTransformationtype class. In order to do that, we created a
generic transformationdata type, which is a polymorphic type thatquantifies for alltypet that
satisfies the restriction of being an instance of theTransformationclass.

data GenT= forall t ◦Transformation t⇒GenT t

data Configuration=
Configuration{

expression::FeatureExpression,
transformations:: [GenT]
}
type ConfigurationKnowledge= [Configuration]



APPENDIX B

Box Plot Representation

Data analysis should always start by looking at the data. An efficient way to do this is to use
the box plot graphics [94], as Massart et al. argue [73]. Thisappendix presents an introduction
to the box plot notation and was constructed based on the paper “Visual Presentation of Data
by Means of Box Plots”[73].

The box plot representation relies on robust statistics, which are more resistant to the pres-
ence of outliers than the classical statistics based on the normal distribution. For instance,
consider the data set 2, 3, 2, 4, 3, 4, 3. The mean of this data set is 3, describing one aspect
namedcentral tendencyof the data. Now, suppose an outlier was observed, and one of the
measures with response equals to 4 was replaced by 11, leading to the data set 2, 3, 2, 4, 3,
11, 3. The mean now is 4, which is no longer a representative measure of the central tendency,
since five of the seven values are smaller than 4 and only one islarger. Therefore, the mean is
not robust towards outlying observations. Robust statistics, indeed, replaces the mean by other
measures of central tendency, particularly the median measure.

In addition, theinterquartile range(IQR) is a robust way for describing the dispersion of
the data. It is the range within which the middle 50% of the ranked data are found. The IQR is
calculated as follows (consider the data set of Table B.1):

(i) Calculate the median value (in the example, it is 13.2).

(ii) Split the data into an lower and an upper half.

(iii) Calculate the lower quartile value (the median value of the first half, which in the example
is 12.0).

(iv) Calculate the upper quartile value (the median value ofthe second half, which in the
example is 14.5).

(v) Calculate the IQR, which is the difference between the lower and upper quartiles (in the
example, IQR = 14.5 - 12.0 = 2.5).

11.00 11.20 11.50 11.60 11.90 12.00 12.20 12.80 12.90 12.90 13.10
13.30 13.40 13.80 13.90 14.20 14.50 14.50 14.60 15.30 15.50 16.00

Table B.1 Exemplar data set
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Box plots represent the data dispersion by considering the median as well the interquartile
range. Thebox in the graphhas a height equal to the IQR and is drawn starting from lower
quartile value and stopping at the upper quartile value. A horizontal bar (or a filled point) is
drawn at the height of the median.

Additionally to the median and IQR, box plots also representthe lower and upper extreme
values. The lower extreme value is equal tolower quartile− 1.5× IQR; while the upper
extreme value is equal toupper quartile+ 1.5× IQR. In the example, these extremes are,
respectively, 8.25 and 18.25. Since there is no value as extreme as 8,25 and 18.25, the lowest
and the uppermost values of the data set are shown.

16.0

11.0

13.2

Figure B.1 Resulting box plot from the data of the example.

Finally, box plots also present, as non-filled circles, the existing outliers of a data. Outliers
are the values bellow the lower extreme value or above the upper extreme value. For instance,
introducing the values 7.5 and 19.5 to the exemplar data set,leads to the box plot of Figure B.2.
The reader should note the presence of outliers.



19.5

13.2

16.0

8.2

7.5

Figure B.2 Resulting box plot after introducing outliers on the data ofthe example.
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